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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Engineering DNA Polymerases to Synthesize Unnatural Genetic Polymers for Applications
in Synthetic Biology
by
Ali Nikoomanzar
Doctor of Philosophy in Pharmaceutical Sciences
University of California, Irvine, 2020
Professor John C. Chaput, Chair

Polymerases are an ancient family of enzymes that synthesize long strands of DNA
and RNA. These enzymes have found practical value in many biotechnology applications
due to their ability to copy and amplify long stretches of DNA with high fidelity and
efficiency. In recent years, engineered versions of naturally occurring DNA polymerases
have been developed that can synthesize unnatural genetic polymers (also referred to as
xenonucleic acids or XNAs) with reasonable fidelity and primer-extension efficiency. One
analog α-L-threofuranosyl-(3’→2’) nucleic acid (TNA), is capable of forming antiparallel
Watson-Crick duplex structures with complementary strands of DNA, RNA, and TNA, which
is remarkable considering the structural differences between TNA and natural genetic
polymers .
In this dissertation, we first developed methods and tools for purifying and
measuring the activity of laboratory evolved XNA polymerases. Next, robust pipelines for
the directed evolution of a wide variety of nucleic acid modifying enzymes (polymerase,
ligase, restriction endonuclease) for synthetic biology were created and validated in a highxx

throughput fashion. Finally, new approaches toward molecular evolution were applied to
evolve two unique TNA synthetases with improved catalytic efficiency and substrate
specificity over their wild-type counterparts.
Chapter 1 begins with a review of polymerase function and structure, illustrating
the latest techniques that have been used to answer fundamental questions about the
mechanism of DNA synthesis. We next examine several techniques that have been applied
to engineer polymerases with desired functional properties. Specifically, we focus our
attention on droplet-based optical polymerase sorting (DrOPS) which is an advanced
microfluidic screening technology utilized in Chapters 4-6 for evolving new XNA
synthetases.
Chapter 2 describes an affinity chromatography-based polymerase purification
protocol for studying the catalytic properties of thermophilic polymerases expressed as
recombinant proteins from E. coli. This protocol was essential for future works presented
in Chapters 3, 5, and 6 since many of the polymerases needed to synthesize XNA polymers
are not available commercially and consequently researchers must express and purify
these enzymes in-house. We discovered that taking advantage of the thermophilic nature of
our recombinantly expressed polymerases by increasing the heat treatment step to 80°C
for a full 60 minutes could remove > 90% of contaminating E. coli proteins. Furthermore,
by placing on ice for a full 30 minutes, we allowed maximum precipitation and aggregation
to occur and following ultracentrifugation obtained lysate with > 95% of purity. Previously
reported protocols did not fully take advantage of this property of the polymerase which
seems curious given the half-life of Kod polymerase is 12 hours at 95°C. The protocol

xxi

details the steps needed to express, purify, and evaluate the activity of engineered
polymerases with altered substrate recognition properties and produces ~20 mg of pure,
nuclease-free polymerase per liter of E. coli bacterial culture.
Chapter 3 describes a highly parallel, low-cost method for measuring the average
rate and substrate specificity of XNA polymerases in a standard qPCR instrument. This
assay, termed polymerase kinetic profiling (PKPro), involves monitoring XNA synthesis on
a self-priming template using high-resolution melting (HRM) fluorescent dyes that
intercalate into the growing duplex as the template strand is copied into XNA.
Mechanistically, HRM dyes function by intercalating between the base pairs of dsDNA and
also by binding along the phosphate backbone via electrostatic interactions and groove
binding. This presents synthetic biology researchers with a unique challenge; namely, the
altered sugar-phosphate backbone structures of XNA/DNA heteroduplexes may not
interact with commercially available HRM fluorescent dyes in the same manner as natural
DNA/DNA homoduplexes. We discovered through our empirical analysis that using a nonoptimal HRM dye for a given XNA system could lead to drastically different conclusions
regarding the true rate of XNA synthesis. Using PKPro, we benchmarked for the first time
three engineered polymerases capable of synthesizing non-cognate (RNA) or unnatural (2’fluoroarabino nucleic acid (FANA) and TNA) genetic polymers and compared their
substrate specificity ratios to determine the extent of their molecular recognition
properties. On the basis of these results, we suggest that PKPro provides a powerful tool
for evaluating the activity of XNA polymerases.

xxii

Chapter 4 describes the construction, validation, and application of a fluorescenceactivated droplet sorting (FADS) instrument that was established to evolve enzymes for
synthesizing and modifying XNAs. The microfluidic system enables droplet sorting at ∼2–3
kHz using fluorescent sensors that are responsive to enzymatic activity. The utility of this
device was to create a dedicated instrument for directed evolution experiments utilizing
the superior stability of single emulsion droplets over their double emulsion counterparts
typically required for conventional fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) instruments.
This device was used extensively in Chapters 5 and 6 for screening large libraries of
polymerase variants for TNA synthesis capabilities and discovering mutations responsible
for repurposing the enzyme active site to nearly invert substrate specificity towards the
eventual goal of evolving a TNA specialist. Furthermore, the custom nature of the FADS
allowed us to quickly make adjustments to sensor designs or protein expression protocols
in order to tune our selection stringencies to produce the desired outcome. Indeed, future
protein engineers would do well to construct a device similar in design to ours in order to
reduce technical bottlenecks for studying protein structure-function relationships.
The ability to rapidly interrogate large swaths of protein sequence space to discover
the molecular determinants of substrate specificity relies on efficient methods for
performing selections in high throughput as well as library creation strategies to produce
the requisite genetic diversity amongst individual clones. Furthermore, once these sites are
elucidated, the ability to rapidly discover the optimal amino acid sequence for a given
unnatural function requires the further construction of even more focused combinatorial
saturation mutagenesis libraries. Chapter 5 describes a high-throughput microfluidic-based
approach for mapping sequence–function relationships that combines DrOPS with deep
xxiii

mutational scanning (DMS). We applied this strategy to map the finger subdomain of a
replicative DNA polymerase isolated from Thermococcus kodakarensis (Kod). From a single
round of sorting, we discovered two cases of positive epistasis and demonstrate the near
inversion of substrate specificity from a double mutant variant. This effort indicates that
polymerase specificity may be governed by a small number of highly specific residues that
can be elucidated by DMS without the need for iterative rounds of directed evolution which
contrasts markedly with previous polymerase engineering endeavors that required
anywhere from 3 to 18 rounds of selection for discovering efficient unnatural synthetases.
Chapter 6 describes a programmed allelic mutagenesis (PAM) strategy to
comprehensively evaluate all possible single-point mutations in the entire catalytic domain
of a replicative DNA polymerase. Most DNA polymerase libraries sample unknown portions
of mutational space and are constrained by the limitations of random mutagenesis. By
applying the PAM strategy with ultrafast high-throughput screening, we demonstrated how
DNA polymerases could be mapped for allelic mutations that exhibit enhanced activity for
unnatural nucleic acid substrates. We provided the first sequence function map of an entire
polymerase domain that highlights the drastic importance and flexibility of the thumb
subdomain for modulating unnatural polymerase activity. Using our method, we
discovered two mutations in the thumb subdomain from unstructured loop regions both
proximal and distal to the polymerase core that had a dramatic impact on the synthesis of
an unnatural congener TNA. These residues would not have been predicted using standard
rational design approaches and are good examples of the types of discoveries possible with
our selection technique (DrOPS) and library construction method (PAM). Furthermore, by
leveraging the power of long-read sequencing (PacBio) we have found a way to quickly
xxiv

determine fitness peaks from degenerate combinatorial site-saturation libraries. In
principle, we predict that at a minimum, our discoveries will allow fellow protein engineers
to quickly “re-engineer” those enzymes previously discovered by utilizing a single round of
selection and clone construction. Such methods bring us that much closer to building
designer, custom-built proteins for biotechnology.
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Chapter 1
Engineering Polymerases for Applications in Synthetic Biology
Publication Note
This chapter is an excerpt from a more comprehensive polymerase review currently
under review in The Quarterly Reviews of Biophysics.
Nikoomanzar, A.; Chim, N; Yik, E.J.; Chaput, J.C. Engineering Polymerases for Applications
in Synthetic Biology. The Quarterly Reviews of Biophysics 2020 (Under Review).

1.1 Abstract of the Chapter
DNA polymerases play a central role in biology by transferring genetic information
from one generation to the next during cell division. Harnessing the power of these
enzymes in the laboratory has fueled an increase in biomedical applications that involve
the synthesis, amplification, and sequencing of DNA. However, the high substrate specificity
exhibited by most naturally occurring DNA polymerases often precludes their use in
practical applications that require modified substrates. Moving beyond natural genetic
polymers requires sophisticated enzyme engineering technologies that can be used to
direct the evolution of engineered polymerases that function with tailor-made activities.
Such efforts are expected to uniquely drive emerging applications in synthetic biology by
enabling the synthesis, replication, and evolution of synthetic genetic polymers with new
physicochemical properties.

1.2 Introduction
1

DNA polymerases are an ancient family of enzymes responsible for replicating the
genomes of organisms during cell division. Their movement on a template likens them to
molecular motors that are powered by the free energy of nucleotide polymerization
(Gelles and Landick, 1998). However, in contrast to most molecular motors, which are
largely responsible for transporting cargo along protein tracks (Schliwa and Woehlke,
2003), polymerases are a class of enzymes whose movements facilitate the transfer of
information from parent to daughter strands using well-established Watson-Crick base
pairing rules (Watson and Crick, 1953). This impressive feat of chemical synthesis is
accomplished through a complicated reaction pathway where each cycle of nucleotide
addition involves a set of carefully orchestrated conformational changes that allow the
enzyme to form a covalent bond between the growing primer strand and the correct
incoming nucleotide (Steitz, 1999). The superiority of these motors is further
demonstrated through the use of accessory domains that enable the enzyme to recognize
and correct mistakes that arise due to misincorporation events. Thus, polymerases can be
thought of as biological scribes capable of forward and reverse motions that allow for the
writing and editing of genetic messages with unparalleled speed and accuracy.
The process of nucleotide selection, insertion, and extension is regulated by a series
of checkpoints that control the efficiency and fidelity of nucleotide synthesis. Elegant
biochemical, kinetic, and structural studies reveal the importance of induced fit in
distinguishing correct nucleotides from incorrect nucleotides (Bryant et al., 1983;
Johnson, 2008; Ludmann and Marx, 2016), noting that Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds
are not always necessary for the replication of a DNA base pair (Moran et al., 1997b).
Other factors that affect nucleotide recognition include hydrogen bonding to minor groove
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heteroatoms, base stacking, solvent exclusion, and shape (Kool, 2002). Once present in the
active site, chemical bond formation requires the substrate to adopt a productive geometry
that leads to phosphodiester bond formation. In all cases, this involves a combination of
side chain and divalent metal ion interactions that orient the substrate in a position that is
suitable for in-line nucleophilic attack by the terminal 3’ hydroxyl group on the primer
strand (Genna et al., 2016; Steitz et al., 1994). In cases where a polymerase is able to
incorporate a modified nucleotide, additional molecular recognition events are available to
detect changes in the duplex geometry, which often leads to polymerase stalling (Miller
and Grollman, 1997). Although these parameters can vary between individual
polymerases, the checkpoints of nucleotide selection, chemical bond formation, and primer
extension place severe limitations on the synthesis of unnatural nucleic acid polymers by
natural DNA polymerases.
One striking example of substrate specificity is the ability for bacterial polymerases
to discriminate between DNA and RNA substrates inside the cell. The molecular difference
between 2’-deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) and ribonucleoside triphosphates
(NTPs) is the presence of a 2’ hydroxyl group on the ribose sugar, which causes the
furanose ring to adopt a different sugar pucker (C2’-endo vs. C3’-endo for DNA and RNA,
respectively) (Anosova et al., 2016). Even though intracellular NTP levels are elevated
relative to dNTP levels (>10-fold) (Traut, 1994), DNA polymerases, such as E. coli DNA
polymerase I, are able to discriminate against NTPs by a factor of up to 105-fold (Astatke et
al., 1998). This remarkable level of substrate specificity is achieved by a single bulky
amino acid residue, referred to as the ‘steric gate’, which packs against the 2’ sugar
position, preventing the insertion of NTPs into the enzyme active site. The steric gate is
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now recognized as a common feature of most DNA polymerases (Bonnin et al., 1999;
Brown and Suo, 2011).
In this Chapter, we examine the impact of polymerase engineering on the field of
synthetic biology. We begin with a review of polymerase function and structure, illustrating
the latest techniques that have been used to answer fundamental questions about the
mechanism of DNA synthesis. We then examine several techniques that have been applied
to engineer polymerases with desired functional properties. Here we focus our attention on
avant-garde strategies that are rapidly advancing the field of polymerase engineering.

1.3 Fundamentals of DNA synthesis
DNA polymerases follow a primer extension mechanism in which a single strand of
parental DNA is used as a template to synthesize the complementary daughter strand. In
this reaction, the growing daughter strand is recognized as a primer that is extended in the
5’-3’ direction by sequentially adding the corresponding dNTP to the terminal 3’ hydroxyl
group. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the template dictates the sequence of nucleotide
addition following the classic Watson-Crick base pairing rules of adenine (A) pairing with
thymine (T) and guanine (G) pairing with cytosine (C). Because the polymerase moves
down the template in the 3’-5’ direction and the new DNA strand is generated in the 5’-3’
direction, the resulting product is an antiparallel DNA duplex. Phylogenetic analysis reveals
that DNA polymerases organize into seven different sequence families (A, B, C, D, X, Y, and
RT) (Ito and Braithwaite, 1991). As expected, some polymerase families have been more
widely studied than others. Thermostable DNA polymerases belonging to the A- and B-
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Figure 1.1 DNA synthesis and mismatch repair. Natural DNA polymerases extend a DNA primer in the 5’-3’
direction using the template to determine the sequence of the growing strand. Polymerases with 3’-5’
exonuclease activity have the ability to correct mistakes by removing terminal nucleotides that are
incorrectly paired with the template.
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family categories have been extensively studied due to their importance in DNA synthesis
and sequencing applications. For example, A-family DNA polymerase I isolated from the
thermophilic bacterial species Thermus aquaticus (Taq) is widely used in quantitative PCR
(qPCR) applications due to its 5’-3’ exonuclease activity, which allows for the digestion of a
downstream donor-quencher fluorescent probe that quantitatively measures DNA
synthesis during polymerase extension (Holland et al., 1991). Taq DNA polymerase is also
routinely used for T-A ligation and cloning strategies due to its proclivity for adding a
single untemplated adenosine residue to the 3’ end of the daughter strand (Clark, 1988).
Hyperthermophilic archaeal B-family DNA polymerases, which include such members as
Tgo (Thermococcus gorgonarius), Kod (Thermococcus kodakarensis), Pfu (Pyrococcus
furiosus), and 9°N (Thermococcus 9°N-7), are the basis of several DNA sequencing
applications (Zhang et al., 2015a). These enzymes are known to function with enhanced
fidelity due to the presence of a strong 3’-5’ exonuclease proofreading domain. They are
also reported to be more resistant than standard Taq polymerase to the inhibitory effects
of blood components and detergents (Miura et al., 2013). Interestingly, B-family
polymerases have the ability to recognize and stall DNA replication when they encounter
uracil residues in the template (Greagg et al., 1999). Structural studies indicate that uracil
discrimination is caused by a binding pocket in the amino-terminal domain of the
polymerase that accommodates uracil but prevents binding to the four natural DNA bases
(Fogg et al., 2002).
Despite extensive sequence diversity, X-ray crystal structures reveal that nearly all
polymerases adopt a catalytic domain that closely resembles a human right hand (Steitz,
1999). The one exception is X-family polymerases, which adopt a left-handed polymerase
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domain (Beard and Wilson, 2000). The catalytic domain is further divided into three
subdomains that are commonly referred to as the fingers, palm, and thumb (Figure 1.2A).
The palm subdomain is composed of a β-sheet that forms the base of a deep cleft containing
the catalytic residues responsible for promoting phosphodiester bond formation. The
fingers subdomain is an α-helical structure lining one side of the cleft, while the thumb
subdomain is another α-helical structure lining the opposite side of the cleft. The fingers
are responsible for recognizing the incoming nucleoside triphosphate, while the thumb
positions the DNA primer-template duplex in the cleft and plays a role in translocation and
processivity (Brautigam and Steitz, 1998).

Figure 1.2 DNA polymerase structure and catalysis. A. Structure of the binary complex of Bst DNA
polymerase bound to the DNA duplex (PDB: 6DSY). B. Fidelity of DNA replication summarized according to
different steps that enhance the fidelity of DNA synthesis and polymerase family. +/- Indicates the presence
or absence of exonuclease activity. C. Differences in the extension rate between repair and replicative DNA
polymerases.
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Speed and fidelity are critical parameters for DNA synthesis in rapidly dividing cells.
For each nucleotide incorporation, a polymerase must distinguish the correct nucleoside
triphosphate from an excess of incorrect and non-cognate (NTP) substrates. Due to their
functional roles, the rate and fidelity of DNA synthesis can vary widely between different
DNA polymerases (Figure 1.2B-C). Replicative DNA polymerases found in A- and Bfamilies have rates that can exceed 100 nt/s and intrinsic fidelities in the range of 105-106
(Kunkel, 2004). For example, Kod polymerase functions with a rate of ~200 nt/s, making it

one of the fastest B-family DNA polymerases (Griep et al., 2006). In addition, many
polymerases have 3’-5’ exonuclease proofreading activity that exist as a separate domain or
a tightly bound subunit, which can remove non-complementary nucleotides after
phosphodiester bond formation (Figure 1.1) (Kunkel and Bebenek, 2000). These
domains increase the fidelity of DNA synthesis by 10-fold (106-107 nt/s) relative to
polymerases lacking a proofreading domain (Loeb and Monnat, 2008). By comparison,
repair polymerases, such as pol β (X-family), are much slower at DNA synthesis and less
faithful than replicative DNA polymerases, often functioning with rates in the range of 1025 nt/s and fidelities on the order of 102-104 (Figure 1.2B-C) (Wu et al., 2017). However,
the reduced activity of repair polymerases is expected given their functional role in
repairing damaged sites in genomic DNA by mismatch repair mechanisms.

1.4 Engineering Polymerases by Directed Evolution
In the last 20 years, the field of polymerase engineering has benefited from the
growth of new technologies that make it possible to generate custom polymerases by
directed evolution. Whether searching designer libraries that carefully sample all possible
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single-point mutations at defined positions or less sophisticated libraries that contain
random mutations at unknown positions, the technologies available today allow users to
rapidly search large combinatorial libraries (>107 unique members) in timeframes ranging
from days to weeks. These efforts have been aided by the development of clever strategies
for establishing genotype-phenotype linkages that make it possible to determine the
sequence of active variants with valuable gain-of-function mutations. The most common
approaches perform the activity step in vitro, which allows for greater control over the
reaction conditions and substrate chemistries, including the use of synthetic congeners that
bear little or no resemblance to natural nucleotides. In addition to establishing new
enzymes with practical applications in biotechnology and medicine, these studies also
provide a wealth of information about how polymerases function. As these studies
continue, sufficient knowledge may be gained that will enable future generations to one
day bypass the need for directed evolution and allow computational methods to predict
individual sequences with desired activities. However, realizing these dreams will require a
greater understanding of the determinants that govern substrate specificity, which is a
major goal of most polymerase engineering efforts.

1.5 Phage display
Phage display is one of the oldest and most successful methods for evolving
peptides and proteins with ligand binding activity (Smith and Petrenko, 1997). With this
technique, a gene encoding a protein of interest is inserted into a phage coat protein gene,
which causes the phage to display the protein on its outside surface while retaining the
encoding genetic information inside the bacteriophage. A modified version of phage display
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was originally developed by Jestin, and subsequently refined by Romesberg, to facilitate the
evolution of polymerases with new activities (Jestin et al., 1999; Xia et al., 2002). In this
method, phage particles are engineered to display the DNA primer-template duplex and
polymerase variant in close proximity. The polymerase library is expressed as an Nterminal fusion of the minor M13 phage coat protein pIII in such a way that the phage
surface contains one copy of the polymerase and four copies of a short acidic peptide.
Separately, a complementary basic peptide is conjugated to the DNA primer, annealed to a
DNA template, and combined with the phage particle to form a coiled-coil linking the DNA
primer-template duplex to the phage surface. Activity screens are then performed in-cis by
enriching for polymerase variants that can incorporate a biotin-tagged nucleotide into the
growing DNA strand, which is used to capture the phage particle on streptavidin-coated
beads (Figure 1.3). The beads are washed to remove inactive variants and the genes
encoding functional polymerases are recovered by eluting the bacteriophage with DNase I.
The population of enriched phage particles are then amplified by infecting a fresh E. coli
culture. Recently, the technique was improved by incorporating p-azidophenylalanine into
the pIII protein, which allows for an alkynyl-modified primer-template duplex to be
conjugated to the phage surface using click-chemistry (Chen et al., 2016). The revised
protocol avoids the need to synthesize and purify peptide-DNA conjugates comprising the
basic peptide and DNA primer.
Phage display was used by Jestin and coworkers to evolve a population of Taq DNA
polymerase variants with thermostable reverse transcriptase activity (Vichier-Guerre et
al., 2006). Romesberg and coworkers have used this technique to identify variants of the
Stoffel fragment (SF) of Taq DNA polymerase that function with improved activity for
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ribonucleoside triphosphates (Xia et al., 2002), 2’-methoxy (OCH3) nucleoside
triphosphates (Fa et al., 2004), and the unnatural PICS:PICS self-pair (Leconte et al.,
2005). Further characterization of the polymerase with 2’ OCH3 activity revealed that this
variant (SM19) could also recognize substrates with 2’ fluoro (F), 2’ azido (N3), and 2’
amino (NH2) modifications (Schultz et al., 2015). Using the click-chemistry version of
phage display, SM19 was evolved to yield SM4-9, which is a thermostable polymerase able
to PCR amplify DNA containing the 2’ OCH3 and 2’ F modifications on pyrimidine residues
(Chen et al., 2016).

Figure 1.3 Phage display. Bacteriophage particles are constructed using a proximity strategy that places the
polymerase and DNA primer-template duplex in close proximity on the phage surface. Activity screening
leads to the identification of polymerase variants that incorporate a biotin-tagged substrate that is captured
on streptavidin-coated beads. Functional variants are recovered by eluting the beads with DNase I and
amplified by infecting a fresh E. coli culture.
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The major benefit of the phage display approach is the ability to detect a single
nucleotide incorporation event using biotinylated substrates. Potential weaknesses include
complications of phage particle assembly, the potential for low multiple turnover activity
caused by the in-cis selection strategy, and the possibility for high background due to nonspecific binding to the solid support. In the case of SM4-9, for example, the selection
required the screening of 500-1000 individual variants between each of the four rounds of
selection (Chen et al., 2016).

1.6 Compartmentalized self-replication
In 2001, Holliger and coworkers developed a polymerase evolution strategy called
compartmentalized self-replication (CSR) that is based on a simple feedback loop in which
a polymerase replicates its own gene by PCR (Ghadessy et al., 2001). With this technique
(Figure 1.4), a population of E. coli expressing different polymerase variants is
encapsulated along with the reaction buffer, dNTPs, and primers into emulsions that are
produced by vigorous bulk mixing of aqueous and organic phases. During thermocycling, E.
coli lysis occurs, releasing the polymerase and encoding plasmid into the surrounding
solution. The emulsion serves as a barrier separating each polymerase extension assay into
an individual reaction compartment. If the polymerase is able to amplify its own gene using
the gene-specific primers supplied in the aqueous phase, then adaptive gains are made that
directly and proportionately translate to an increase in the number of amplicons present
that encode the active polymerase variant. Through iterative rounds of selective
amplification, active polymerases will outcompete the inactive variants.
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Figure 1.4.

Compartmentalized self-replication. A library of polymerase genes expressed in E. coli is

encapsulated in bulk emulsions. Following PCR amplification inside the droplet, active polymerases generate
multiple copies of their own gene, while inactive variants fail to replicate the gene. The degree of
amplification is directly proportional to the activity of the polymerase. Through iterative rounds of selective
amplification, polymerases with desired activity outcompete the population of inactive variants.

CSR has proven useful for generating polymerases with enhanced thermostability
and increased resistance to a range of blood and other environmental inhibitors that
prevent DNA samples from being amplified using natural polymerases (Baar et al., 2011;
Ghadessy et al., 2001). Molecular breeding experiments performed on thermophilic
polymerases led to the isolation of a chimeric polymerase with an increased ability to
amplify DNA from ice-age specimens (d'Abbadie et al., 2007). CSR has been used to
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generate polymerases that can recognize a broad range of nucleoside triphosphates,
including α-phosphorothioate dNTPs (Ghadessy et al., 2004), dNTPs with hydrophobic
base analogues (Loakes et al., 2009), and γ-modified dNTPs for sequencing and kinetic
assays (Hansen et al., 2011). More recently, Benner and coworkers used CSR to evolve a
polymerase that could amplify DNA with a six-letter genetic alphabet that includes the
unnatural base pair P:Z (Laos et al., 2013).
Modified versions of CSR have been developed to reduce the adaptive burden of
amplifying the entire polymerase gene (>2 kb). The first modified version, termed shortpatch CSR (spCSR), focuses the amplification step on a narrow segment of the polymerase
gene, which is then incorporated into the full-length gene when the plasmid is
reconstructed between rounds of selection (Ong et al., 2006). spCSR enabled the isolation
of Taq DNA polymerase variants with enhanced activity for 2’ modified nucleotides
including NTPs (Ong et al., 2006) as well as Pfu variants capable of replacing dCTP with
fluorescent Cy3- and Cy5-labeled dCTP substrates in PCR reactions (Ramsay et al., 2010).
Ellington and coworkers developed another version of CSR called reverse-transcription
CSR (RT-CSR), which enables the screening of up to 109 polymerase variants for RT activity
(Ellefson et al., 2016). RT-CSR was used to produce a thermostable polymerase that
actively proofreads DNA synthesis during RT-PCR.
CSR benefits from a strong feedback loop that enables the identification of new
polymerase variants that are capable of PCR. However, the PCR reactions take place in
polydisperse droplets, which could lead to uneven levels of PCR amplification. CSR is also
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limited to the range of polymerase functions that promote DNA, or RNA in the case of RTCSR, templated synthesis.

1.7 Compartmentalized self-tagging
Efforts to establish engineered polymerases with increased tolerance for
challenging substrates with highly modified sugars led to the development of
compartmentalized self-tagging (CST) (Pinheiro et al., 2012). CST is based on a positive
selection loop where a polymerase tags its encoding DNA plasmid with a biotinylated
primer that hybridizes to a complementary region of the plasmid (Figure 1.5). The initial
primer-plasmid complex is a weak affinity interaction that becomes stabilized when the
primer is extended by the polymerase. After extension, the primer-plasmid complexes are
captured on streptavidin-coated beads, which are washed with mild denaturants to remove
the unextended primer-plasmid pairs. Plasmids encoding active library members are then
recovered from the beads, PCR amplified, and used to initiate another round of selection
and amplification.
CST enabled the discovery of engineered polymerases that could synthesize xenonucleic acid polymers with backbone structures that are distinct from those found in DNA
and RNA (Pinheiro et al., 2012). By exploring diverse library repertoires of Tgo DNA
polymerase that sampled mutations within a 10 Å shell of the polymerase active site, novel
polymerase variants were identified that could copy DNA templates into HNA, CeNA, TNA,
FANA, and ANA. In this same study, a statistical coupling analysis was used to identify
polymerases that could copy the XNA strands back into DNA. Together, these polymerase
pairs demonstrate the capacity for artificial genetic polymers to replicate using engineered
15

polymerases to facilitate the passage of genetic information back and forth between DNA
and XNA. CST is widely recognized as a major advance in synthetic genetics, a field which
aims to explore the structural and functional properties of XNA by in vitro selection (Joyce,
2012).

Figure 1.5 Compartmentalized self-tagging. E. coli cells expressing different polymerase variants are
encapsulated in bulk emulsions. Following E. coli lysis, the polymerase is challenged to extend a biotinylated
primer annealed to the plasmid. Active polymerases that extend the primer increase the stability of the
primer-plasmid complex. After disruption of the emulsion, the primer-plasmid complexes are captured on
streptavidin beads, and plasmids annealed to unextended primers are removed with washing. Plasmids
annealed to extended primers are recovered, PCR amplified, and used to initiate another round of selection.
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The major advantage of CST is that it allows for the evolution of polymerases that
can synthesize nucleic acid polymers with diverse sugar-phosphate backbones. However,
the range of functions is limited to DNA-templated reactions (i.e., DNA-dependent XNA
polymerases), as the selection strategy uses the plasmid DNA as the template for the
primer-extension reaction. CST also requires affinity purification on a solid support matrix,
which lowers the partitioning efficiency of the selection due to unwanted non-specific
binding of DNA to the matrix. Finally, the reliance on a metastable primer-plasmid complex
requires fine-tuning of the denaturing conditions to ensure proper separation of the
plasmids encoding active and inactive variants.

1.8 Droplet-based optical polymerase sorting
To overcome some of the weaknesses of previous in vitro selection technologies, our
laboratory established a general strategy for evolving new polymerase functions called
droplet-based optical polymerase sorting (DrOPS) (Larsen et al., 2016). DrOPS is a high
throughput approach that combines the ultrafast screening power of microfluidics with the
high sensitivity of optical sorting. With this technique, a library of polymerase variants is
expressed in E. coli and single cells are encapsulated in microfluidic droplets containing a
fluorescent sensor that is responsive to polymerase activity (Figure 1.6). As with CSR and
CST, the surrounding oil acts as a barrier preventing the contents of one droplet from
mixing with the contents of another droplet. However, unlike CSR and CST, microfluidic
devices are used to generate a uniform population of droplets. The latest microfluidic
designs are capable of generating 18 µm droplets at a rate of 30,000 per second, which
allows for the production of >108 droplets in one hour (Vallejo et al., 2019). Following
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droplet production, the polymerase and encoding plasmid are released into the droplet by
lysing the E. coli with heat. Polymerases that successfully copy the template into full-length
product produce a fluorescent signal by disrupting a donor-quencher pair located at the 5’
end of the template strand. The population of droplets can then either be sorted directly
using a custom microfluidic fluorescence-activated droplet sorting (FADS) device or
converted to double emulsion droplets that are compatible with a traditional fluorescenceactivated cell sorting (FACS) instrument (Vallejo et al., 2019).
Despite being a relatively new technique for polymerase engineering, DrOPS has
been used to evolve polymerase variants that can synthesize threose nucleic acid (TNA).
TNA is an artificial genetic polymer in which the natural ribose sugar found in RNA has
been replaced with an unnatural threose sugar (Schöning et al., 2000). In its first
demonstration, DrOPS was used to identify a manganese-independent TNA polymerase
from a site-saturation library of 8000 unique variants after a single round of high
throughput screening (Larsen et al., 2016). More recently, DrOPS was combined with the
protein engineering approach of deep mutational scanning (Araya and Fowler, 2011), to
map the sequence function relationships of a replicative DNA polymerase isolated from the
thermophilic archeae Thermococcus kodakarensis (Nikoomanzar et al., 2019). The
resulting enrichment profile provided an unbiased view of the ability of each single-point
mutant to synthesize TNA. From a single high throughput screen, two cases of epistasis
were discovered, where double-mutant variants functioned with higher activity than the
sum of the contributions from either of the individual mutations. This new polymerase,
termed Kod-RS, recognizes TNA substrates with nearly the same efficiency as DNA
substrates, suggesting that the mutations are beginning to reshape the enzyme active site.
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An engineered variant with even greater TNA polymerase activity was discovered by
performing deep mutational scanning across the entire polymerase domain (Chaput
unpublished data).

Figure 1.6 Droplet-based optical polymerase sorting. E. coli cells expressing different library members are
encapsulated in water-in-oil droplets using a microfluidic device. The droplets are collected and lysed off-chip
to release the polymerase and encoding plasmid into the solution. Polymerases that extend the primer to fulllength product trigger a fluorescent sensor by disrupting a fluorescent donor-quencher pair. Fluorescent
droplets are sorted using a custom fluorescence-activated droplet sorting device. Recovered DNA is PCR
amplified and used to initiate another round of selection.
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The DrOPS technique compares favorably with other polymerase engineering
technologies in several important ways. First, it provides enormous control over the
composition of the primer, template, and nucleoside triphosphates, which should make it
possible to select for any type of polymerase activity (i.e., transcription, reverse
transcription, and replication). Second, it relies on physical methods for identifying and
sorting individual droplets with active polymerases, which greatly increases the
partitioning efficiency of the selection and reduces the occurrence of background DNA
contamination relative to bead binding assays. Third, microfluidic approaches provide a
more economical approach to library screening by allowing researchers to screen ~108
variants per day using ~106-fold less sample volume than is typically required for
automated screening approaches (Price and Paegel, 2016). The economy of scale is
especially important when using unnatural nucleic acid substrates that can only be
obtained by chemical synthesis and are not currently available from a commercial supplier.

1.9 Conclusion
In summary, we provide a comprehensive review of polymerase engineering that
travels the path from early exploratory studies to modern enzyme engineering
technologies where variants are sampled with incredible speed and accuracy. These
endeavors have been supported by equally significant advances in nucleic acid chemistry
that provide access to chemical building blocks with new physical and chemical properties.
This combination of nucleic acid chemistry with enzyme engineering will uniquely drive
new applications in synthetic biology, medicine, and biotechnology.
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2.1 Contribution Statement
A.N., M.D. and J.C. conceived of the protocol. A.N. and M.D. performed all steps for
validating the protocol. A.N., M.D., and J.C. wrote the manuscript. All authors reviewed and
commented on the manuscript.

2.2 Abstract of the Chapter
Polymerase engineering is making it possible to synthesize xeno-nucleic acid
polymers (XNAs) with diverse backbone structures and chemical functionality. The ability
to copy genetic information back and forth between DNA and XNA has led to a new field of
science known as synthetic genetics, which aims to study the genetic concepts of heredity
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and evolution in artificial genetic polymers. Since many of the polymerases needed to
synthesize XNA polymers are not available commercially, researchers must express and
purify these enzymes as recombinant proteins from E. coli. This unit details the steps
needed to express, purify, and evaluate the activity of engineered polymerases with altered
substrate recognition properties. The protocol requires 6 days to complete and will
produce ∼20 mg of pure, nuclease-free polymerase per liter of E. coli bacterial culture.

2.3 Introduction
This unit describes the methodology for purifying Archaeal family-B replicative DNA
polymerases that have been engineered to synthesize artificial genetic polymers. This
protocol is specific to thermophilic polymerases, as it utilizes a heat denaturation step to
remove endogenous E. coli proteins that are excessively abundant in cellular lysate. After
expression and heat denaturation, polyethyleneimine (PEI) precipitation is used to remove
contaminating nucleic acids. This step is followed by an ammonium sulfate precipitation to
remove excess PEI, which allows the enzyme to be stored indefinitely at −80°C as an
ammonium sulfate pellet. The polymerase is then purified by affinity chromatography
using either a manual or an automated FPLC protocol to obtain large quantities of highly
pure, nuclease-free enzyme for synthetic biology research.

2.4 Strategic Planning
Choosing an Appropriate Expression Vector and Cell Line for Polymerase
Production
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There are many factors to consider when designing an appropriate plasmid
construct for polymerase expression in E. coli. For more information on plasmid design, see
Gopal & Kumar (2013). The main points to consider when choosing expression systems
for polymerase production are described here. Commercially available plasmids typically
have several features that enhance the ease of use and allow tight control of expression of
the protein of interest. These plasmids feature an origin of replication ribosome bindingsite (Shine-Dalgarno sequence), antibiotic resistance marker (e.g., ampicillin, kanamycin,
etc.), and promoter (T7 or T5). Plasmids that control expression using the lac operon also
contain the lacI gene for the lac repressor. This molecule binds to the operator and
prevents transcription in the absence of allolactose. A non-hydrolyzable analogue of
allolactose isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) is commonly used to induce expression of
a target gene over the entire duration of the growing period. When using vectors that
contain a T7 promoter, it is important to use a (DE3) strain of BL21 cells because only
these cells carry λDE3 lysogen that encodes T7 RNA polymerase for transcription. Many
vectors also encode fusion proteins upstream of the target for ease of downstream
purification. It is recommended to use a 6×-polyhistidine tag for polymerase purification
due to its small size and high specificity. Because recombinant polymerases are generally
not toxic and well tolerated by E. coli, using high-copy plasmids (e.g., pET vectors) is
recommended to maximize the amount of protein expressed. When using cloning strains
such as XL1-Blue or DH5 alpha, vectors must contain a different promoter than T7, e.g., T5,
to result in protein expression. After transforming the appropriate cell line with the
recombinant plasmid, colonies can be grown overnight and made later into glycerol stocks.
This is achieved by mixing the overnight culture and autoclaved 50% (v/v) glycerol in
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water 1:1 in a cryotube and then storing at −80°C. This unit describes purifying
polymerases from a glycerol stock.

2.5 Basic Protocol 1: Polymerase Expression in E. coli
The following protocol was developed to generate ∼20 mg of recombinant, nuclease
free polymerase (∼95% purity) from a 1-L culture of BL21 cells grown at 37°C. The
polymerase is purified from E. coli lysate following a two-step affinity chromatography
strategy, including both nickel and heparin resins. The protocol can be scaled linearly to
generate larger quantities of enzyme. Some researchers may use XL1-blue or DH5alpha
cells that are engineered to contain reduced levels of endogenous nucleases. In the authors’
experience, XL1-blue and DH5alpha cells produce ∼6 mg of purified recombinant
polymerase from a 1-L culture. While these cells generate less polymerase than BL21 cells,
their reduced nuclease abundance avoids the need for a stepwise nickel-heparin
purification strategy and instead requires only a single heparin purification step.

Materials
•

70% ethanol

•

1.5% LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plate (see recipe)

•

100 mg/mL ampicillin (see recipe)

•

Polymerase expressing E. coli cells (glycerol stock)

•

Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (see recipe)

•

1 M IPTG (see recipe)

•

Lysozyme (0.1 mg/mL), optional
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•

Cell resuspension buffer (see recipe)

•

10% (v/v) polyethyleneimine (PEI) (see recipe)

•

Ammonium sulfate powder (Sigma)

•

Bunsen burner

•

Inoculating loops

•

Permanent marker

•

15° and 37°C incubators (with and without shaking)

•

500-mL and 2-L baffled flasks, sterile

•

Aluminum foil

•

UV cuvettes

•

UV spectrophotometer

•

Refrigerated centrifuge and rotors JLA 9.1 and JA 25.50 (Beckman)

•

1-L centrifuge jars

•

10- and 50-mL disposable pipets

•

40-mL centrifuge tubes

•

Sonicator

•

80°C water bath or hot plate

Streak plate from glycerol stock (day 1)
1. Clean work surface and tools with 70% ethanol.
2. Ignite a Bunsen burner to create an aseptic environment.
Be careful to not pass anything above the flame.
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3. Place an inoculating loop inside the center of the flame until it glows red hot. Allow
loop to come to room temperature, ensuring nothing touches sterile loop region.
Do not touch the loop, it is very hot and may cause burns.
4. Obtain a 1.5% LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plate at 4°C.
5. Remove a glycerol stock of the desired cell line from −80°C and place tube on ice.
6. Using the cool, sterile loop, scrape a small amount of the glycerol stock onto the
loop.
7. Streak the plate (Figure 2.1) in a zigzag motion to spread the bacteria evenly across
the surface of the solid medium.
It may be necessary to serially dilute the streaks by flame-sterilizing the loop, then pulling
a small portion of already streaked cells into a new area of the plate. The goal is to generate
single, clonal colonies of bacteria that can be isolated for expression in liquid medium.
8. Place lid on agar plate and label with all necessary information including bacterial
strain, plasmid, date, and antibiotic resistance.
9. Return the glycerol stock to −80°C.
10. Incubate plate upside down overnight in a 37°C incubator.

Prepare starter culture (day 2)
11. Transfer agar plate from the 37°C incubator to a designated cell culture area that
has been sterilized (as described in steps 1 and 2).
12. Fill an autoclaved 500-mL baffled flask with 100 mL liquid LB-ampicillin
(100 μg/mL) medium.
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13. Using a sterile inoculating loop, transfer a single colony from the agar plate into the
liquid medium.
14. Cover flask with aluminum foil and incubate overnight at 37°C with vigorous
shaking at 225 rpm.

Figure 2.1 Growing isolated bacteria colonies on solid agar plates. Obtain an LB agar plate with the
appropriate antibiotic. Label the plate with the plasmid name, date, and initials of researcher. Touch a sterile
loop to the glycerol stock and then gently spread the bacteria over section 1 of the plate using a back and
forth motion (left panel). Sterilize the loop again and spread the bacteria from section 1 to section 2 using the
same back and forth motion. Repeat the process until all 4 sections of the plate contain bacteria. Incubate
plate overnight at 37°C to obtain isolated bacteria colonies (right panel).

(Figure was used with permission Curr Protoc Nucleic Acid Chem. 2017, 69, 4, 4.75.1-.20)

Prepare expression culture (day 3)
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15. Transfer 800 μL LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium to a UV cuvette and use
this sample to blank the UV spectrophotometer.
16. Add 200 μL starter culture to the same UV cuvette and mix by inverting the cuvette
or pipetting up and down with a filter tip.
17. Measure the OD600 value of the starter culture.
18. Calculate the actual OD600 of the starter culture by multiplying the measured OD600
by 5 to account for the dilution factor.
19. Transfer 1 L LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium to an autoclaved 2-L baffled
flask.
20. Calculate and transfer the appropriate volume of starter culture needed to achieve
an OD600 value of 0.05 to 0.1 absorbance units, using the following equation:

In general, a 100-fold dilution is required when a starter culture has been grown to
confluency.
21. Incubate the expression culture at 37°C with vigorous shaking at 225 rpm until the
LB medium reaches an OD600 of 0.6 to 0.8.
The OD600 value should double every 30 min. Thus, an initial OD600 of 0.05 and final of 0.8
will require four doublings or ~2 to 4 hr.
22. Once the desired OD600 is reached, transfer the expression culture from 37°C
incubator to 4°C and then place into a 15°C incubator.
23. Induce protein expression when the temperature of the expression culture cools to
∼15°C by adding 500 μL of 1 M IPTG to the culture for a final concentration of
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0.5 mM and return the expression culture to 15°C incubator. Incubate overnight at
15°C with shaking at 225 rpm.
(Optional) It is often beneficial to collect a 1-mL aliquot of the uninduced and induced
overnight expression culture for future SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 2.3). In such cases,
transfer 1 mL of the expression culture into a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube. Centrifuge cells
1 min at 1000 × g. Decant the supernatant and resuspend cell pellet in 200 μL of 1× SDS-PAGE
loading buffer. If a 15°C incubator is not available, once the OD600 of the culture reaches 0.6 to
0.8, immediately induce with 1 M IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM and incubate 4
hr at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. Immediately continue to step 24 after the 4-hr
incubation.

Lyse cells (day 4)
24. Remove the 1-L expression culture from the 15°C shaking incubator and transfer to
a 1-L centrifuge jar. Fill a second 1-L jar with 1 L of water.
Ensure that the jars filled with cell culture are appropriately balanced by weighing the
masses on a scale with an acceptable tolerance of 0.2 g.
25. Place jars into the centrifuge and centrifuge cells 10 min at 9500 × g, 4°C.
26. Discard supernatant into appropriate disposal container without disturbing cell
pellet.
27. Invert jar onto a paper towel and allow the remainder of the medium to drain.
Discard the paper towel in an appropriate disposal container.
Removal of residual medium is crucial for removing metabolic by-products that could
impact overall protein purity.
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28. Resuspend cell pellet in 35 to 40 mL of cell resuspension buffer. Use a serological
pipettor with attached 10-mL pipet to gently scrape excess cell pellet off the wall of
the jar and pipet up and down thoroughly until fully dissolved.
Prevent air bubble formation during resuspension to minimize oxidation of protein, which
may result in reduced activity. Do not vortex.
29. Transfer resuspended pellet to a 40-mL centrifuge tube.
The resuspended culture may be stored up to 1 year at −80°C. To continue, gently thaw
cells in a 24°C water bath.
30. Place centrifuge tube with resuspended cell pellet into an ice bucket.
31. Lyse cells by sonicating for 5 min using a 15-sec on and 45-sec off protocol.
Ensure that cell culture is sufficiently cooled before beginning another round of
sonication. If necessary, increase the off time. If a sonicator is not available, add lysozyme at a
final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL, mix by inversion, and incubate 1 hr at 37°C.
32. Once sonication is complete, denature the endogenous E. coli proteins by incubating
the centrifuge tube for 60 min on an 80°C hot plate or in an 80°C water bath.
33. Cool sample on ice for at least 30 min to aggregate denatured protein and cellular
debris.
34. Precipitate aggregated protein and cellular debris by centrifuging 30 min at 60,500
× g, 4°C.
If a high-speed centrifuge is not available, centrifuge samples 30 min at 40,000 × g, 4°C.

Remove nucleic acids
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35. Transfer the clarified cell lysate to a new 40-mL centrifuge tube.
36. Measure the volume of the supernatant using a serological pipette. Then, add
enough 10% (v/v) PEI solution to give a final concentration of 0.5% PEI.
37. Mix by inversion until the solution is cloudy and incubate 15 min on ice.
38. Pellet the precipitated nucleic acids by centrifuging 20 min at 60,500 × g, 4°C.
39. Transfer the crude lysate to a new 40-mL centrifuge tube and measure the volume.
Reserve 20 μL of sample for SDS-PAGE gel analysis (Figure 2.3).

Precipitate recombinant polymerase
40. To remove excess PEI, precipitate the protein using ammonium sulfate. Use an
online

calculator

(http://www.encorbio.com/protocols/AM-SO4.htm)

to

calculate the required mass (g) of ammonium sulfate powder needed to achieve the
target concentration of 60% ammonium sulfate. When making the calculations,
input the PEI-treated supernatant volume measured in step 36, temperature of 4°C,
and an initial and final concentration of ammonium sulfate of 0% and 60%,
respectively. For example, 24 mL of PEI-treated supernatant will require 9 g of
ammonium sulfate.
Alternatively, 2 vol of 100% saturated ammonium sulfate solution at 4°C may be added.
However, this protocol drastically increases the total volume of the sample needed for
centrifugation and can make this step in the workflow more time-intensive and laborious
than if powdered ammonium sulfate is used.
41. Add the desired amount of ammonium sulfate powder to the crude lysate solution.
42. Mix by inversion until the solid salt crystals are fully dissolved.
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43. Precipitate the protein by incubating for a minimum of 30 min on ice. Centrifuge
30 min at 60,500 × g, 4°C.
44. Decant the supernatant and invert the tube over a paper towel to remove excess
liquid.
45. Store the protein pellet at −80°C until ready for purification.
The pellet may be stored indefinitely under these conditions.

2.6 Basic Protocol 2: Polymerase Purification and Testing
The following protocol details affinity purification of the recombinant polymerase
from the ammonium sulfate pellet using a stepwise nickel-heparin purification strategy.
The steps are outlined for use with a fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC)
instrument; however, the same steps can also be performed manually if an FPLC
instrument is not available. In the manual version, substitute the FPLC with a 30-mL
syringe and follow the steps below with one exception: during the elution phase, perform
step elutions with increasing imidazole and salt concentrations 5 column volumes (CV) at a
time. For the nickel resin, perform 50, 100, 250, and 500 mM imidazole steps. For the
heparin resin, perform 100, 250, 500, and 1000 mM NaCl steps. Take care to push the
liquid through the column at a flow rate that is slow enough for individual drops to exit the
column. Once the protein is purified, the optimal polymerase concentration is determined
for XNA activity by performing a primer extension assay with xNTP substrates with
titrating and analyzing the greatest amounts of polymerase. For Kod-RI, synthetic tNTP
substrates are used in the reaction. Each reaction is then analyzed by denaturing urea-
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PAGE. The optimal polymerase concentration is defined as the lowest polymerase
concentration that produces the most amount of full-length TNA product.

Materials
•

Nickel buffer A (see recipe)

•

Nickel buffer B (see recipe)

•

20% ethanol

•

Recombinant polymerase protein pellet (see Basic Protocol 1)

•

4× Nu-PAGE loading buffer

•

Mini-PROTEAN TGX Stain-Free gel

•

1× TGS running buffer (see recipe)

•

Unstained protein ladder (ThermoFisher)

•

Nickel elution diluton buffer (see recipe)

•

Heparin buffer A (see recipe)

•

Heparin buffer B (see recipe)

•

Nuclease-free water

•

10× ThermoPol buffer (NEB)

•

IR800

PBS8

primer

(Integrated

/5IRD800//iSp18/GTCCCCTTGGGGATACCACC
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DNA

Technologies):

5′-

•

L11 Library (Integrated DNA Technologies):

•

5′GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC – 3′ (N = A:T:C:G = 1:1:0.3:0.3)

•

1 mM each tNTP mix (tATP, tTTP, tCTP, tGTP)

•

Polymerase dilution buffer (see recipe)

•

Polymerase

•

10 mM MnCl2 (see recipe)

•

Stop buffer (see recipe)

•

20% Urea-PAGE solution (see recipe)

•

10% (w/v) ammonium persulfate (APS, see recipe)

•

N′,N′,N′,N′,Tetraethylmethylenediamine (TEMED, Pierce)

•

Acrylamide concentrate (see recipe, also available from National Diagnostics)

•

Acrylamide diluent (see recipe, also available from National Diagnostics)

•

10× TBE buffer (see recipe)

•

Absolute ethanol (Sigma)

•

70% ethanol, −20°C

•

Manganese hexahydrate (Sigma)

•

0.1 M NaOH
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•

5 mL HisTrap HP Resin (GE Healthcare)

•

40-mL centrifuge tubes

•

Refrigerated centrifuge

•

50-mL conical tubes

•

5-mL Nickel HP columns (GE)

•

FPLC system (AKTA)

•

Superloop (size varies)

•

Fraction collector (AKTA)

•

1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes (Eppendorf)

•

75º and 90ºC heating blocks

•

Electrophoresis apparatus (BioRad)

•

Power supply

•

Geldoc (BioRad)

•

5-mL Heparin HP resin columns (GE Healthcare)

•

Spectrophotometer (Nanodrop)

•

200-μL PCR tubes

•

Thermal cycler

•

Gel plates (19.7 × 16– and 19.7 × 18.5–cm)
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•

Spacers (1.5-mm thick)

•

Comb (20-well)

•

50-mL beaker

•

Magnetic stir bar and stir plate

•

PAGE electrophoresis apparatus

•

50-mL plastic syringe

•

Vortex

•

Refrigerated microcentrifuge

•

LICOR Odyssey cLX imager

Perform nickel purification (day 5)
1. Remove cell pellet from −80°C storage and resuspend in 40 mL of 1× Nickel buffer A
in a 40-mL centrifuge tube.
2. Centrifuge 5 min at 60,500 × g, 4°C.
3. Transfer supernatant to a 50-mL conical tube for loading onto the superloop.
4. Install a 5-mL Nickel HP column onto the FPLC system, ensuring the lines are
completely sealed.
5. Rinse the FPLC lines and nickel column with 5 CV of water to remove any EtOH from
the FPLC system.
It is important to flush the system with water before introducing the buffer to prevent the
precipitation of salt in the lines or columns at the buffer-EtOH interface. When running liquid
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through the column, ensure the flow rate and pressure does not exceed 10 mL/min and 0.5
MPa, respectively.
6. Place line A1 into nickel buffer A and line B1 into nickel buffer B. Ensure the lines
are completely submerged and no air enters the system.
7. Place line A2 into filtered water and line B2 in 20% ethanol.
8. Load recombinant polymerase protein sample into the designated superloop.
Reserve 20 μL of sample for SDS-PAGE gel analysis (Figure 2.3).
9. Set up the following FPLC method in the method editor.
a) Method Settings: Ensure the correct column is checked (5 mL Nickel HP) and
that the correct channel column is selected if using a multicolumn switch.
Selecting the column will bring in the max operating conditions for the column
(10 mL/min or 0.5 MPa).
b) Equilibration 1: Equilibrate with 5 CV of 100% buffer B to ensure the column is
completely clean. Use a flow rate of 8 mL/min. Send volume to waste.
c) Equilibration 2: Equilibrate with 5 CV of 100% buffer A to ensure the column is
equilibrated in binding buffer. Use a flow rate of 8 mL/min. Send volume to
waste.
d) Sample application: Set the appropriate volume of sample to pass through the
superloop. Pass the sample through the column at a flow rate of 2.5 mL/min to
ensure the sample has ample time to bind to the column. Ensure that the flowthrough is being properly collected via the outlet valve into a suitable container.
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Set the outlet valve to the out line and change the fractionation method from
fixed volume to fixed outlet.
e) Wash: Wash the column with buffer A until a stable UV is maintained at a flow
rate of 5 mL/min. Use a stable UV time of 2 min and a maximum wash time of 20
min. This will guarantee between 2 and 20 CV of washing. Send volume to waste.
f) Elute: Using a linear gradient from 0% to 100% buffer B, elute the protein over
10 CV. Set fractionation conditions to fixed volume and collect suitable volume
depending on the outlet container dimensions.
g) Final Wash: Wash the column with 5 CV of buffer B and then 5 CV of buffer A at a
flow rate of 8 mL/min. Send volume to waste.
h) Equilibration: Equilibrate the column with 5 CV of water using line A2, then 5 CV
of 20% EtOH using line B2 at a flow rate of 5 mL/min for storage. Send volume
to waste.
10. Save the method and run it from the system control panel. Designate the correct
location for the saved data.
11. Once the program has been initiated, load the appropriate tubes or plates onto the
fraction collector, and ensure that the apparatus is properly positioned for collecting
the elution fractions.
12. Wait for the program to finish running.
13. Using the trace data from the computer, identify the fractions containing the
protein.
These will be the fractions containing a large peak in the UV data (Figure 2.2).
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14. Set aside 20-μL aliquots of flow-through and each elution fraction into separate 1.5mL microcentrifuge tubes for SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 2.3).
15. Store protein up to 6 months at 4°C until ready for the next purification.
16. Remove the 5-mL Nickel HP column and store in its designated location.

Figure 2.2 Stepwise FPLC purification using nickel-NTA followed by heparin affinity chromatography.
Elution profile observed for a polymerase from a nickel column (top panel) and linear imidazole gradient (20
to 1000 mM) over 10 column volumes. The peak is symmetric with a slight tail at higher elution volumes.
Most polymerases elute with an imidazole concentration between 150 and 250 mM. Elution profile observed
for a polymerase from a heparin column (bottom panel) and linear NaCl gradient (50 to 1000 mM) over 10
column volumes. The peak itself is highly symmetric without any visible tails. Protein elutes in the 500-mM
NaCl range.

(Figure was used with permission Curr Protoc Nucleic Acid Chem. 2017, 69, 4, 4.75.1-.20)

Analyze purified protein by SDS-PAGE
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17. Combine 20 μL of protein sample with 7 μL of 4× Nu-Page gel loading buffer.
18. Denature sample by incubating 10 min at 90°C.
19. Set up the electrophoresis apparatus and SDS-PAGE gel (Mini-PROTEAN TGX StainFree gel) following the manufacturer's instructions.
20. Fill with 1× TGS buffer until the buffer level reaches the designated line (∼1 in. from
bottom of gel).
If running more than one gel in the same box, double volume of buffer.

Figure 2.3 SDS-PAGE analysis of individual fractions collected by FPLC purification. Eluted fractions collected
from the nickel (left panel) and heparin (right panel) affinity purification columns shown in Figure 2 were
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Elution fractions are shown above the gel. M, marker; UL, uninduced lysate; IL,
induced lysate; H, 80°C heat shock; P, 0.5% PEI supernatant; A, 60% ammonium sulfate pellet; FT, flowthrough; NE, nickel-elution.

(Figure was used with permission Curr Protoc Nucleic Acid Chem. 2017, 69, 4, 4.75.1-.20)
21. Load 15 μL of unstained protein ladder in lane 1 and each sample into lanes 2
through 15. Run gel 40 min at 200 V constant.
22. Remove gel from the cassette following manufacturer's instructions.
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23. Image gel (Figure 2.3) using a BioRad Geldoc and the stain-free gel protocol.
24. Combine desired fractions after purity is verified by SDS-PAGE analysis.

Perform heparin purification
25. Dilute the combined nickel elution fractions twelve-fold with 1× nickel elution
dilution buffer.
This will reduce the salt and imidazole concentrations to 50 mM and 15 mM, respectively.
Save 20 μL of sample prior to dilution for SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 2.3). It is important for
the salt concentration of the sample to be at the same concentration as the loading buffer
(~50 mM). Higher salt concentrations (≥100 mM) will prevent the protein from binding to the
resin.
26. Install the 5-mL Heparin HP column onto the FPLC system and ensure the lines are
completely sealed.
27. Rinse FPLC lines and heparin column with 5 CV of water to remove any residual
nickel buffer or EtOH from the FPLC system and column.
28. Place line A1 into heparin buffer A and line A2 into heparin buffer B. Ensure the
lines are completely submerged and no air enters the system.
29. Load sample into the designated superloop.
It may be necessary to load the superloop more than once depending on its capacity. If so,
divide the following program in step 30 between multiple runs. For the first load, run steps
30b to 30d. For intermediary loads, only run step 30d. For the final load, run steps 30d
through 30h. After each sample application to the column, reload the superloop.
30. Set up the following FPLC method in the method editor.
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a) Method Settings: Ensure the correct column is checked (5-mL Heparin HP) and
that the correct channel is selected if using a multicolumn switch. Selecting the
column will bring in the max operating conditions for the column (10 mL/min or
0.5 MPa).
b) Equilibration 1: Equilibrate for 5 CV with 100% heparin buffer B to ensure the
column is completely clean. Use a flow rate of 8 mL/min. Send volume to waste.
c) Equilibration 2: Equilibrate for 5 CV of 100% heparin buffer A to ensure the
column is equilibrated in binding buffer. Use a flow rate of 8 mL/min. Send
volume to waste.
d) Sample Application: Set appropriate volume of sample to pass through the
superloop. Pass the sample through the column at a flow rate of 2.5 mL/min to
ensure the sample has ample time to bind to the column. Ensure that the flowthrough is collected via the outlet valve into a suitable container. Set the outlet
valve to the out line and change the fractionation method from fixed volume to
fixed outlet.
e) Wash: Wash column with heparin buffer A until a stable UV is maintained at a
flow rate of 5 mL/min. Use a stable UV time of 2 min and a maximum wash time
of 20 min. This will guarantee between 2 and 20 CV of washing. Send volume to
waste.
f) Elute: Using a linear gradient from 0% to 100% heparin buffer B, elute the
protein over 10 CV. Set fractionation conditions to fixed volume and collect a
suitable volume depending on the outlet container dimensions.
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g) Final Wash: Wash the column with 5 CV of heparin buffer B and then 5 CV of
heparin buffer A at a flow rate of 8 mL/min. Send volume to waste.
h) Equilibration: Equilibrate the column with 5 CV of water using line A2, then 5 CV
of 20% EtOH using line B2 at a flow rate of 5 mL/min for storage. Send volume
to waste.
31. Save the method and run it from the system control panel. Designate the correct
location for the saved data.
32. Once the program has been initiated, load the appropriate tubes or plates onto the
fraction collector, and ensure that the apparatus is properly positioned for collecting
the elution fractions.
33. Wait for the program to finish running.
34. Using the trace data from the computer, identify the fractions containing the
protein.
These will be the fractions containing a large peak in the UV data (Figure 2.2).
35. Set aside a 20-μL aliquot of flow-through and each elution fraction into separate
tubes for SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 2.3).
36. Analyze the elution fractions by following steps 17 through 23.
37. Combine the desired fractions after the purity is verified by SDS-PAGE analysis
(Figure 2.3).
38. Measure the final polymerase concentration using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer.
Blank with an approximate mix of buffer A/B from the elution profile. Input the MW and
extinction coefficient to obtain a more accurate measure of protein concentration. If
unavailable, use the A280 as an indicator of protein concentration.
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39. Store protein at 4°C until ready for the polymerase activity assay.
40. Remove the 5-mL Heparin HP column and store in its designated location.

Analyze polymerase activity (day 6)
41. Prepare an 80-μL mastermix in a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube by adding the
following reagents.
•

58 μL nuclease-free water

•

10 μL 10× Thermopol buffer

•

1 μL 100 μM IR800 PBS8 DNA primer

•

1 μL 100 μM L11 DNA library or individual template of interest

•

10 μL tNTP mix, 1 mM each

Mix gently by flicking and pulse spin to return liquid to the bottom of the tube if necessary.
42. Anneal the primer and template by first denaturing the sample for 5 min at 75°C
then cooling the sample for 5 min on ice.
43. While the sample is annealing, prepare a two-fold polymerase dilution series as
follows. Obtain eight 200-μL PCR tubes, add 10 μL of polymerase dilution buffer to
tubes 2 through 8, add 20 μL of pure polymerase to tube 1, and then transfer 10 μL
from tube 1 to the subsequent tubes while mixing thoroughly.
44. Add 10 μL of 10 mM MnCl2 solution to each of the eight polymerase dilutions and
mix well.
45. Pipet 8 μL of the reaction mastermix to nine, new 200-μL PCR tubes and cap tubes.
The first sample will have no enzyme added to provide a size marker for gel analysis.
46. Place tubes into a thermal cycler set at 55°C.
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47. Add 2 μL of the polymerase-Mn2+ mixture to tubes 2 through 8 and cap tubes.
Incubate 3 hr at 55°C.
48. After the 3-hr incubation, quench reaction by adding 100 μL of stop buffer to each
tube.
49. Denature the extended primers from the template by heating 10 min at 70°C.

Prepare urea-PAGE gel
50. Prepare gel plates, spacers, and comb following the manufacturer's instructions.
Analytical gels are 0.8-mm thick. Using a comb with 14 to 20 wells is recommended.
51. In a 50-mL beaker, add 25 mL of 20% Urea-PAGE solution. Stir the mixture using a
magnetic stir bar and plate.
52. Add 200 μL of 10% APS and 10 μL TEMED to the solution and stir for 30 sec.
53. Carefully pour acrylamide solution into the prepared gel plates, ensuring no leaks or
air bubbles are present between the plates.
54. Insert comb at the top of the gel and dislodge any air bubbles by tapping on the
glass.
55. Allow the solution to polymerize between the glass plates (typically 30 min).

Pre-run urea-PAGE gel
56. Carefully remove comb and bottom spacer from gel plates making sure not to
damage gel.
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57. Rinse gel with tap water to remove excess acrylamide or urea that may form on the
outside of the glass plates, which may prevent a good seal when attached to the
electrophoresis apparatus.
58. Place gel plates into the gel electrophoresis apparatus and secure the plates
following the manufacturer's instructions.
59. Fill the bottom reservoir of the gel apparatus with 1× TBE buffer. Displace air
bubbles that form in the bottom spacer region using a syringe containing 1× TBE
buffer.
60. Fill the top reservoir of the electrophoresis apparatus with 1× TBE buffer until the
solution is ∼1 cm above the gel.
61. Rinse the top wells with 1× TBE buffer to remove any residual polyacrylamide.
62. Connect the apparatus to the power supply and pre-run gel 30 min at a constant
power of 8 W.
The ideal wattage for the gel will heat the glass plates so they are warm to the touch.
Temperatures greater than ~70°C can break the glass. Pre-warming is essential for
minimizing the amount of “smiling” (i.e., curving of gel lane bands) that occurs when running
PAGE.

Load and run urea-PAGE gel
63. Once the gel has finished pre-running, disconnect the gel apparatus from the power
supply and rinse the wells with 1× TBE to remove any residual urea.
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Rinsing the wells prior to sample loading helps visualize the sample as it is being loaded
into the wells. The sample can also be mixed with dye to aid in visualization.
64. Load 20 μL of each sample into its corresponding well using a micropipette
equipped with a gel loading tip.
65. Reconnect the gel apparatus to the power supply and run gel 1 hr at a constant
power of 8 W.

Image gel
66. Carefully separate glass plates without damaging gel.
The gel should stay attached to one of the glass plates.
67. Lay gel down on the LICOR Odyssey cLX imager, glass plate up.
68. Image gel using appropriate settings.
69. Analyze the gel and determine the polymerase concentration that generates the
highest amount of full-length product (Figure 2.4).

Store long term
70. Dilute the protein with polymerase dilution buffer to achieve a final concentration of
10×. For example, if the polymerase obtained highest activity at a 50-fold dilution,
dilute original protein stock five-fold.
71. Divide the 10× polymerase stock into 1-mL aliquots and store up to 6 months at 4°C
until needed.
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The addition of glycerol up to 50% final concentration will enhance the long-term stability
of the protein by allowing storage at −20°C. Glycerol addition does change buffering
conditions with a slight effect on polymerase activity, so performing the activity assay with
the glycerol present is recommended.

Figure 2.4 Polymerase activity assay. Engineered polymerase expressed in BL21 cells and purified using (A)
a single-step purification with heparin resin or (B) a two-step purification using both nickel and heparin
affinity purification strategies are assayed for function in a TNA synthesis reaction using a serial (two-fold)
dilution strategy to identify the optimal polymerase concentration. The single-step heparin purification
strategy from BL21 cells is insufficient to remove contaminating nucleases, as evidenced by significant
amounts of degraded primer. By contrast, the two step strategy generates high quality nuclease-free
polymerase.

(Figure was used with permission Curr Protoc Nucleic Acid Chem. 2017, 69, 4, 4.75.1-.20)

2.7 Reagents and Solutions
Use deionized, distilled water in all recipes and protocol steps.

Ampicillin, 1000×
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To 1 g ampicillin, bring up to 10 mL with water. Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter. Divide
into 1-mL aliquots and store up to 6 months at −20°C.

APS, 10%
•

1 g ammonium persulfate

•

10 mL deionized water

•

Store up to 1 month at 24°C

Cell resuspension buffer, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

500 mM NaCl

•

10% glycerol

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

Heparin buffer A, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

50 mM NaCl

•

10% glycerol

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter
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•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

Heparin buffer B, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

1 M NaCl

•

10% glycerol

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

IPTG, 1000×
To 2.38 g IPTG, bring up to 10 mL with deionized water. Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter.
Divide into 1-mL aliquots and store up to 6 months at −20°C.

LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plate, 1.5%
•

7.5 g agar

•

10 g sodium chloride

•

10 g tryptone

•

5 g yeast extract

•

Bring to 500 mL with water

•

Autoclave
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•

When cooled to ∼37°C, add 500 μL of 1000× ampicillin solution (see recipe)

•

Pour into petri dish until a thin, even layer forms on the plate

•

Store up to 3 months at 4°C

Luria-Bertani (LB) medium
•

10 g sodium chloride

•

10 g tryptone

•

5 g yeast extract

•

Bring to 1 L with water

•

Autoclave

•

Store up to 1 month at 4°C

MnCl2, 10 mM
•

10 mg MnCl2 tetrahydrate

•

5 mL nuclease-free water

•

Store up to 2 hr at 4°C

Nickel buffer A, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

600 mM NaCl
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•

10% glycerol

•

20 mM imidazole

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

Nickel buffer B, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

600 mM NaCl

•

10% glycerol

•

500 mM imidazole

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

Nickel elution dilution buffer, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

10% glycerol

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

Polyethyleneimine, 10% (v/v)
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•

700 mL deionized water

•

100 mL PEI

•

Add concentrated HCl drop-wise to the solution to pH <2.0. Stir until the PEI is
dissolved (∼2 to 3 hr). Maintain pH <2.0 throughout. Add concentrated NaOH dropwise to the solution to pH 7.9. Bring volume to 1 L with water. Filter sterilize using a
0.2-μm filter.

•

Store up to 1 year at 24°C

Polymerase dilution buffer, 1×
•

10 mM Tris·Cl, pH 8.0

•

250 mM NaCl

•

10% glycerol

•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Store up to 6 months at 4°C

Stop buffer
•

1× TBE

•

20 mM EDTA

•

8 M urea

•

Filter sterilize at 0.2 μm
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•

Store up to 6 months at 24°C

TBE buffer, 10×
•

1 M Tris base

•

1 M boric acid

•

10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0

•

Store up to 6 months at 24°C

TGS buffer, 10×
•

250 mM Tris base

•

192 mM glycine

•

0.1% (w/v) SDS

•

pH 8.3

•

Store up to 1 year at 24°C

Urea PAGE solution, 20%
•

193.3 g acrylamide

•

6.7 g methylene bisacrylamide

•

7.5 M urea

•

Deionized water to 1 L
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•

Filter sterilize using a 0.2-μm filter

•

Degas using a vacuum chamber

•

Store up to 1 year at 24°C in the dark

CAUTION: Acrylamide and bisacrylamide are hazardous especially in powder form.
Prepare in a fume hood using appropriate safety precautions and laboratory apparel.

2.8 Commentary
Background Information
Engineered polymerases
Recent advances in polymerase engineering have made it possible to synthesize
nucleic acid polymers with a wide range of chemical modifications, including xeno-nucleic
acid polymers (XNA) with backbone structures not found in nature (Chen &
Romesberg, 2014). XNA systems have the potential to benefit society by functioning as
next-generation affinity reagents and catalysts with future application in molecular
medicine, nanotechnology, and materials science. As a result, a major goal of synthetic
genetics is to determine the extent to which XNA can replace DNA and RNA as an
information coding system. Several distinct types of XNAs have been developed to study
fundamental questions about the structural and functional properties of DNA as well as to
increase the chemical toolbox available for nucleic acids research (Anosova et al., 2016).
In certain cases, XNAs have been found to exhibit remarkable stability against nucleases
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that degrade DNA and RNA, suggesting that XNA could find widespread use in future
diagnostic and therapeutic applications (Culbertson et al., 2016).
Given the importance of XNA as an alternative genetic system capable of heredity
and evolution, many new technologies have been developed that enable XNA polymerases
to be generated from natural DNA polymerases. Technologies for evolving XNA
polymerases include, but are not limited to, compartmentalized self-replication (CSR),
compartmentalized self-tagging (CST), droplet-based optical polymerase sorting (DrOPS),
and phage display (Ellefson et al., 2016; Ghadessy, Ong, & Holliger, 2001; Larsen
et al., 2016; Pinheiro, Arangundy-Franklin, & Holliger, 2014; Tingjian et al., 2016).
This effort has become increasingly more challenging as the structural diversity of the
phosphodiester backbone increases relative to natural DNA and RNA, which is why most
XNA polymerases function with catalytic efficiencies that are vastly inferior to their natural
counterparts.
Nevertheless, researchers have succeeded in developing several examples of
functional XNAs by in vitro selection (SELEX). In 2012, the first aptamers were identified
with XNA backbones for α-L-threofuranosyl-(3′→2′) nucleic acid (TNA) and hexitol nucleic
acid (HNA) (Pinheiro et al., 2012; Yu, Zhang, & Chaput, 2012). These reagents were
shown to bind to human α-thrombin, hen egg lysozyme, and the HIV-1 TAR RNA element
with affinities in the low-to-mid nanomolar range. In 2015, a 2′-fluoroarabino nucleic acid
(FANA) aptamer to HIV-1 reverse transcriptase was developed that could inhibit HIV-1
reverse transcriptase activity in vitro (Alves, Cozens, Holliger, & Destefano, 2015). In
2016, a second TNA aptamer to human α-thrombin was developed using a second-
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generation TNA replication system (Dunn & Chaput, 2016). Additionally, aptamers have
been developed using an expanded repertoire of nucleobase chemistries that have
improved the affinity and specificity of these aptamers to low-picomolar affinity (Kimoto,
Yamashige, Matsunaga, Yokoyama, & Hirao, 2013). These systems do not require
engineered polymerases, thereby increasing their utility in the chemical biology
community.
XNA polymers have also shown promise in nanotechnology and materials
engineering. GNA, which has a phosphodiester backbone with a single stereocenter was
used to construct two identical nanostructures with mirror-image symmetry (Zhang,
McCullum, & Chaput, 2008). Following suit, nanostructures composed of FANA, 2′-fluoro
RNA (FRNA), HNA, and cyclohexene nucleic acid (CENA) have been demonstrated (Taylor
et al., 2016). Because XNAs have diverse helical geometries, one could easily speculate that
future work in nucleic acid nanotechnology will leverage combinations of natural and
unnatural genetic polymers to expand conformational fold space to regions that are not
accessible to natural DNA and RNA. Likewise, XNAs have the potential to increase the range
of mechanical and physical properties available for molecular engineering as demonstrated
by an expanded bending and flexing space of several DNA analogues (Anosova
et al., 2016) This work may rely on polymerase engineering to synthesize the building
blocks required for assembly.

Critical Parameters and Troubleshooting
Protein expression
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Critical parameters for protein expression include the E. coli cell strain and growth
conditions. The expression may be performed in standard plasmid prep strains like
DH5alpha or XL1-blue, standard expression strains like BL21(DE3), or a hybrid cell strain
called Acella available from EdgeBio. Choosing a strain requires balancing the benefits and
constraints between endogenous nuclease expression and recombinant protein production
yields.
DH5alpha and XL1-blue strains are intrinsically nuclease deficient. However, they
are poor cell lines for protein expression and their yield is about three-fold lower than that
obtained with BL21 cells. Advantageously, however, only a single resin (nickel or heparin)
is required for effective purification. By contrast, when expressing in BL21 cells, a two-step
purification protocol (nickel and heparin) is recommended to ensure complete removal of
endogenous nucleases. The hybrid cell line Acella is an attractive alternative to either
because it is a nuclease-deficient strain of BL21. It produces about two-fold less protein
than BL21 cells but comes with the added benefit of removing the nickel purification step.
Because engineered polymerases require long incubation times to ensure complete
incorporation of modified substrates, even small amounts of nuclease contamination can be
problematic. If nuclease contamination is discovered, it is often useful to ensure that all
heat/cold shock steps (i.e., 80°C heat shock, PEI precipitation, ammonium sulfate
precipitation) are performed at the appropriate temperature and for the indicated duration
times. Additionally, combining only the main peak from each column purification can
reduce nuclease abundance. If necessary, perform a nuclease test on each fraction before
combining them to ensure that nuclease-containing fractions are removed.
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Ensuring that proper cell density has been reached prior to inducing protein
expression with IPTG is an important constraint for minimizing nuclease contamination.
Low protein yields can result when cells are induced at suboptimal induction ranges (i.e.,
outside the optimal OD600 ∼0.6 to 0.8 range). In the event that a culture has become
overgrown, dilute a portion of the culture with fresh medium and carefully monitor it until
it is in the appropriate induction range of OD600 ∼0.6 to 0.8.
Protein work up
Critical parameters for the protein work up include the temperature and time
required to perform each step in the protocol, as unnecessary temperatures and times can
lead to protein oxidation.
The hot and cold incubation steps are one of the most critical purification steps in
the protocol, responsible for removing nearly 90% of the endogenous E. coli proteins
present in the crude cellular lysate. This is due to the low thermostability of most E.
coli proteins. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the full incubation of 60 min at 80°C
and 30 min on ice are performed. If crude protein concentration is not significantly and
drastically reduced after the hot and cold temperature treatments, ensure that the hot
block or water bath is set to the correct temperature.
Polyethyleneimine (PEI) is used to precipitate nucleic acids from crude lysates. At
neutral pH, PEI is a positively charged polymer that can interact strongly with nucleic acid
polymers. Depending on the salt concentration, this step can be used to either purify
nucleic acid binding proteins along with the pellet or to remove DNA and RNA from the
supernatant. At high ionic strength (>1 M NaCl), nucleic acids are removed and almost no
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proteins remain bound to the pellet. Typically, this salt concentration is not used because it
causes undesired E. coli proteins to be retained in the supernatant. At medium ionic
strength (0.2 to 1 M NaCl), nucleic acids and some proteins will be precipitated and the
desired protein will remain in the supernatant. At low ionic strength (<0.2 M NaCl), many
nucleic acid binding proteins remain bound to the nucleic acid and co-precipitate. If the
polymerase is being lost during the PEI step, titrate the NaCl concentration to determine
the highest salt concentration that leads to maximum retention of the recombinant
polymerase in the supernatant.
Ammonium sulfate precipitation is performed to remove excess PEI. Protein loss
during this step is often due to the solution not being fully saturated with ammonium
sulfate. The saturation is affected both by the amount of salt added to the solution and the
temperature of the solution during the incubation. Ensure that all steps including
centrifugation are performed at 4°C or a portion of the protein will re-solubilize into
solution and not precipitate.
FPLC purification
Commercial FPLC columns have a finely packed matrix with a high-loading capacity.
Clogging of the matrix or unpacking of the column can lead to drastic reductions in column
efficiency. To avoid this problem, samples should be centrifuged at 20,000 rpm or filtered
with a 0.2-μm filter prior to loading onto the column. Care should be taken to avoid
introducing air bubbles onto the column during injection. Also, avoid flowing salt buffers in
the presence of EtOH, which can cause salt crystals to form in the column.
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The highly charged nature of the nickel column leads to a high amount of
nonspecific binding in the presence of low salt. Therefore, the nickel purification must be
performed in buffers containing at least 600 mM salt and 20 mM of imidazole as a
nonspecific competitor. If the column is still eluting large amounts of endogenous E.
coli protein, try either including a wash with 1 M salt after the binding step to further
reduce nonspecific interactions with the column or increasing the starting amount of
imidazole up to 50 mM.
Low protein loading onto the heparin column is likely due to a high salt
concentration (>100 mM NaCl) in the protein sample. The concentration of salt in the
sample should be equivalent to the salt concentration of the loading buffer (∼50 mM NaCl).
If necessary, collect the sample, dilute with additional low-salt buffer, and reload onto the
column.
Additionally, it is beneficial to periodically clean the affinity column with ∼10 to 20
CVs of 0.1 M NaOH. NaOH is highly effective at degrading a wide variety of contaminants
including protein, nucleic acid, bacteria, yeasts, endotoxins, and inactivating viruses. A
cleaning protocol that involves 10 CVs of water, 10 to 20 CVs of 0.1 M NaOH, followed by a
second 10 CVs of water, and finally 5 CVs of 20% EtOH is recommended. At this point the
column can be safely stored for future use.
Anticipated Results
One liter of cell expression will yield ∼20 mg of purified protein in ∼6 mL of buffer.
Protein purity will range from 95% to 99%. The optimal working concentration of
polymerase is ∼1 μM, depending on the fraction of active polymerase following
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purification. With a molecular weight of nearly 90 kD, the 1 L of culture will produce
∼20 mL of protein at 10× working stock.
Time Considerations
The entire protocol takes 6 days to complete. On day 1, the cells are streaked from a
glycerol stock onto an agar plate. On day 2, the agar plate is used to inoculate a starter
culture. On day 3, the expression culture is inoculated and grown, and then inducted with
IPTG and allowed to express overnight. On day 4, the cells are harvested and lysed from
which the protein is brought to an ammonium sulfate pellet. On day 5, the nickel and
heparin purifications are performed. On day 6, the protein is characterized for activity and
purity and then stored at 4°C or in 50% glycerol at −20°C.
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Chapter 3
Evaluating the Rate and Substrate Specificity of Laboratory
Evolved XNA Polymerases
Publication Note
This paper was originally published in Analytical Chemistry.
Nikoomanzar , A.; Dunn, M.R.; Chaput, J.C. Evaluating the Rate and Substrate Specificity of
Laboratory Evolved XNA Polymerases. Anal Chem. 2017, 89, 23, 12622 – 12625.
Copyright © 2017 American Chemical Society.

3.1 Contribution Statement
A.N., M.D. and J.C. conceived of the project and designed the experiments. A.N. and
M.D. performed all of the experiments. A.N. and J.C. wrote the manuscript. All authors
reviewed and commented on the manuscript.

3.2 Abstract of the Chapter
Engineered polymerases that can copy genetic information between DNA and xenonucleic acids (XNA) hold tremendous value as reagents in future biotechnology
applications. However, current XNA polymerases function with inferior activity relative to
their natural counterparts, indicating that current polymerase engineering efforts would
benefit from new benchmarking assays. Here, we describe a highly parallel, low cost
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method for measuring the average rate and substrate specificity of XNA polymerases in a
standard qPCR instrument. Our approach, termed polymerase kinetic profiling (PKPro),
involves monitoring XNA synthesis on a self-priming template using high-resolution
melting (HRM) fluorescent dyes that intercalate into the growing duplex as the template
strand is copied into XNA. Since changes in fluorescence are directly proportional to XNA
synthesis, quantitative measurements are obtained by calibrating the fluorescent signal
against chemically synthesized standards. Using PKPro, we discovered that XNA
polymerases function with rates of ~1-80 nt/min and exhibit substrate specificities of
~0.1-5-fold for xNTP versus dNTP. Last, we show how PKPro could be used in a highly
parallel screen by analyzing 288 different polymerase reaction conditions. Based on these
results, we suggest that PKPro provides a powerful tool for evaluating the activity of XNA
polymerases.

3.3 Introduction
Synthetic genetics is an area of synthetic biology that aims to extend the principles
of heredity and evolution to xeno-nucleic acid (XNA) polymers with backbone structures
that are distinct from those found in nature.1,2 The development of engineered polymerases
that can copy genetic information back and forth between DNA and XNA represents an
important part of this vision, as XNA substrates are poorly recognized by natural
polymerases.3,4 Although XNA polymerases have been used to explore the functional
properties of XNA by in vitro selection,5-7 very little is known about the rate and substrate
specificity of engineered polymerases relative to their natural counterparts. Such
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information is needed to benchmark the progress of XNA polymerase development and
could provide valuable insight into the mechanism of XNA synthesis.
Single-nucleotide primer-extension assays are often used to measure the kinetic
properties of DNA polymerases.8-12 Reactions are initiated by adding the appropriate
nucleoside triphosphate to a buffered solution containing the primer/template complex
and DNA polymerase. At defined times, the polymerase is quenched with a metal-chelating
agent and the reactions are analyzed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE). Integration of the bands corresponding to the starting primer and n+1 adduct
makes it possible to calculate kinetic parameters for Vmax and Km. However, because many
polymerases will pause or chain terminate following the addition of one or more nonnatural nucleotides,12-14 kinetic values obtained by this method may not reflect the true
rate of downstream synthesis. In addition, the need to analyze each experiment by
denaturing PAGE, limits the number of kinetic curves that can be obtained in a reasonable
period of time.
Although PAGE analysis is necessary for ensuring that XNA polymerases are capable
of full-length XNA synthesis, the field of polymerase engineering would benefit from highly
parallel methods that provide quantitative information about the rate of XNA synthesis.
Such assays are not meant to replace traditional kinetic assays that are required for
detailed characterization of a final polymerase design, but rather to increase throughput by
reducing the time required to evaluate existing enzymes and benchmark the evolutionary
process used to obtain new XNA polymerases.
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With this concept in mind, we developed a technique called polymerase kinetic
profiling (PKPro) as a highly parallel method for measuring the rate of XNA synthesis in
real-time (Figure 3.1). In this assay, a self-priming template is extended with XNA
triphosphates in the presence of high-resolution melting (HRM) fluorescent dyes that
intercalate into the growing duplex as the DNA template is copied into XNA. Since changes
in fluorescence are directly proportional to XNA synthesis, quantitative measurements are
obtained by calibrating the fluorescent signal against chemically synthesized standards.15

Figure 3.1 Polymerase kinetic profiling (PKPro). The rate of XNA synthesis is measured using fluorescent
dyes that intercalate into the growing strand as a self-priming DNA template is copied into XNA. Quantitative
values are obtained by normalizing the fluorescence signal against chemically synthesized standards that
define the starting primer-template complex and extended product. The image shown in the lower right
corner is typical of the fluorescent changes observed during polymerase-mediated synthesis.

(Figure was used with permission from Anal Chem. 2017, 89, 23, 12622 – 12625.)
This approach, which does not require quenching the reaction at intermediate steps, offers
a convenient, low-cost method for measuring the rate of polymerase extension on
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templates of defined length. Because the reactions are performed in 96-well format using a
qPCR instrument to monitor changes in fluorescence, 96 kinetic curves are generated in
just a few hours, which is a substantial improvement over traditional assays that require
denaturing PAGE.8

3.4 Results and Discussion
To identify the optimal fluorescent dye for each XNA system, HRM dyes were
screened for a linear dose-dependent response to duplexes composed of DNA/DNA,
DNA/TNA, DNA/RNA, and DNA/FANA, where TNA refers to a-L-threofuranosyl nucleic
acid16 and FANA refers to 2’-fluoroarabino nucleic acid17 (SI Table 3.1). For each duplex,
the linear range (LR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and R2 values were measured for five
HRM dyes poised at different duplex and dye concentrations (SI Tables 3.2 & 3.3). We
found that SYTO 9, Eva Green, and LC Green Plus produced the highest linear response for
DNA/DNA, TNA/DNA, and both RNA/DNA FANA/DNA duplexes, respectively (Figure 3.2).
Although a small amount of nonlinear activity was observed at low duplex concentrations,
values obtained at duplex concentrations > 0.5 µM are linear. Of notable importance, many
HRM dyes did not maintain a linear dose-dependent response (SI Tables 2 & 3). This
observation, which is consistent with the unique structural properties of XNA,18 indicates
that care should be taken when evaluating dyes for kinetic measurements.
The average rate of XNA synthesis is measured in units of nucleotides per min
(nt/min) using steady-state kinetics, where substrate concentration (>100 fold) is held in
excess over enzyme concentration. Many biotechnology applications, like PCR, occur under
steady-state conditions, which define the slowest step in the reaction pathway. 19 Under
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Figure 3.2 HRM dyes with a linear dose-dependent response for duplex binding. The optimal dyes are SYTO 9
for DNA (32-fold LR, 41.0-fold SNR, R2 = 0.997), Eva Green for TNA (32-fold LR, 32.5-fold SNR, R2 = 0.992), LC
Green Plus for RNA (32-fold LR, 20.9 SNR, R2 = 0.997), and LC Green Plus for FANA (32-fold LR, 18.3-fold SNR,
R2 = 0.992). LR, linear range; SNR, signal-to-noise.

(Figure was used with permission from Anal Chem. 2017, 89, 23, 12622 – 12625.)
these conditions, it is possible to assess the rate of XNA synthesis relative to natural DNA
polymerases. These measurements were aided by the fact that all of the XNA polymerases
tested are hyperthermophilic and therefore do not initiate synthesis at room temperature.
In addition, all DNA synthesis assays used hot-start dNTPs to prevent premature primer
extension during temperature ramping.
To validate the accuracy of PKPro, we measured the rates of DNA synthesis for two
DNA polymerases that are common starting points for polymerase evolution.20 DNA
polymerases isolated from the archaeal hyperthermophilic species Thermococcus
gorgonarius (Tgo) and Thermococcus kodakarensis (Kod) were expressed and purified from
E. coli as previously described.21 The concentration of each polymerase was normalized by
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UV280 absorbance and validated by SDS-PAGE (SI Figure 3.1). Steady-state measurements
were performed in 96-well format in solutions that contained 1 μM of the self-priming
template (SI Table 3.1), 1x Thermopol buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 10 mM
KCl, 2 mM MgSO4, and 0.1% Triton X-100, pH 8.8], 100 μM hot-start dNTPs, 5 μM SYTO 9,
and ≤10 nM polymerase. Reactions were initiated by heating for 2 min at 95°C and
extending for 10 min at 55°C with fluorescence intensity measurements collected at 6 s
intervals. Steady-state kinetic values (Figure 3.3) were determined by calculating the
slope of the linear trajectory obtained for the polymerase concentration that yielded the
longest linear range. In each case, the fluorescent signal was normalized using min and max
standards and converted to units of nucleotides per polymerase. Analysis of the resulting

Figure 3.3. Average steady-state rate of DNA synthesis by Kod and Tgo wild-type DNA polymerases. Steadystate rates were measured by PKPro using SYTO 9 to monitor changes in the fluorescent signal and hot-start
dNTPs to prevent early initiation.

(Figure was used with permission from Anal Chem. 2017, 89, 23, 12622 – 12625.)
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data indicates that Tgo and Kod polymerases function with steady-state rates of ~400
nt/min and ~12,000 nt/min, respectively (Figure 3.3). The value for Kod DNA polymerase
closely approximates the known literature value.22 Although the rate for Tgo DNA
polymerase has not been measured previously, this value is similar to other archaeal
polymerases, which have rates in the range of 500-1,000 nt/min.23
Having validated our technique with natural wild-type polymerases, we chose to
measure the average rate of XNA synthesis for three laboratory-evolved XNA polymerases
[KOD-RI (TNA synthesis),24 Tgo-QGLK (RNA synthesis),25 and Tgo-D4K (FANA synthesis)5]
using either commercial or chemically synthesized xNTPs.26,27 PKPro analysis was
performed with recombinant polymerases that were expressed and purified from E. coli.
Our results indicate that the set of engineered polymerases function with rates of ~1-80
nt/min (Figure 3.4), which is markedly slower than their natural counterparts. However,
despite their slow rates, the ability of XNA polymerases to copy entire strands of DNA into
XNA is a landmark achievement in enzyme engineering.28 Of notable importance, the rate of
Tgo-QGLK and Tgo-D4K mediated XNA synthesis is within 10-fold of the rate of DNA
synthesis by the parent Tgo polymerase. If the wild-type enzyme represents the maximum
extension rate attainable by this enzyme, which is pure speculation, then Tgo-QGLK and
Tgo-D4K could be close to achieving their optimal rates. A second interesting observation is
that the engineered polymerases follow a trend in which those substrates that are closest
in structure to DNA function with the highest rates [FANA (~80±27 nt/min) > RNA (~40
±6 nt/min) > TNA (~1±0.2 nt/min)], which may reflect the degree of engineering
required to catalyze the synthesis of structurally diverse XNAs.
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Of notable importance, the rate of Tgo-QGLK and Tgo-D4K mediated XNA synthesis
is within 10-fold of the rate of DNA synthesis by the parent Tgo polymerase. If the wildtype enzyme represents the maximum extension rate attainable by this enzyme, which is
pure speculation, then Tgo-QGLK and Tgo-D4K could be close to achieving their optimal
rates. A second interesting observation is that the engineered polymerases follow a trend

Figure 3.4 Rate and substrate specificity of XNA polymerases. Steady-state rates were measured by PKPro
using Eva Green (TNA), LC Green Plus (RNA and FANA), and SYTO 9 (DNA).

(Figure was used with permission from Anal Chem. 2017, 89, 23, 12622 – 12625.)

in which those substrates that are closest in structure to DNA function with the highest
rates [FANA (~80±27 nt/min) > RNA (~40±6 nt/min) > TNA (~1±0.2 nt/min)], which
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may reflect the degree of engineering required to catalyze the synthesis of structurally
diverse XNAs.
Because all XNA polymerases maintain some level of DNA synthesis activity, we
decided to measure the rate of DNA synthesis by XNA polymerases. Our results (Figure
3.4) indicate that KOD-RI, Tgo-QGLK, and Tgo-D4K exhibit DNA synthesis rates of 14±2,
39±9, and 16±3 nt/min, respectively. The loss of DNA synthesis activity relative to wildtype polymerases, demonstrates that the gain-of-function mutations required for XNA
synthesis have altered the active site geometry to accommodate non-cognate substrates.
Comparison of the rates of XNA and DNA synthesis provides a specificity ratio (xNTP to
dNTP) of 0.1 for Kod-RI, 1.0 for Tgo-QGLK, and 5.0 for Tgo-D4K. These results reveal that
Tgo-D4K is the only laboratory-evolved XNA polymerase generated to date that has
achieved an evolutionary state that prefers XNA substrates to natural DNA substrates.
During the course of our studies, we realized that the 96-well format that PKPro
uses to generate kinetic data could provide a highly parallel format for optimizing reaction
conditions or identifying polymerase candidates from the output of a polymerase evolution
experiment. As a demonstration, we evaluated 288 different buffer conditions that varied
such parameters as salt, pH, and temperature (Figure 3.5). In this experiment, Kod-RI was
used to synthesize TNA from chemically synthesized tNTP substrates.26,27 Each condition
was assessed based on initial velocity and change in fluorescence after an incubation time
of 2 hours. Ranking the conditions in order of importance revealed a trend of temperature
> MgCl2 > pH > KCl with optimal extension observed using 55 °C, 2.0 mM MgCl2, pH 8.8, and
10 mM KCl. This assay, which was performed in 1 day using three 96-well plates, produces
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a kinetic profile for each reaction. Achieving this same result from a conventional PAGE
assay would be a laborious task that could take weeks, as each kinetic curve would require
an individual gel electrophoresis experiment.

Figure 3.5 High-throughput 96-well screen for optimal polymerase extension conditions. PKPro was used to
evaluate 288 different polymerase reaction conditions for TNA synthesis using Kod-RI and tNTP substrates.
Activity was assessed by analyzing the initial velocity and change in fluorescence after 2h incubation time.

(Figure was used with permission from Anal Chem. 2017, 89, 23, 12622 – 12625.)
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The prospect of developing polymerases that can copy genetic information between
DNA and XNA has driven a desire to apply molecular evolution as a strategy for generating
engineered polymerases that can synthesize artificial genetic polymers with backbone
structures that are distinct from those found in nature.3,4 With these newfound enzymes
comes a need for equally powerful methods that can be used to accurately measure the
rates of XNA synthesis. While many kinetic assays have been developed,19 those that rely
on radioisotopes or chemically modified templates are being phased-out due to inherent
risks and technical challenges. By comparison, PKPro offers a simple, low cost method for
measuring the average rate of polymerase extension in a highly parallel format. The key to
this approach is to identify HRM dyes that maintain a linear response and high SNR for
each XNA system. However, once identified, PKPro provides a convenient way to measure
polymerase rates using standard laboratory equipment.

3.5 Conclusion
In summary, we present PKPro as a highly parallel method for measuring the rate of
XNA synthesis in real-time. We used PKPro to benchmark the rate and substrate specificity
of three laboratory-evolved XNA polymerases. In addition, we showed how PKPro could be
used to screen candidate polymerases or polymerase conditions in a high throughput 96well format. Based on these results, we suggest that PKPro could find widespread use
among researchers interested in studying laboratory-evolved polymerases.

3.6 Experimental Details
General information
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DNA and RNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, Iowa). FANA and TNA oligonucleotides were synthesized on an ABI3400 DNA
synthesizer using chemical synthesis reagents purchased from Glen Research (Sterling,
Virginia). FANA phosphoramidites were purchased from Glen Research (Sterling, Virginia).
FANA triphosphates were purchased from Metkinen Chemistry (Kuopio, Finland). TNA
triphosphates and phosphoramidites were obtained by chemical synthesis as described
previously26,27. Oligonucleotides were purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, electroeluted, ethanol precipitated, and quantified by UV absorbance.
Thermopol buffer was purchased from New England Biolabs (Ipswitch, MA). All chemical
reagents, including NTPs and dNTPs were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
Missouri). Fluorescent dyes were obtained from the following vendors: SYTO 9 and SYBR
Green (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts), LC Green Plus (BioFire Defense,
Salt Lake City, Utah), Eva Green (Biotium, Fremont, California), and BOXTO (TATAA
Biocenter, Gothenburg, Sweden). CleanAmp dNTP mix was purchased from TriLink
Biotechnologies (San Diego, California). PCR plates and optical film were purchased from
Applied Biosystems (Foster City, California). Nickel and heparin affinity columns were
purchased from GE Healthcare (Little Chalfont, United Kingdom).

Polymerase expression and purification
Engineered polymerases were expressed and purified as previously described21.
Purified enzymes are shown in (SI Figure 3.1). Briefly, XL1-blue E. coli cells carrying
custom pGDR11 polymerase expression plasmids were streaked onto LB-ampicillin (100
μg/mL) agar plates and grown overnight at 37°C. A single isolate was used to inoculate 50
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mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium. The starter culture was grown to
confluency overnight at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. The starter culture (1:100 v/v) was
used to inoculate 1 L of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium and grown at 37°C with
shaking at 225 rpm. At OD600 = 0.6, the expression culture was removed and cooled to 15°C.
The culture was then induced with IPTG at a final concentration of 0.5 mM and incubated
overnight at 15°C with shaking at 225 rpm. Cells were harvested by centrifugation for 10
min at 5,000 rpm and 4°C. The cell pellet was resuspended in 40 mL buffer [10 mM Tris pH
8.0, 500 mM KCl, 10% glycerol] and lysed by sonication on ice following a 2 s on and 2 s off
protocol for 2 min and repeated once after the lysate cooled for 5 min. Native E. coli
proteins were denatured by heating the sample for 60 min at 80°C and then immediately
cooling the lysate for 30 min on ice at 4°C. The lysate was clarified by centrifugation for 10
min at 20,000 rpm and 4°C. Nucleic acids were precipitated by adding 10% (v/v)
polyethyleneimine (PEI) to a final concentration of 0.5%, mixing by inversion, incubating
for 30 min on ice at 4°C, and centrifuging for 30 min at 20,000 rpm and 4°C. The
supernatant was transferred to a fresh centrifuge tube and PEI was removed and the target
polymerase precipitated by adding 60% (w/v) ammonium sulfate, mixing by inversion,
incubating for 30 min at 4°C, and then centrifuging for 30 min at 20,000 rpm and 4°C.
Protein pellets were suspended in 4°C buffer [10 mM tris pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 10% glycerol].
Particulate was removed by centrifuging for 10 min at 20,000 rpm and 4°C. Recombinant
polymerases were purified by heparin affinity chromatography with step elutions of 100,
250, 500, and 1000 mM KCl. Fractions corresponding to protein of the correct size were
verified by SDS PAGE, combined, quantified by UV absorbance at 280 nm, and stored at 4°C.
Purified proteins were verified by SDS PAGE (SI Figure 3.1).
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Screening fluorescent dyes for a dose-dependent linear response
Five high-resolution melting dyes (SYTO 9, Eva Green, SYBR Green I, BOXTO, and LC
Green Plus) were screened for a linear dose-dependent response against a set of max
standards (SI Table 3.2 & 3.3). Each max standard was serially diluted in water to obtain
six 10x stock solutions that spanned a concentration range of 25 μM to 780 nM. The dyebinding assay was performed in 96-well format. Each measurement (10 μL) contained 1 μL
of max standard, 1 μL of 10x Thermopol buffer [200 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM (NH4)2SO4, 100
mM KCl, 20 mM MgSO4, and 1% Triton X-100, pH 8.8], 2 μL of fluorescent dye (see Tables
S2-3), 1 μL of nucleoside triphosphate and 5 μL of nuclease-free water. Each fluorescent
dye was evaluated at four different concentrations 0.5x, 1x, 2x, and 4x, where x denotes the
manufacturers recommended concentration. In some cases, the manufacturer provides the
precise dye concentration while other manufacturers provide the concentration in units of
x-fold. Wells that contained the TNA max standard were tested in the presence of 1 mM
MnCl2 by substituting 1 μL of water for 1 μL of a 10 mM MnCl2 solution. The plate was
sealed with optical film and placed into an Applied Biosystems Quantstudio 6 Flex
quantitative real-time PCR instrument. The max standard was denatured by heating for 2
min at 95°C and annealed at 55°C. After equilibration (~60 s), the fluorescence intensity
was recorded and the data was fit to a linear equation using Microsoft Excel. The linear
range and R2 values were calculated from the maximum linear region observed for a line
plotted between the minimum and maximum duplex concentrations (78 nM to 2.5 uM; 32fold). The signal-to-noise ratio was obtained from the minimum and maximum
fluorescence values observed for the linear region of each plot.
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Baseline measurements
Measurements of baseline fluorescence for the min and max standards (SI Table
3.1) were determined in 96-well format. Each measurement (10 μL) contained 1 μM of
either the min or max standard, 1x Thermopol buffer, 100 μM of each nucleoside
triphosphate, the corresponding fluorescent dye poised at the optimal concentration (see
below), and polymerase buffer minus polymerase [1 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 1%
glycerol]. Baseline measurements were performed in triplicate by aliquoting 10 μL from a
5x mastermix of the reactions into 3 separate wells and taking the average of all fluorescent
values to generate a single minimum and maximum fluorescence baseline.

Steady-state measurements
Steady-state kinetic measurements were performed in 96-well format. Each
measurement (10 μL) contained 1 μM of the self-priming 30mer HP template, referred to as
the min standard (SI Table 3.1), 1x Thermopol buffer, 100 μM of each nucleoside
triphosphate, the corresponding fluorescent dye poised at the optimal concentration (see
below), and the natural or engineered polymerase. The following dyes and dye
concentrations were used: DNA/DNA (5 μM Syto 9), DNA/TNA (4x Eva Green), DNA/RNA
(2x LC Green Plus), DNA/FANA (2x LC Green Plus). TNA reactions were supplemented with
1mM MnCl2. Polymerase reactions were initiated by adding 1 μL of a 10x polymerase
solution. The 10x polymerase solutions were prepared as a 2-fold dilution series in buffer
[10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM KCl, 10% glycerol] that spanned a polymerase concentration
range of 100 nM to 6.25 nM. The PCR plate was sealed with optical film and immediately
placed inside the real-time PCR instrument. Reactions were denatured for 2 min at 95°C
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and extended for 1 h at 55°C with fluorescence intensity measurements collected at 6 s
intervals. The first 18 s of data were excluded to eliminate possible artifacts caused by
temperature equilibration. Fluorescence data for each reaction was normalized by
subtracting baseline fluorescence and dividing by the difference between min and max
fluorescence values. Fluorescence was converted to nucleotides per polymerase using the
conversion factor (Fmax = Cn*n*Cp-1, where Fmax is the maximum fluorescence for the max
standard, Cn is the concentration of the nucleic acid, n is the number of incorporated
nucleotides, and CP is the concentration of polymerase). Nucleotides per polymerase were
plotted over time and the initial velocities were determined by performing a linear
regression on the initial data. Steady-state kinetic values were determined by calculating
the slope of the linear trajectory obtained for the polymerase concentration that yielded
the longest linear range under saturating (>100-fold) primer-template conditions. The
reported values derive from a representative plot taken from at least three independent
replicates.

Reaction condition optimization
Kinetic measurements were performed in 96-well format to evaluate the extension
efficiency of TNA synthesis under a full factorial analysis of reaction conditions. Each
measurement (10 μL) contained a final concentration of 1 μM primer-template complex (SI
Table 3.1, L11 library, PBS8 primer), 100 μM tNTPs, 4x Eva Green fluorescent dye, 1mM
MnCl2, 1 μM polymerase, and a titrated concentration of KCl [0-21 mM], MgCl2 [0.5-4 mM],
or Tris-HCl pH [7.5-9.0]. Reactions were initiated as described previously for the steadystate measurements, denatured for 2 min at 95°C, and extended for 2 h at 50°C, 55°C and
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60°C for a total of 288 unique reaction conditions. Fluorescence intensity measurements
were collected at 15 s intervals. The first 15 s of data were excluded to eliminate possible
artifacts caused by temperature equilibration. Polymerase activity values were reported as
a heat map based on initial velocity and change in fluorescence.
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4.2 Abstract of the Chapter
Synthetic biology aims to improve human health and the environment by
repurposing biological enzymes for use in practical applications. However, natural enzymes
often function with suboptimal activity when engineered into biological pathways or
challenged to recognize unnatural substrates. Overcoming this problem requires efficient
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directed evolution methods for discovering new enzyme variants that function with a
desired activity. Here, we describe the construction, validation, and application of a
fluorescence-activated droplet sorting (FADS) instrument that was established to evolve
enzymes for synthesizing and modifying artificial genetic polymers (XNAs). The
microfluidic system enables droplet sorting at ∼2–3 kHz using fluorescent sensors that are
responsive to enzymatic activity. The ability to evolve nucleic acid enzymes with
customized properties will uniquely drive emerging applications in synthetic biology,
biotechnology, and healthcare.

4.3 Introduction
Synthetic biology is a rapidly growing area of science that aims to reengineer
natural biological systems for practical applications that address critical needs in human
health and the environment.1,2 An important aspect of synthetic biology is the ability to
quickly and reliably engineer new cellular systems by treating enzymes as interchangeable
parts that can be used to design novel biological pathways or act on unnatural substrates.3,4
In vitro systems capable of replicating artificial genetic polymers (XNAs) are an example of
the latter.5 These systems are currently being pursued as a source of biologically stable
affinity reagents (aptamers) and catalysts for biomedicine.6 Unfortunately, natural
enzymes often perform with suboptimal activity when introduced into a novel pathway or
are challenged to recognize unnatural substrates.7−9 This problem has limited the
development of emerging applications in synthetic biology, biotechnology, and healthcare,
which rely on carefully tuned enzymes to achieve a desired outcome.10
Directed evolution offers a possible solution to this problem by providing a
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powerful method for improving the properties of existing enzymes or discovering new
enzymes that are not restricted to biological substrates.11,12 In a typical directed evolution
experiment, a protein library is carried through iterative rounds of selection and
amplification to enrich for members with a desired characteristic, like ligand binding,
stability, or enzymatic activity. For directed evolution to be successful, efficient methods
are needed to maintain the genotype-phenotype linkage. This problem has been solved for
ligand binding assays, like phage display, where DNA plasmids are transcribed and
translated in vivo and proteins are displayed on the surface of a bacteriophage particle or
cell.13,14 More recently, in vitro approaches, like mRNA display, have emerged that link
newly translated proteins to their encoding RNA message via a covalent bond or stable
ternary complex.15,16 Using any of these methods, the identity of the selected protein is
readily determined by sequencing the gene-coding region of the corresponding plasmid or
template.
For protein selection experiments involving catalysis, the genotype-phenotype
linkage is generally maintained by spatial segregation using cells, microtiter plates, or
artificial man-made compartments that confine the enzyme and encoding plasmid within a
defined boundary. Conventional enzymatic screens utilizing agar or microtiter plates are
limited to a sample size of ∼104 variants and can require several weeks to
complete.17 Robotic automation can increase the scale and throughput of library processing
by allowing ∼106 members to be screened in a few days; however, such systems come with
a significant increase in cost and reagent volume.18 A more efficient and economical
approach to library screening involves the miniaturization of directed evolution
experiments into artificial reaction compartments composed of uniform water-in-oil (w/o)
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droplets produced by microfluidics.19−22 Compared to robotic systems, microfluidic
systems allow researchers to screen ∼108 variants per day using 106-fold less sample
volume.
Applying microfluidics to directed evolution demands efficient strategies for
separating positive droplets away from a large background of negative droplets.23 A
straightforward approach is to produce water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w) double emulsion
droplets that can be dispersed in an aqueous phase that is amenable to sorting on a
commercial fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) instrument.24 FACS-based sorting of
double emulsion droplets has been demonstrated for several enzymes,25 including those
with alkaline phosphatase and polymerase activity.24,26 More recently, fluorescenceactivated droplet sorting (FADS) devices have been developed that can directly sort single
emulsion droplets in a manner analogous to FACS.27 These systems have proven successful
in a small but growing number of examples involving directed evolution.19,28−31
Here, we describe the construction, validation, and application of a FADS instrument
(Figure 4.1) for evolving enzymes that can synthesize and modify XNAs (nucleic acid
polymers with unnatural sugar–phosphate backbones).32 We show two different methods
for producing single emulsion droplets at 30 kHz that encapsulate individual E. coli cells,
which are used as a vehicle for protein expression and delivery. We present thermal,
chemical, and enzymatic strategies for releasing recombinant enzyme into the surrounding
compartment and demonstrate the use of four different types of fluorescent sensors that
are responsive to enzymes that function with polymerase-mediated primer-extension,
polymerase-mediated primer-extension with strand displacement, ligase, and restriction
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Figure 4.1 Fluorescence-activated droplet sorting. (a) Overview of microfluidic droplet sorting. A library of
genes encoding a specific protein or enzyme are expressed in E. coli and encapsulated in microfluidically
generated w/o droplets along with a sensor and corresponding substrates. Expressed proteins are liberated
from their E. coli host via chemical, enzymatic, or heat lysis and incubated at the desired reaction temperature
off-chip. Following incubation, the droplet population is sorted using the FADS system to enrich for members
with a desired functional activity. (b) Overview of the optical train and electronic components of the FADS
system. For Cy3-based fluorescence, incident light from a 552 nm laser is focused onto the sorting junction of
the microfluidic chip through a 20× objective to excite active droplets. Emitted light is collected by the
objective and transmitted past a series of dichroic mirrors to a PMT with a 563 nm band-pass filter. The signal
from the PMT is fed to a FPGA controlled by custom LabView software. Upon detecting a fluorescent signal,
the FPGA is instructed to energize a 4 M NaCl electrode. A high-voltage amplifier amplifies the generated
sorting pulse to produce the DEP force necessary to deflect the target drop into the collection channel. Blue
light with minimal Cy3 spectral overlap is used to illuminate the sorting chip for monitoring with a high-speed
camera. A host PC interfaces with the FPGA to collect data and adjust sorting parameters.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1430-1440.)
endonuclease activities. We show efficient droplet sorting at ∼2 kHz with low false-positive
and false-negative values. Finally, the power of this approach was demonstrated in a mock
screen, which provided an enrichment value of >3000-fold from a doped library containing
one active enzyme into a background of 6447 inactive enzyme variants. The FADS system
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and associated fluorescent sensors make it possible to discover new enzyme variants that
can synthesize and manipulate XNA in a manner analogous to natural enzymes to drive
new applications in biotechnology and healthcare.

4.4 Results
Generating Microfluidic Droplets for Enzyme Engineering
We designed and fabricated two different types of fluorocarbon-coated
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic devices based on previous designs that were
established for generating uniform water-in-oil (w/o) droplets.33,34 The fluorocarboncoated microfluidic devices (SI Figure 4.1 & 4.2) contain similar flow-focusing junctions
designed to produce uniform w/o droplets that are stabilized by surfactants in the oil that
prevent coalescence at elevated temperatures (as high as 95 °C) and allow for long-term
storage at room temperature. The two droplet production devices differ based on the
design of the channels carrying the aqueous stream (SI Figure 4.2), which promotes either
a single aqueous stream or a double coflowing aqueous stream upstream of the flow
focusing junction. The single-stream device was designed to be compatible with a thermal
lysis strategy, while the double flow design allows for the delivery of lysis reagents
separate from the population of E. coli cells. Following an iterative design–build–test
process, optimal designs produced for both PDMS devices were found to maintain a droplet
production rate of 30 kHz for at least 7–8 h, which is long enough to produce ∼109
droplets.
Droplets were formed following a Poisson distribution (λ = 0.1) to ensure that 95%
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of the occupied droplets contain only one E. coli per droplet. Under these conditions, the
droplet population is produced at 10% occupancy (SI Figure 4.3a). This distribution is
necessary for maintaining the genotype-phenotype linkage required for directed evolution
whereby the genetic information encoded in the DNA plasmids of positively sorted droplets
is recovered to determine the sequence of enzyme variants with desired functional
properties. Given that E. coli concentration is readily quantified by absorbance (OD600), a
conversion factor relating OD600 to the actual cellular concentration of E. coli (σ1.0) can be
achieved using the following equation where V5 d is the droplet volume.

If we assume that σ1.0 = 5.0 × 108 cells/mL when OD600 = 1.0,26 then an OD600 of 0.05 will
result in λ = 0.1 for 20 μm diameter droplets. This prediction closely agrees with empirical
observations obtained using green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressed in E. coli (SI Figure
4.3b).

E. coli Lysis Inside Droplet Microcompartments
Using E. coli as a protein expression system for delivering recombinant enzymes to
w/o droplets requires efficient methods for lysing the bacteria without disrupting the
droplet microcompartment. As described above, droplets are produced under conditions in
which the aqueous phase contains all the reagents needed to assay a desired activity once
the enzyme is released from the bacteria and allowed to react with the substrate. Since w/o
droplets are resistant to coalescence at elevated temperatures, thermophilic enzymes can
be released using a thermal lysis strategy, which typically involves heating the droplet
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population for 5 min at 90–95 °C. For thermal lysis, it is advised to use fluorous oils and
surfactants that stabilize the compartments at high temperatures.
Mesophilic enzymes are not compatible with heat lysis procedures and necessitate
the use of chemical or enzymatic agents that can lyse the E. coli membrane under milder
conditions. We therefore chose to explore this process using GFP as a reporter system for
natively folded enzymes that escape the cell membrane. Using the coflow droplet generator
design (SI Figure 4.2a), we produced a population of 20 μm diameter droplets in which
GFP-expressing E. coli were coencapsulated with buffer only, buffer and Bug Buster (1×), or
buffer and (0.1 mg/mL) lysozyme. Each droplet population was monitored over time at 37
and 55 °C by fluorescence microscopy (SI Figure 4.4). As expected, GFP fluorescence in the
buffer only population was confined to the cell. By contrast, droplets encapsulated with
Bug Buster became fluorescent after a brief incubation (5 min, 37 °C). Similar images were
observed for the lysozyme sample after incubation at a slightly elevated temperature (5
min, 55 °C). On the basis of these results, we postulate that either condition should be
suitable for microfluidic screening of mesophilic enzymes.

Design of a Fluorescence-Activated Droplet Sorting (FADS) Device
Following cell lysis, droplets are incubated for an extended period of time to allow
the enzyme to escape the cell membrane and react with the substrate. Since this is a singlecell technique, stochastic factors, such as differences in protein expression levels between
individual E. coli cells, differences in the release of the enzyme into the surrounding
droplet, and the failure of some enzymes to react with enough substrate molecules to
produce a robust signal, may contribute to varying levels of droplet fluorescence.
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Consequently, it is important that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the optical sensor used
to detect active droplets be as high as possible in order to identify functional enzyme
variants with high confidence. Previously, we have shown that the Cy3-Iowa Black
fluorophore-quencher pair maintains a higher SNR than other commonly used
fluorophore-quencher pairs.26 On the basis of this observation, we designed a FADS
instrument that was compatible with the green-orange fluorescence of a Cy3 organic dye
(∼550 nm excitation and ∼570 nm emission).
An overview of the optical train and associated electronics for signal acquisition and
sorting are provided in (Figure 4.1). Focused light from a 552 nm laser is positioned
upstream of the sorting junction of a microfluidic chip that is designed for dielectrophoretic
sorting using a 4 M NaCl salt water electrode that was surrounded by a large ground moat
(Figure 4.2a). This chip has the capacity to screen individual droplets at rates approaching
30 kHz, which is comparable to a commercial FACS instruments. Although higher rates are
possible, our experiments were performed with a sorting rate of ∼2 kHz using pressure
pumps that have a smaller footprint and allow for near instantaneous response times
(∼100 ms). We found that this rate is more than sufficient to screen modest size libraries
(104 members) with high redundancy (∼103 copies of each library member) in just a few
hours.35
The FADS chip was designed with a second flow focusing junction which allows
droplets entering the device to become evenly spaced inside a microfluidic channel (Figure
4.2b). Flowing droplets pass through a focused laser line that is located immediately
upstream of a Y-junction that leads to waste and collection channels. Droplets passing
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Figure 4.2 Microfluidic chip design. (a) Schematic illustration of the microfluidic sorting chip. Shallow
channels are shown in gray and deeper channels appear in green. Red and black channels indicate the
electrode and ground moat, respectively. Boxed regions represent portions of the chip that are magnified in
subsequent images. (b) Regular spacing of reinjected droplets prior to the sorting junction. (c) Still image
from a 2 kHz sorting video showing positive fluorescent drops (transparent) being separated from negative
drops containing an opaque green dye. (d) Pressure equilibration channels immediately prior to the outlets
offset differences in hydraulic resistance between the waste and collection channels. Scale bars are 50 μm.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1430-1440.)

through the laser produce a fluorescent signal with a ∼570 nm emission wavelength that is
detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) in the optical train. If the optical signal for a
fluorescent droplet exceeds a user-defined value set for photon counting intensity and
occupancy time, three 600 Vpp (50 kHz, 50% duty cycle) square wave pulses are applied
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across the salt water electrode within 5 μs of detecting the droplet. On the basis of the
principle of dielectrophoresis, the nonuniform electric field polarizes the droplet causing it
to deflect into the collection line located at the Y–junction (Figure 4.2c). Dim droplets that
are either empty or contain inactive enzyme maintain their trajectory and flow into the
waste line. As a precaution, an oil bias flow acts to prevent the migration of inactive
droplets into the collection line. As needed, the device may be illuminated with blue light to
visualize droplet sorting and capture video data with a high-speed camera (35 000 fps), as
blue light does not overlap with the spectral properties of Cy3.

Sorting Fluorescent Droplets
The efficiency of droplet sorting is a critical parameter for directed evolution
experiments aimed at producing enzymes with tailor-made properties as a high false
negative rate causes active variants to be removed from the pool, while a high false positive
rate leads to reduced selection efficiency. To evaluate the sorting efficiency of our homebuilt FADS instrument, we calculated the efficiency of droplet sorting using a defined
mixture of fluorescent and nonfluorescent droplets. The fluorescent and nonfluorescent
droplets were generated by encapsulating either a Cy3-labeled DNA (ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3, SI
Table 4.1) or a green dye inside w/o droplets, respectively. The population of
nonfluorescent droplets appears opaque when illuminated with blue light (Figure 4.2b–d),
making them distinguishable from the population of fluorescent droplets on still and video
images.
The two droplet samples were mixed together to create a presorted population of
droplets that contained ∼25% fluorescent droplets. The mixed sample was introduced into
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the FADS device and sorted with a photon counting threshold of 60 and a temporal
residence time of 50–75 μs. These parameters were selected based on a series of flow
experiments where we observed the distribution of peak heights and widths for
homogeneous populations of fluorescent drops flowing at a rate of ∼2–3 kHz. A sample of
the droplet traces from a 1-h sorting run (∼5 million droplets) performed at a screening
rate of 1.4 kHz (sampling rate of 200 kHz) is provided in (Figure 4.3a). A movie made to
illustrate the droplet sorting process is provided in the Supporting Information.
Fluorescence microscopy images taken of the pre- and postsorted droplets (Figure 4.3b–
d) indicate that the positively sorted droplet population was composed of ∼99.75%
fluorescent drops, while the negatively sorted population contained only ∼ 0.18%
fluorescent drops.
Videos were taken at regular intervals to monitor the deflection of fluorescent
droplets into the collection line. Close inspection of the droplet sorting process reveals that
the small number of nonfluorescent droplets present in the collection line was mainly due
to irregular droplet spacing, which causes smaller size droplets (produced by droplet
splitting at the sorting junction) to pack behind regular size droplets. When the regular size
droplets are fluorescent, the smaller size droplets are deflected into the collection line by
dielectrophoresis. A second source of background was detected in the equilibrium channels
located downstream of the sorting junction. In this case, large equilibrium channels were
allowing some nonfluorescent droplets to pass from the waste line into the collection line.
To overcome both problems, a new FADS device was produced that increased droplet
spacing in the sorting channel and modified the equilibration channel between the waste
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Figure 4.3 FADS-based sorting of a fluorescent droplet population. (a) Sample of data acquired during a
sorting run (∼1.4 kHz) showing the PMT-detected fluorescence signal (red, left axis) produced by positive and
negative drops along with the voltage pulse applied to the electrode (blue, right axis) when a positive drop is
detected. Insets show a magnified image of the shaded region (left) illustrating a positive drop along with the
generated sorting pulse, and the histogram (right) showing the distribution of peak droplet fluorescence
values for an active population. Fluorescence microscope images showing the (b) presorted droplet
population, (c) positively sorted droplets, and (d) negative droplets. Negative droplets contained an opaque
green dye and positive droplets contained 1 μM Cy3-labeled DNA. Scale bars are 100 μm.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1430-1440.)
and collection lines. The new device reduced the frequency of nonfluorescenet droplets in
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the sorted pool to <0.01%.

Establishing Optical Sensors for a Diverse Set of Nucleic Acid Enzymes
DNA modifying enzymes play a critical role in biotechnology and medicine by
allowing genetic information to be amplified, ligated, and sequenced.36 Consequently, these
enzymes represent a toolkit of reagents that are routinely used for basic and applied
research involving genes, gene families, and entire genomes. However, in many cases,
natural enzymes do not perform as well as expected because they are being used in a nonnatural context and would benefit from optimization by directed evolution.37 As a first step
in this direction, optical sensors are needed that can report on the functional activity of
DNA modifying enzymes in w/o droplets. Toward the broader goal of establishing a set of
nucleic acid modifying enzymes that function on nucleic acid polymers with non-natural
backbone structures, we investigated four different types of enzymatic activity that are
central to molecular biology. These include DNA synthesis by primer-extension, DNA
synthesis with strand displacement, restriction enzyme digestion, and DNA ligation
(Figure 4.4).
Polymerase Extension
DNA polymerases are one of the most important enzymes found in nature, and have
become the cornerstone of biotechnology applications that involve DNA synthesis,
amplification, and sequencing.38 Polymerases with modified activities are continually being
developed to support new applications in healthcare, which has created a demand for
engineered polymerases with properties that exceed their natural counterparts. To support
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Figure 4.4 Optical sensing modalities tested for droplet sorting based on DNA modifying enzymes. Droplet
based detection of four different classes of nucleic acid modifying enzymes were performed using
recombinant enzymes that catalyze (a) polymerase extension, (b) strand displacement, (c) restriction enzyme
digestion, and (d) DNA ligation activities. Data are presented as the distribution of peak droplet fluorescence
for each population. The peak value fluorescence describes the maximum fluorescence reading of a droplet as
it passes in front of the laser line. The max standard is a chemically synthesized version of the product
obtained from the enzymatic reaction.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1430-1440.)
this process, we have established an optical polymerase activity assay that allows highthroughput screening in uniform w/o/w droplets that are sorted by FACS.26 The sensor
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consists of a 5′-Cy3 labeled self-priming template that is quenched at room temperature by
a short DNA strand carrying a 3′-quencher. At elevated temperatures, the quencher strand
dissociates from the template and if the polymerase is able to extend the primer to fulllength product, the droplets fluoresce because the quencher is no longer able to reanneal
with the template.
To evaluate the polymerase sensor in the context of a FADS device, three different
commercial thermophilic DNA polymerases (Bst, Taq, and Q5) were encapsulated in
droplets, incubated for 1 h at 55 °C, and sorted based on their fluorescence (activity). A
histogram analysis of ∼106 droplet-sorting events from each polymerase population
(Figure 4.4a) confirms that each sample exhibits robust polymerase activity that is 95% of
the max standard, a chemically synthesized version of the product obtained from the
enzymatically driven reaction (SI Figure 4.5a). These results are in close agreement with
bulk solution experiments that were assayed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE) (SI Figure 4.6a). On the basis of the signal intensity of our no
polymerase control, the maximum SNR for this sensor is ∼5.4 (Z′ = 0.79), which is more
than sufficient to distinguish the fluorescent droplets from nonfluorescent droplets.
Strand Displacement
DNA polymerases with strand displacement activity have found practical utility
in numerous DNA amplification techniques, including loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (LAMP), strand displacement amplification (SDA), helicase-dependent
amplification (HDA), and the nicking enzyme amplification reaction (NEAR). These
techniques are critical components of several point-of-care diagnostic tools that rely on a
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simple workflow, quick turnaround time, and minimal analytical instrumentation. Given
the strong interest in polymerases with strand displacement activity, we sought to create
an assay to promote the directed evolution of these enzymes in w/o droplets. For this
application, we used a modified version of our polymerase sensor that contained a longer,
more thermally stable version of the quencher strand whose displacement is needed to
create a fluorescent signal. The sensor was evaluated in droplets using commercial DNA
polymerases that exhibit (Bst) and lack (Q5) strand displacement activity. Analysis of
∼106 droplet-sorting events from each polymerase (Figure 4.4b) confirms that Bst DNA
polymerase exhibits robust strand displacement activity with a cumulative droplet count
that is ∼85% of the max standard, while Q5 DNA polymerase is similar to the no
polymerase control. These results are in close agreement with bulk solution experiments
assayed by traditional PAGE (SI Figure 4.6b). The sensor yields an SNR of ∼18 (Z′ = 0.86)
(SI Figure 4.5b), which is 3-fold better than the polymerase sensor developed for primerextension activity. The increased sensitivity of the strand displacement sensor is due to the
higher thermal stability of the quencher strand, which is less likely to dissociate from the
template at room temperature than the shorter strand developed for standard primerextension activity (ΔΔG = −42.7 kcal/mol).
Restriction Digestion
Restriction endonucleases catalyze the sequence-specific double-stranded cleavage
of DNA to produce cut DNA products with blunt or sticky-ends. These enzymes are
commonly used for cloning and plasmid linearization. Because the evolution of enzymes
with custom restriction endonuclease activity is an attractive area of research, we adapted
an optical sensor that was previously developed for use in bulk solution.39 Accordingly, the
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sensor consists of a nicked duplex in which enzymatic activity disrupts a fluorophorequencher pair adjacent to the digestion site (Figure 4.4c). Using a sensor that was
engineered to contain a PstI nuclease digestion site, we measured the strand cleavage
activity of two commercial DNA endonucleases (PstI and Not I) in droplets. A histogram
produced from ∼106 droplet-sorting events (Figure 4.4c) indicates that PstI is specific for
the PstI nuclease digestion site, with Not I indistinguishable from the no enzyme control.
The sensor produced a modest SNR of 2.6 (Z′ = 0.29) (SI Figure 4.5c), which is consistent
with 50% cleavage in bulk solution (SI Figure 4.6c) and agrees with manufacturer
specifications.
DNA Ligation
Ligases are critical for a variety of biotechnology applications, including cloning and
next-generation DNA sequencing (NGS). We therefore adapted a previous DNA ligase
sensor to function in microfluidic droplets.40 The sensor is based on a molecular beacon
design with two short substrates annealed to the loop region of a DNA stem-loop structure.
Enzymes that ligate the two DNA strands together produce a fluorescent signal by
converting the stem-loop into a linear duplex that separates the donor-quencher pair. We
evaluated the activity of the sensor in droplets using T4 DNA ligase (SI Figure 4.5d).
Analysis of ∼106 droplet-sorting events (Figure 4.4d) demonstrates that the enzyme
functions with high activity, producing fluorescent values equivalent to the max standard
(SNR of ∼12, Z′ = 0.84, SI Figure 4.5d). Notably, the sensor fluorescence in droplets lacking
the enzyme or lacking a phosphorylated substrate remained quenched. Interestingly, we
found that the ligase sensor is highly sensitive to the length of the acceptor and donor
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strands (SI Figure 4.7), which required careful optimization to create a high-activity
sensor.

Polymerase-Mediated

DNA,

RNA,

and

XNA

Synthesis

from E. coli Generated Enzymes
Engineering DNA polymerases to synthesize nucleic acid polymers with backbone
structures that are distinct from those found in nature has enabled the evolution of affinity
reagents (aptamers) and catalysts that are resistant to nuclease digestion.32,41−44 However,
substantially more work is needed to establish new examples of engineered polymerases
that recognize different XNA polymers. To demonstrate how researchers could evolve new
examples of XNA polymerases, we encapsulated populations of E. coli cells expressing three
different types of thermophilic polymerases in w/o droplets. The set of polymerases
included a natural DNA polymerase isolated from the bacterial species Thermococcus
gorgonarius (Tgo) that synthesizes DNA and a close structural analog of DNA known as 2′fluoroarabino nucleic acid (FANA),42 a DNA polymerase (DV-QGLK) that was engineered to
synthesize RNA,45 and a DNA polymerase (Kod-RS) that was engineered to synthesize
threose nucleic acid (TNA).37 In each case, E. coli cells expressing these enzymes were
encapsulated in w/o droplets with the polymerase sensor responsive to primer-extension
activity and the correct set of nucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs, NTPs, FANA-NTPs, and
tNTPs), heat lysed, and incubated for 18 h at 55 °C. Fluorescent microscope images
collected afterward reveal a strong fluorescence dependence on the presence of nucleoside
triphosphates that are supplied ex vivo, as droplets lacking nucleoside triphosphates
remain dim (Figure 4.5). Importantly, this result demonstrates that endogenous
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Figure 4.5 Polymerase-mediated synthesis of natural, noncognate, and xeno-nucleic acid polymers in
uniform droplet microcompartments. E. coli expressing natural and engineered polymerases were
encapsulated in droplet microcompartments, lysed, and assayed for polymerase activity in the presence (left)
and absence (right) of the appropriate nucleoside triphosphate. Enzymatic activities include (a) TGO-WT
mediated DNA synthesis, (b) DV-QGLK-mediated RNA synthesis, (c) TGO-WT-mediated FANA synthesis, and
(d) KOD-RS-mediated TNA synthesis. The absence of florescence in the no nucleoside triphosphate controls
demonstrates that endogenous E. coli nucleotides do not interfere with polymerase activity.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1430-1440.)
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nucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs and NTPs) from the E. coli host are present at insufficient
quantities to produce a false positive signal, confirming that polymerase engineering in
microfluidic droplets can proceed without interference from endogenous substrates.

Mock Enrichment Assay for DNA Synthesis Activity
We evaluated the performance of our FADS system by performing a mock screen
designed to enrich for droplets with recombinant DNA polymerase activity. E. coli cells
expressing wild-type Kod DNA polymerase (KOD-wt) and a null mutant (KOD-null)
containing the D542G mutation in the enzyme active site were mixed at a molar ratio of
1:1000 and 1:10 000 (active to inactive variants). The E. coli populations were separately
encapsulated in microfluidic droplets with the polymerase sensor and substrates necessary
for primer-extension activity, heat lysed, incubated en masse (1 h, 55 °C), and individual
droplets were sorted for DNA synthesis activity using the FADS device. Plasmids from
positively sorted droplets were isolated, the gene-coding region was amplified by PCR and
the expression vector was reconstructed by Gibson assembly, transformed into fresh E. coli,
grown to confluency, and induced to express a new population of E. coli cells that had been
enriched in polymerases with DNA synthesis activity. The regenerated population of E. coli
were encapsulated in microfluidic droplets along with the sensor, buffer, and dNTP
substrates, and the number of fluorescent droplets were counted by flowing the enriched
droplet population through the FADS device.
We carefully measured the enrichment values for both doped library populations
using flow data obtained from the droplet sorting instrument (∼106 droplets per
experiment). These experiments were performed separately from the actual droplet
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sorting experiments, which involved ∼107 droplets for each doped library. Analysis of
homogeneous populations of wild-type and null mutant polymerase reveal that the false
negative rate is ∼2% and false positive rate is ∼0.005% (Figure 4.6a). Evaluation of the

Figure 4.6 Enrichment assay based on DNA polymerase activity. (a) Images and distributions of peak
fluorescence for clonal populations of E. coli expressing wild-type KOD DNA polymerase (left) and a null
mutant KOD-D542G (right) encapsulated in droplets. Scale bars are 50 μm. (b) Tabulated results and
theoretical enrichment values. E. coli expressing wild-type KOD DNA polymerase were spiked at cellular
ratios of 1:1000 and 1:10 000 into a population of E. coli expressing the null mutant KOD-D542G. ε0 and
ε1 represent the fraction of KOD-wt expressing cells in the starting and sorted populations, respectively. Raw
ε0 and ε1 values were normalized using experimentally determined false negative and false positive rates
obtained from the clonal populations. Experimental enrichment (ηexp) is a ratio of ε1,norm/ε0,norm. The absolute
enrichment (ηabs) is 1/ε0,norm, while the maximum theoretical enrichment (ηmax) is mathematically derived
based on Poisson statistics.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1430-1440.)
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starting populations before selection reveals that the two doped libraries contain 1 in 722
and 1 in 6447 active to inactive members, which approximates the anticipated doping
levels of 1:1000 and 1:10 000 and provides the upper limit for an absolute enrichment
value (Figure 4.6b). However, one should keep in mind that the true maximum enrichment
value is slightly less due to Poisson loading of the E. coli into the droplets, which allows for
a small number of coencapsulation events where a positively sorted droplet could contain
more than one E. coli cell. Analysis of both libraries indicates that after 1 round of selection,
∼50–55% of the E. coli containing droplets have functional enzymes. This corresponds to
enrichment values of 407- and 3227-fold for the 1:1000 and 1:10 000 doped libraries,
respectively, which is close to the theoretic maximum enrichment values of 656- and 5861fold, respectively, calculated using Poisson statistics of experimentally determined
encapsulation values (Figure 4.6b and SI Figure 4.8 & 4.9). These levels are sufficient to
allow for both purity and yield sorting depending on the needs of the experiment.

4.5 Discussion
We describe a microfluidic droplet sorting platform that enables the directed
evolution of DNA processing enzymes. In contrast to previous droplet sorting approaches,
our methodology is specifically tailored for applications that involve the development of
artificial genetic polymers for synthetic biology.5 A key aspect of our approach was the
design and validation of four different fluorescent sensors that transduce various
polymerase activities (normal primer extension and primer-extension with downstream
strand displacement), as well as ligase and restriction endonuclease activity inside w/o
droplets.
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Quantitative analysis of various nucleic acid processing assays suggested extremely
high statistical robustness. Apart from the restriction endonuclease sensor, each sensor
functions with a Z′ of 0.79–0.86, indicating exceptional statistical discrimination as assays
of biological activity.46 Sorting and enrichment experiments here were comparisons of no
activity and full activity for the purposes of obtaining Z′ values; however, a directed
evolution experiment attempts to enrich mutants with modestly increased activity above
some initial level of activity. In a power analysis of the droplet-scale polymerase activity
assay (Z′ = 0.79), the separation between background and wild-type polymerase activity is
28σ (σ, standard deviation, ∼2 RFU). Only a 1.5-fold increase in signal over background
corresponds to 4σ (32 ppm false discovery rate). In our companion piece,35 a KOD
polymerase mutant library screen was conducted using a 60-RFU threshold (4-fold signal
over background, ∼22σ), demonstrating the feasibility and high statistical power of the
approach to identify polymerase mutants with novel activity. Although the lower quality of
the endonuclease activity assay would normally preclude its use in a standard-scale highthroughput protein engineering workflow, the ultraminiaturized scale of the FADS system
makes implementation of the assay relatively risk-free. Collectively, these enzymatic
activities represent the core functional units of the molecular biology toolkit, which
impacts nearly every area of healthcare research from drug discovery to personalized
medicine.
The platform facilitates the production of a monodisperse population of small (20
μm diameter) droplets at a frequency of 30 kHz (>100 million droplets per hour) using a
highly stable dripping regime that can be maintained for a standard workday. However, in
practice, most droplet production runs are complete after just 1 h, as a population of
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108 droplets is more than sufficient for typical directed evolution experiments. Although
we use E. coli as a protein expression system for delivering recombinant enzymes to the
microfluidic compartment, the technology platform is compatible with coupled cell-free
transcription and translation (TNT) systems.47,48 The one exception is polymerase
engineering where dNTP and NTP substrates interfere with the selection.26 Relative to
commercial TNT systems, E. coli benefits from lower reagent costs, ease of production, and
user-friendly methods for storing engineered cell lines as glycerol stocks. An additional
benefit is the fact that DNA plasmids provide a convenient format that allows for the
immediate expression, purification, and characterization of selected variants.
Once the enzymes have been released from the E. coli and allowed to react with the
fluorescent sensor, the sorting device is used to screen fluorescent droplets at a rate of 3
kHz (10 million droplets per hour). This frequency compares favorably with automated
liquid handling robots that screen 106 samples in 2–3 days but require far greater cost and
sample volume.18 Custom software allows for user-defined parameters in which droplet
threshold is set based on photon counts and residence time. The ability to adjust the
fluorescent droplet parameters allows for high instrument sensitivity and makes it possible
to establish droplet thresholds that are specific for different optical sensors and enzymatic
applications. Through iterative design-build-test cycles, we were able to show that the
optimal droplet sorting device reduces the frequency of nonfluorescent droplets in the
sorted pool to values that are less than 1 in 10 000 positively sorted droplets. This number
is more than sufficient to meet the needs of most droplet sorting experiments involving
enzymes that are used to replicate and modify XNAs.
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Single-cell directed evolution experiments that utilize E. coli as a protein expression
system face stochastic problems that can limit the enrichment of functional enzymes
during the first few rounds of selection. These include differences in protein expression
levels between individual E. coli cells, differences in the release of the enzyme into the
surrounding droplet, and the failure of some enzymes to react with enough substrate
molecules to produce a strong fluorescent signal. It should be noted that recombinant
enzymes expressed in E. coli are diluted ∼1000-fold when they enter the droplet
compartment. This is generally not a problem for natural enzymes which have been
evolved by natural selection to recognize their substrates with high catalytic efficiency.
However, the same is not true for enzyme libraries which typically function with reduced
activity and protein stability. For this reason, it is important to ensure that the optical
sensor functions with a high SNR and to adjust the droplet sorting parameters accordingly
to ensure that enough droplets are selected to enable efficient recovery and amplification
of the positively sorted library.
Although FACS-based sorting of double-emulsion droplets provides a user-friendly
approach for performing directed evolution experiments in microfluidic droplets,24 custom
FADS-instruments offer a number of unique advantages.49 First, FADS instruments utilize
single-emulsion droplets, which are easier to produce and significantly more stable than
double-emulsion droplets. Second, the higher stability of single emulsion droplets reduces
the level of background contamination in positively sorted droplets, as single emulsion
droplets are less prone to self-lysing. Third, FADS-based sorting is specifically designed for
droplet sorting applications while FACS-based sorting was designed for eukaryotic cells,
and later adapted for droplet sorting applications.24 In the case of small w/o droplets, it is
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unlikely that FACS instruments will be able to sort individual droplets. Fourth, FADS
provides a higher partitioning efficiency than w/o/w sorting in FACS, as microfluidic
devices are specifically engineered for the size and charge of single emulsion droplets.
Fifth, high-speed cameras enable researchers to visualize each droplet sorting event, which
is not possible with FACS. Last, FADS devices offer a cheaper alternative to conventional
FACS instruments by accelerating the pace of research with a dedicated instrument for
directed evolution.
We anticipate that directed evolution using FADS will make it possible to address
real-world applications that currently limit the fields of synthetic biology, biotechnology,
and molecular medicine. In the area of polymerase engineering, we expect FADS-based
instruments to increase the speed at which new polymerases are developed that can
faithfully copy genetic information back and forth between DNA and XNA. Current XNA
polymerases, by contrast, function with reduced catalytic activity and fidelity as compared
to their natural counterparts.50 By analogy, the same methodology could also be used to
evolve enhanced DNA and RNA polymerases for NGS applications that involve modified
substrates or require long read lengths. Similarly, polymerases with reverse-transcriptase
activity could be developed that are better suited for structured RNA molecules that cause
existing polymerases to stall. In the area of ligases, we expect to see an emergence of
activities that allow engineered ligases to synthesize XNA strands on lengths and scales
that are currently not possible by solid-phase synthesis. These same techniques could be
used to improve the quality of DNA ligases that are currently used to barcode NGS libraries,
which suffer from sequence-bias. Last, the ability to rapidly search vast regions of sequence
space makes FADS perfectly suited for discovering polymerases that can replicate XNA
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independent of DNA. This last application would have a dramatic impact on synthetic
biology projects that utilize XNA polymers by providing a convenient method for
amplifying XNA directly without conversion to DNA.

4.6 Conclusion
In summary, this work presents a single-droplet sorting instrument and fluorescent
sensors that enable the directed evolution of enzymes that can synthesize and modify
artificial genetic polymers. Because of the flexibility of the technology, the same
methodology developed for XNA could also be used to optimize natural enzymes that
synthesize and modify DNA and RNA. Such projects open the door to custom enzymes for
synthetic biology, biotechnology, and molecular medicine.

4.7 Experimental Details
Materials and Reagents
DNA oligonucleotides (SI Table 4.1) were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies (Coralville, Iowa). TNA triphosphates were chemically synthesized as
previously described.51 Oligonucleotides were quantified by UV absorbance with a
NanoDrop 2000 (Thermofisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts). All commercial
buffers, enzymes, and the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit were purchased from New
England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA), unless otherwise noted. Chemical reagents, including
dNTPs,

were

purchased

from

Sigma

Aldrich

(St.

Louis,

Missouri).

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), urea, acrylamide, and bis-acrylamide were
purchased from Thermofisher Scientific. Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and Mini119

PROTEAN precast gels were purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, California). Poly(dimethyl)
siloxane (PDMS) base and curing agent was purchased from Dow Corning (Midland, MI).
SU-8 2010 and 2025 photoresists (Microchem, Westborough, MA) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). 3-inch silicon wafers were purchased from the Polishing
Corp. of America (Santa Clara, CA). (Tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane
(CAS: 78560-45-9, SIT8174.0) was purchased from Gelest Inc. (Morrisville, PA).
Fluorinated oil HFE-7500 was purchased from 3M Novec (St Paul, MN), and Pico-SurfTM 1
surfactant, Pico-GlideTM 1, and Pico-BreakTM 1 were all purchased from Dolomite
Microfluidics (UK). All dichroic mirrors and optical filters were purchased from Semrock
(Rochester, New York). Photon counting photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were purchased
from Hamamatsu Photonics (Model# H7828, Japan).

Optical Setup and Image Acquisition
An inverted epi-fluorescence microscope (Ti-S, Nikon, Japan) was used to monitor
droplet production and fluorescent microscopy analysis. Fluorescence-activated droplet
sorting (FADS) was monitored and controlled using a custom laser-induced fluorescent
(LIF) microscope constructed from Thorlab (Newton, NJ) components. A high-speed
camera (VEO-410S Phantom, Vision Research) was used to collect video and image data
and ImageJ (NIH) was used for analysis. PAGE gels were visualized using a LI-COR
Oddyssey CLx Imager (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).

Microfluidic Device Design and Fabrication
All microfluidic devices were fabricated in PDMS (Sylgard 184) using standard soft
lithography techniques (SI Figure 4.1).52 Channel geometries were designed in AutoCAD
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(Autodesk), with colors and layers added after importing into Adobe Illustrator (Adobe).
Designs were printed on a transparency mask at 20,000 dpi by CAD/Art Services (Bandon,
OR). All master molds were fabricated in a class 1000 cleanroom (SI Figure 4.1a). All
wafers were pretreated for 1 min in either 2% hydrofluoric acid, or 6:1 Buffered Oxide Etch
(BOE) to remove the surface oxide layer, washed in Di H2O, dried with pressured air, and
dehydrated in a 120 °C oven for 15 mins or on a 120 °C hot plate for 5 mins. For the single
layer droplet generator, the 3-inch silicon wafer was spin-coated with a 20 μm thick layer
of SU-8 2025 photoresist, and patterned with a photomask through exposure to UV light
(350nm-450nm). For the 2-layer droplet sorter, SU-8 2010 was used to create both layers
(10 μm and 20 μm) forming a maximum channel height of 30 μm. Briefly, after the first
layer was patterned and baked, the second layer was spin-coated on top of the first layer
and soft baked. The alignment marks on the first layer were revealed using acetone, and
the 2nd layer photo mask was aligned to the 1st layer channel features on the wafer using a
Karl Suss MA56 Mask Aligner (SUSS MicrotTec, Germany). After the final exposure, wafers
were baked at 95 °C, and then submerged in SU-8 developer to remove the unexposed
photoresist. The remaining SU-8 formed the positive channel features. Wafers were then
hard-baked at 150 °C for 5 min to harden, smooth, and improve SU-8 adhesion.
Silicon

wafers

were

then

treated

with

tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2

tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane in a vacuum chamber for 1 hr to reduce PDMS adhesion.
PDMS was mixed at a ratio of 10:1 (w/w) pre-polymer base to curing agent, degassed for at
least 30 mins, and then poured onto the patterned silicon wafer. The polymer mixture was
cured at 65°C overnight. After curing, devices were cut out and peeled off of the wafer, and
inlet/outlet tubing holes were punctured into the device using disposable biopsy punches
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(1.5 mm, Integra™ Miltex®). PDMS chips were then cleaned with compressed N2 and tape
and concurrently air plasma treated (Harrick Scientific, NY) with pre-cleaned (100% IPA)
glass slides (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) at 300 mTorr (30 - 60 sec per device) to allow for
irreversible bonding (SI Figure 4.1b). Following plasma treatment, devices were surface
treated to create fluorophilic channel walls. Channels were filled with <1 μL Pico-Glide and
incubated for 1 hr at room temperature. Channels were then washed with Fluorinert FC-40
(Sigma-Aldrich), followed by a stream of nitrogen gas to dry. Chips were then incubated
overnight at 120°C.

Microfluidic Reagent Delivery and Droplet Collection
All aqueous and oil solutions were sealed in 1.5 mL screw-cap plastic microcentrifuge tubes (Sigma-Aldrich) and delivery was controlled by pressure driven flow with
custom LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Reagent vials consisted of
two lengths of Tygon tubing (OD: 1.52 mm, ID: 0.51 mm, EW-06419-01, Cole-Parmer,
Vernon Hills, IL) inserted through two holes drilled into the caps of the micro-centrifuge
tubes and glued into place to create an airtight seal. One length of tubing remained in the
pressure headspace above the reagent and was connected at the other end to a SMC
ITV0011-2UMS digital pressure regulator (Automation Distribution, Hatfield, PA). Another
length of tubing was submerged in the reagent solution with the other end connected to the
appropriate inlet of the microfluidic device.3 Applying a positive pressure to the reagent
vial by the SMC digital regulator caused fluid to be driven into the channels of the
microfluidic device. A length of Tygon tubing was also inserted in the outlet and placed in a
micro-centrifuge tube for droplet collection. During production, droplets were collected
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under a layer of light mineral oil (~200 - 300 μL) in 1.5mL plastic micro-centrifuge tubes.
The FADS system generated considerable amounts of oil from both the collection and waste
outlets, necessitating the use of 5 mL screw cap vials (USA Scientific, Ocala, Florida) for
droplet collection. In the FADS system, droplets tended to remain at the highest point of the
collection tubing until forced out with air.

Formation of Single Emulsion Droplets
Emulsions were produced using custom PDMS chips (SI Figure 4.2 top) utilizing a
flow focusing geometry.35 The aqueous phase contained the E. coli (expressing enzyme) or
commercial enzyme and any associated activity assay reagents. A second design (SI Figure
4.2 bottom, right) allowed cells to be co-encapsulated with a lysis agent to promote
chemical or enzymatic lysis only following encapsulation. Co-encapsulation was
accomplished by co-flowing two solutions, one containing the cells, and the other
containing the lysis agent, for a short time before encapsulation. The aqueous phase was
sheared by a continuous phase consisting of a low-viscosity ﬂuorinated oil (HFE-7500, 3M
Novec) containing 1-2% (w/w) Pico-Surf surfactant (Dolomite Microfluidics, UK).
Pressures were maintained to achieve droplet diameters of 20 μm and production rates
between 30-35 kHz. Cells undergoing heat lysis were incubated for 5 mins at 95°C,
followed by incubation at 55°C for 1 hr – 18hrs.

E. coli Preparation for Droplet Encapsulation
1 mL of E. coli from a 50 mL overnight growth or expression was transferred to a 14
mL round-bottom Falcon tube (#352059, Corning), centrifuged for 5 min at 1,811 r.c.f., and
the supernatant discarded. The cells were washed three times with 1 mL of 1x ThermoPol
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buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 10 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1% TritonX-100, pH
8.8) with the supernatant removed each time after centrifugation. The rinsed bacterial
pellet was re-suspended in 2 mL of 1x ThermoPol buffer and the absorbance was measured
at 600 nm. Cells were diluted in 1x Thermopol to an OD600 of 0.05 (0.1 for co-encapsulation
with lysis agents) to enable encapsulation at occupancies of 0.1 cells per droplet according
to a Poisson distribution (SI Figure 4.3).

Encapsulation of GFP Expressing E. coli in Droplets
Cell populations were grown to express green fluorescent protein (GFP) by first
transforming the pTrc99a-GFP plasmid DNA into XL1-blue cells following the
manufacturer’s recommended instructions. Recovered cells were then used to inoculate 50
mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in a 500 mL baffled flask. The culture was
grown to confluency overnight at 37 °C with shaking at 225 rpm. Cells were washed as
described earlier, and suspended in 1x Thermopol. Either 1x lysozyme or 1x BugBuster in
1x Thermopol was co-encapsulated with E. coli expressing GFP. The lysis agents were
introduced in a separate stream of the microfluidic chip at 2x final concentration and coflowed with the E. coli containing stream for a short distance before encapsulation (SI
Figure 4.2 bottom). Given that the device operates at low Reynolds number, material
transfer between the co-flowing streams is diffusion limited, ensuring the E. coli are not
lysed until following encapsulation. Drops were then heat incubated at 37 °C or 55 °C for up
to 1 hr to promote lysis (SI Figure 4.4a-c).

Construction of Null Mutant KOD-D542G DNA Polymerase
KOD polymerase mutant KOD-D542G was constructed using the Q5 site-directed
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mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs). Briefly, the forward primer containing the D542G
mutation was designed using the NEBaseChanger software package (New England Biolabs)
to ensure effective annealing during PCR amplification while the reverse primer aligned
perfectly with the parent template. This forward/reverse primer pair (SI Table 4.1) was
first used to conduct whole-plasmid amplification of the custom pGDR11 polymerase
expression plasmid harboring the KOD exo- polymerase gene (Initial denaturation: 95°C-2
min followed by 25 cycles: 95 °C - 30 sec, 60 °C - 45 sec, 72 °C at 8 min followed by
polishing step of 72 °C for 5 min.) This was followed by a kinase-ligase-DpnI (KLD)
treatment (20 min at room temperature) to phosphorylate and ligate the blunt-ended
linear PCR product. DpnI was used to digest the parent template background. This mixture
(1 μL) was then transformed into DH5-alpha supercompetent cells (New England Biolabs),
recovered for 1 hr in 250 uL of SOC media with shaking at 225 RPM, plated onto LBampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plates and grown overnight with shaking at 225 RPM at 37 °C.
Single colonies were picked and used to inoculate separate 4 mL aliquots of LB-ampicillin
(100 μg/mL) liquid medium in 14 mL round-bottom Falcon-tubes (Corning) with shaking
at 225 RPM and 37 °C overnight. Overnight cultures were spun for 10 min at 4,000 RPM
and 4°C with the supernatant discarded. Cell pellets were purified using the Express
Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Biomiga) following the manufacturer’s recommended instructions.
DNA constructs were sequence validated (Retrogen, San Diego, CA) and analyzed using the
CLC Main Workbench (Qiagen) software package.

Encapsulation of Polymerase Expressing E. coli in Droplets
Cell populations were grown to express the KOD-wt, KOD-D542G, Tgo-wt, DV-QGLK,
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or KOD-RS polymerases by first transforming plasmid DNA into XL1-blue cells following
the manufacturer’s recommended instructions. Recovered cells were then used to inoculate
50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in a 500 mL baffled flask. The starter
culture was grown to confluency overnight at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm and then used
to inoculate (1:100 v/v) 50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in a separate
500 mL baffled flask and grown at 37 °C with shaking at 225 rpm. At OD600 = 0.6, the
expression culture was removed and cooled to 25°C. The culture was then induced with
IPTG at a final concentration of 1 mM and incubated overnight at 25°C with shaking at 225
rpm. Cells were washed in 1x Thermopol as described earlier, and diluted to OD600 = 0.05.
The appropriate volume of cells was transferred to a micro-centrifuge tube, centrifuged at
1,811 r.c.f. for 5 mins, the supernatant discarded, and then mixed with the appropriate
volume of a premixed fluorescence polymerase activity assay (PAA). The PAA consisted of
1 μM of a self-priming hairpin template labeled with Cy3 at the 5’ end (ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3, SI
Table 4.1), 2 μM of a 3’ end labeled Iowa Black FQ quencher sequence (QP08.Iowa, SI
Table 4.1), and 100 μM mixture of the appropriate nucleoside triphosphates in 1x
Thermopol buffer: dNTPs were used for DNA synthesis (KOD-wt, KOD-D542G, and TGOwt), NTPs for RNA synthesis (DV-QGLK), fNTPS for FANA synthesis (TGO-wt), and tNTPS
for TNA synthesis (KOD-RS).

Fluorescence-Activated Droplet Sorting
Following incubation, droplets were injected into a second chip for sorting (Figure
4.2). To prevent droplet shearing and minimize the formation of satellite droplets, the
spacing and bias oil were composed of 0.25% (w/w) of Pico-Surf surfactant in HFE 7500.
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The FADS system consists of a disposable sorting chip, a custom built LIF microscope, and
associated electronics. The working principle of the FADS system is illustrated in (Figure
4.1). Designed for Cy3 excitation/emission, incident light from a Coherent OBIS LS 552 nm
laser (Santa Clara, CA) is focused through a 20x plan apochromatic objective (Motic, Hong
Kong) where droplets pass single file. Emitted light is led through a 405/488/543/635 nm
Quad Band Dichroic into an optical train through a series of long-pass dichroics that can
lead to a high-speed camera or 1 of 2 PMTs. Use of the quad-band dichroic allows for the
use of a two-channel detection system (Cy3 and AlexaFlour 660), where a secondary dye
can be used to decouple droplet size information from activity, if desired. The sample was
illuminated with blue light (450nm, 18nm bandwidth), which does not overlap with the
spectral properties of Cy3 (or AlexaFlour 660) and was imaged with a high-speed camera
at 35,000 frames per second (fps). The digital signals generated by the PMT were analyzed
by a field-gated programmable array (FPGA, USB-7856R, National Instruments) that is
controlled with custom LabView software.54 Droplets falling within a user-defined
threshold triggered the FPGA to send a square-wave pulse (50 kHz, 50% duty cycle, 60 μs),
amplified to 600V by a high-voltage amplifier (2210, Trek, Lockport New York), to the saltwater electrode (4M NaCl) of the sorting chip.55 The resulting non-uniform electric field
generated a dielectrophoretic (DEP) force that polarized and deflected the droplet into a
collection channel (Figure 4.2c).

DNA Polymerase Activity Assay
Droplet Scale Reactions:
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Droplet scale reactions consisted of 2 μM of the quencher probe QP08.Iowa, and 1
μM of the self-priming hairpin-template ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3 in 1x Thermopol buffer. The max
standard (+) droplet control utilized 2 μM of a non-complimentary quencher probe
(QP13.Iowa.BQ, SI Table 4.1). After the reaction mixtures were heat annealed (2 min at
95°C followed by 5 min at 4°C), commercial Q5 (1.6U), Taq (4U), Bst (6.4U), and nuclease
free water as a (-) polymerase control were then added to their respective reaction
mixtures, followed by the addition of 100 μM dNTPs. Following encapsulation, droplets
were incubated at 55°C for 1 h (Q5 and Taq) or 5 mins (Bst, and all control reactions). For
each population, 10 μL of droplets were diluted in 50 μL of HFE-7500 containing 1-2%
(w/w) of Pico-Surf surfactant, and 10 μL of this mixture was pipetted into a Countess™ Cell
Counting Chamber Slide (Thermofisher) for analysis by fluorescence microscopy. Each
droplet population was then injected into a FADS chip for flow cytometric analysis of
~1x106 droplets.
Bulk Solution Reactions
20 μL scale reactions used 1 μM of a primer-template complex (ST.1G.44 and
ST.1G.44.Primer.IR800, SI Table 4.1) and 2 μM of the quencher probe QP08.Iowa in 1x
Thermopol. After heat annealing (2 min at 95°C followed by 5 min at 4°C), commercial Q5
(1.6U), Taq (4U), or Bst (6.4U) were added to their respective reaction mixtures, followed
by the addition of 100 μM dNTPs or nuclease free water as a (-) dNTP control. Reactions
were incubated at 55°C for 1 h (Q5 and Taq) or 5 mins (Bst, and all control reactions). For
analysis with denaturing PAGE, a 2 μL aliquot from each reaction was transferred to 38 μL
of Stop Buffer [1x TBE, 25 mM EDTA, 40% formamide, pH 8.0] prior to gel loading. A 10 μL
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aliquot of each dilution was analyzed by denaturing PAGE.

Strand Displacement Sensor
Droplet Scale Reactions
Droplet scale reactions consisted of 2 μM of a 33mer blocking oligo
(Drops.SDP.317.Iowa, SI Table 4.1) that also acted as the quencher probe, and 1 μM of the
self-priming, 5’ Cy3 labeled, hairpin-template 3.17.HP.Cy3, SI Table 4.1) in 1x Thermopol
buffer. The max standard (+) droplet control contained 2 μM of a non-complimentary
quencher probe (QP13.Iowa.BQ, Table S1). After heat annealing (2 min at 95°C followed by
5 min at 4°C), commercial Q5 (1.6U), Bst (6.4U), and nuclease free water as a (-)
polymerase control were then added to their respective reaction mixtures, followed by the
addition of 100 μM dNTPs. Following encapsulation, droplets were incubated at 37°C for 2
hrs (Q5) or 5 mins (Bst, and all control reactions). For each population, 10 μL of droplets
were diluted in 50 μL of HFE-7500 containing 1-2% (w/w) of Pico-Surf surfactant, and 10
μL of this mixture was pipetted into a Countess™ Cell Counting Chamber Slide
(Thermofisher) for analysis by fluorescence microscopy. Each droplet population was then
injected into a FADS chip for flow cytometric analysis of ~1x106 droplets.
Bulk Solution Reactions
20 μL scale reactions used 1 μM of a primer-template complex (3.17 and
IR800.PBS2, SI Table 4.1), and 2 μM of a non-Iowa labeled blocking oligo (Drops.SDP.317,
SI Table 4.1) or an equivalent volume of nuclease free water as a negative control. After
heat annealing (2 min at 95°C followed by 5 min at 4°C), commercial Q5 (1.6U) and Bst
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(6.4U) were then added to their respective reaction mixtures, followed by the addition of
100 μM dNTPs. Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2 hrs (Q5) or 5 mins (Bst, and all
control reactions), and 2 μL aliquots were collected at 30, 60, and 120 min time points for
Q5 and 1, 2, and 5 min time points for Bst. For analysis with denaturing PAGE, aliquots
were transferred to 38 μL of Stop Buffer [1x TBE, 25 mM EDTA, 40% formamide, pH 8.0]
points prior to gel loading. A 10 μL aliquot of each dilution was analyzed by denaturing
PAGE.

Restriction Digestion Activity Assay
Droplet Scale Reactions
Droplet scale reactions consisted of 1 μM of a double stranded DNA fluorophorequencher complex containing a Pst1 cut-site (PstI-Template, PstI-F-ON.Cy3, and QON.Iowa, SI Table 4.1) in 1x Cutsmart buffer. The max standard (+) droplet control
consisted solely of a mixture of oligos (1 μM each) that simulated the composition of a
reaction after complete digestion of the double stranded probe (PstI-F-ON.Cy3.Cut.11, PstIF-ON.Cut.15, PstI-Template.Cut.19, PstI-Template.Cut.26, and Q-ON.Iowa, SI Table 4.1).
After heat annealing (2 min at 95°C followed by 5 min at 4°C), commercial NotI (5U), PstI
(5U) and nuclease free water as a (-) enzyme control were added to their respective
reaction mixtures. Following encapsulation, droplets were incubated at 37°C for 18 h.
Restriction enzymes were then heat-inactivated by incubating the droplets at 80°C for 10
min. For each population, 10 μL of droplets were diluted in 50 μL of HFE-7500 containing
1-2% (w/w) of Pico-Surf surfactant, and 10 μL of this mixture was pipetted into a
Countess™ Cell Counting Chamber Slide (Thermofisher) for analysis by fluorescence
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microscopy. Each droplet population was then injected into a FADS chip for flow
cytometric analysis of ~1x106 droplets.
Bulk Solution Reactions
25 μL scale reactions were identically composed as the droplet scale reactions, but
the PstI-Template was IR labeled (PstI-Template.IR800, SI Table 4.1). After heat annealing
(2 min at 95°C followed by 5 min at 4°C), commercial NotI (5U), PstI (5U) and nuclease free
water as a (-) enzyme control were added to their respective reaction mixtures. Reactions
were incubated at 37°C for 18 h. Restriction enzymes were then heat-inactivated by
incubating at 80°C for 10 min. For analysis with denaturing PAGE, aliquots were
transferred to 38 μL of Stop Buffer [1x TBE, 25 mM EDTA, 40% formamide, pH 8.0] points
prior to gel loading. A 10 μL aliquot of each dilution was analyzed by denaturing PAGE.

Ligation Activity Assay
Droplet Scale Reactions:
Droplet scale reactions consisted of 1 μM of a 5’ Cy3 - 3’ Iowa Black FQ labeled
molecular beacon and an acceptor-donor sequence complex (MB.Ligation.Drops,
Ligation.N1.6, and Ligation.N2.6.Phos, SI Table 4.1) in 1x T4 DNA ligase buffer. The
acceptor-donor sequence pair consisted of a left hand piece (Ligation.N1.6) and right hand
piece (Ligation.N2.6.Phos) that annealed to the inner ring of the molecular beacon, and
promoted linearization of the beacon upon ligation of the two pieces, leading to a
fluorescent signal. Two negative control groups were assayed alongside the experimental
group: one contained the non-phosphorylated version of the donor sequence
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(Ligation.N2.6, SI Table 4.1) in place of Ligation.N2.6.Phos, and the other was prepared
using the standard reaction mixture without enzyme. The droplet scale reactions also
included a max standard (+) control that used 1 μM of a 12mer oligo (Ligation.N1+N2.12, SI
Table 4.1) in place of Ligation.N1.6 and Ligation.N2.6.Phos that mimicked the effect of a
ligated product. After heat annealing (2 min at 95°C followed by 5 min at 4°C), 400U of T4
DNA ligase, or nuclease free water for the (-) ligase control, was added to the reaction
mixture. Following encapsulation, droplets were incubated at 37 °C for 1 hr. Ligase was
then heat-inactivated by incubating the droplets at 80°C for 10 min. For each population,
10 μL of droplets were diluted in 50 μL of HFE-7500 containing 1-2% (w/w) of Pico-Surf
surfactant, and 10 μL of this mixture was pipetted into a Countess™ Cell Counting Chamber
Slide (Thermofisher) for analysis by fluorescence microscopy. Each droplet population was
then injected into a FADS chip for flow cytometric analysis of ~1x106 droplets.
Bulk Solution Reactions:
20 μL scale reactions used an unlabeled molecular beacon (MB.Ligation, SI Table
4.1) in place of MB.Ligation.Drops, and an IR800 labeled acceptor sequence
(Ligation.N1.6.IR800, SI Table 4.1) in place of Ligation.N1.6, but were otherwise identically
composed to the droplet scale reactions. After heat annealing (2 min at 95°C followed by 5
min at 4°C), 400U of T4 DNA ligase, was added to the reaction mixture. Reactions were
incubated at 16 °C, 25 °C, and 37 °C for 1 hr. Ligase was then heat-inactivated by incubating
at 80°C for 10 min. For analysis with denaturing PAGE, a 10 μL aliquot of each reaction was
transferred to 10 μL of Stop Buffer [2x TBE, 50 mM EDTA, 80% formamide, pH 8.0] prior to
gel loading. A 10 μL aliquot of each dilution was analyzed by denaturing PAGE.
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Mock Enrichment
To evaluate the performance of our FADS system, we performed a mock enrichment
for DNA synthesis activity by spiking E. coli expressing a wild-type polymerase (KOD-wt)
into a population expressing an inactive null mutant (KOD-D542G) at cellular ratios of
1:1,000 and 1:10,000 (active to inactive polymerase) and co-encapsulated them in drops
with the PAA. E. coli were heat lysed at 95 °C for 5 mins, incubated for 1 hour at 55 °C to
allow DNA extension on the ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3 template (SI Table 4.1), and then sorted.
Enrichment was measured by comparing the number of positive droplets detected in the
naïve and enriched populations. To increase the accuracy of the analysis, we measured the
hit rates of clonal KOD-wt and clonal KOD-D524G and compared them to the expected
values in order to calculate the rate of false positives and false negatives. Using the false
positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR), the true composition of a mixed
population could be estimated (SI Figure 4.9). A model was also derived to calculate the
maximum theoretical value of enrichment for a perfectly performing instrument, as a
reference point to assess our results. The maximum theoretical enrichment (ηmax) was
calculated with the following expression:

𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙 =

𝟏
𝟏−

𝒆!𝜺𝟎 𝝀 (𝟏

− 𝜺𝟎 )

where λ is the cell occupancy, and ε0 is the fraction of KOD-wt cells in the naïve population.

Recovery of Sorted DNA for Mock Enrichment
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Plasmid DNA was recovered from sorted droplet emulsions by extraction with PicoBreak (Dolomite Microfluidics, UK) following the vendor protocol. After sorting, a 23-gauge
needle was inserted into one end of the collection tubing, with the other end left in the 5
mL collection vial. A 1 mL syringe was screwed onto the needle, and used to push air
through the tubing and force the droplets into the collection vial. The tubing was then
washed a few times by pulling the contents of the vial back into the tubing ~ 3/4 of the
total length, followed by flushing with air. To create adequate aqueous volume to facilitate
DNA extraction, at least 125 μL of pre-formed, well packed droplets made from 1x
Thermopol buffer were added to the 5 mL collection tube. An equivalent volume of
nuclease free water could also be added and vortexed to create a layer of droplets. The
contents were then mixed to ensure the sorted droplets were randomly distributed within
the added droplets. 1 mL of this mixture was added to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and
spun at 1000 r.c.f. for 1 min, the bottom oil layer discarded, followed by addition of another
800 μL – 1 mL of the initial mixture. This process was repeated until all the droplets were
transferred into the 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. After removing as much of the bottom oil
layer as possible to create a compact droplet layer, the droplets were transferred to a 0.5
mL low-adhesion microcentrifuge tube (USA Scientific), followed by the addition of 2
equivalent volumes of Pico-Break 1 (Dolomite). The contents were then vortexed for 15 sec
and centrifuged (2 min, 1000 r.c.f.) to attain phase separation. The top, aqueous layer
containing the plasmid DNA was recovered and then concentrated using a spin column
(DNA Clean & Concentrator-5, Zymo Research) and eluted with molecular biology grade
water (10 μL).

Cloning of Enriched DNA Polymerase Domains
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Custom DNA primers (SI Table 4.1, see Tile1-Fwd and Tile 9-Rvs) were used to PCR
amplify the polymerase domain from the extracted FADS-sorted plasmid DNA (Initial
denaturation: 95°C-30 sec followed by 30 cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 56°C-45 sec, 72°C 1 min
followed by polishing step of 72°C-2 min). The amplicon was then purified using a spin
column (DNA Clean & Concentrator-5, Zymo Research) and size-validated by 1% agarose
gel prior to cloning using the Gibson assembly. In a separate reaction, custom DNA primers
(SI Table 4.1, see KOD-poldom_381-422-Fwd and KOD-poldom_21-65-Rvs) were used to
PCR amplify the KOD-wt pGDR11 plasmid region flanking the polymerase domain PCR
amplicon and DpnI treated to digest the parent template. Gibson assembly was performed
in a 20 μL reaction volume containing a final concentration of 100 ng FADS-sorted
polymerase domain amplicon, 100 ng linear vector, and 1x Gibson assembly Mastermix
(NEB). The reaction was incubated at 50°C for 60 minutes. This mixture (5 μL) was then
transformed into DH5-alpha supercompetent cells (New England Biolabs), recovered for 1
hr in 250 uL of SOC media with shaking at 225 RPM, plated onto LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL)
agar plates and grown overnight at 37°C. LB-ampicillin (4 mL, 100 μg/mL) was pipetted
onto the overnight plate and colonies were scraped in a clockwise motion with a sterile Lshaped cell spreader (Fisher Scientific) until a uniform slurry was created by sloughing the
colony forming units (CFUs) from the surface of the plate. The slurry was pipetted into a 14
mL round-bottom Falcon-tube (Thermofisher Scientific) and spun for 10 min at 4,000 RPM
and 4 °C with the supernatant discarded. Cells were then miniprepped using the Express
Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Biomiga) following the manufacturer’s recommended instructions.
Purified plasmid DNA was quantified using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer. Purified
plasmid DNA (300 ng) was transformed into XL1 blue supercompetent cells following the
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manufacturer’s recommended instructions. The recovered transformation (50 μL cells +
200 μL SOC media) was pipetted directly into 50 mL LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) media in a
500 mL baffled flask and grown at 37 °C with shaking at 225 rpm overnight. This ensures
that the aggregate composition of the enriched plasmid DNA (KOD-wt : KOD-D542G) is
evenly represented in the overnight culture used for inoculating a fresh round of cell
growth and polymerase expression. An aliquot from the overnight transformation culture
(500 μL) was used to inoculate a fresh cell culture (50 mL LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL)
media in a 500 mL baffled flask) for polymerase expression of the enriched mixture of
KOD-wt and KOD-D542G enzyme variants. This culture was grown and expressed as
previously described. Cells were harvested and encapsulated with the PAA as previously
described.
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Chapter 5
Elucidating the Determinants of Polymerase Specificity by
Microfluidic-Based Deep Mutational Scanning
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5.2 Abstract of the Chapter
Engineering polymerases to synthesize artificial genetic polymers with unique
backbone structures is limited by a general lack of understanding about the structural
determinants that govern substrate specificity. Here, we report a high-throughput
microfluidic-based approach for mapping sequence–function relationships that combines
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droplet-based optical polymerase sorting with deep mutational scanning. We applied this
strategy to map the finger subdomain of a replicative DNA polymerase isolated
from Thermococcus kodakarensis (Kod). The enrichment profile provides an unbiased view
of the ability of each mutant to synthesize threose nucleic acid, which was used as a model
non-natural genetic polymer. From a single round of sorting, we discovered two cases of
positive epistasis and demonstrate the near inversion of substrate specificity from a double
mutant variant. This effort indicates that polymerase specificity may be governed by a
small number of highly specific residues that can be elucidated by deep mutational
scanning without the need for iterative rounds of directed evolution.

5.3 Introduction
Replicative DNA polymerases have evolved over billions of years to recognize their
cognate substrates with very high specificity.1 Bacterial polymerases, for example, can
distinguish deoxy-ribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) to the near exclusion of
ribonucleoside triphosphates (NTPs), even though NTPs are present at far greater
concentrations (≥100-fold) inside the cell.2 Although discrimination of the 2′-hydroxyl
group has long been attributed to an active site residue that imposes a strict “steric gate”
on the incoming nucleotide,3 mutations made to this position yield polymerase variants
with only limited RNA synthesis activity.4−6 Discrimination against non-natural substrates
is even more severe with most natural polymerases chain terminating after the addition of
one or a small number of modified nucleotides.7−9 Recognizing that polymerases exert
stringent geometric control over the shape and orientation of the incoming
substrate,10 many groups have argued that polymerase specificity must be regulated by a
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set of largely unknown structural determinants that are required for efficient
oligonucleotide synthesis.11−14
Elucidating the structural determinants that govern polymerase specificity would
accelerate the discovery of engineered polymerases that can synthesize artificial genetic
polymers

with

backbone

structures

that

are

distinct

from

those

found

in

nature.15,16 Achieving this goal will require constructing sequence–function maps that
dissect the molecular basis of DNA synthesis by illuminating specific sequence signatures
that change in response to different nucleotide chemistries. Unfortunately, conventional
polymerase engineering strategies, including those used to evolve xeno-nucleic acids
(XNAs, artificial genetic polymers with nonribose sugar–phosphate backbones),17 draw
their conclusions from small numbers of carefully selected variants.18,19 In such cases, large
protein libraries (∼107–109) are constructed and directed evolution methods are applied to
isolate variants with a desired function. However, because the selected population is often
identified by Sanger sequencing, the scope of the analysis is generally limited to a very
small fraction of the starting population. By contrast, deep mutational scanning, a
technique that combines selection with next-generation sequencing (NGS), makes it
possible to quantify the activity of all possible mutations by measuring the change in
frequency of missense codons in the starting and selected libraries.20 Deep mutational
scanning has provided valuable insight into a range of protein design problems that include
binding, catalysis, and stability.21
Here, we present a method for obtaining the sequence–function maps of naturally
occurring DNA polymerases. Our approach uses microarray DNA synthesis to construct a
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library of ∼1000 degenerate DNA oligonucleotides in which each position in a ∼50 amino
acid coding region is individually changed to one of the other 19 amino acids. The number
of oligonucleotides required for this analysis depends on the goals of the experiment,
which can involve dissecting a particular region of the enzyme or tiling the entire protein
sequence. Once constructed, the oligonucleotides are PCR amplified, inserted into a protein
expression vector, transformed into Escherichia coli, and induced such that each cell
expresses a different polymerase variant. Functional polymerases are then partitioned
away from the nonfunctional pool using droplet-based optical polymerase sorting (DrOPS),
which is a high-throughput microfluidic technique developed to facilitate polymerase
screening in uniform water-in-oil (w/o) microdroplets.22,23 Finally, NGS analysis is
performed on the sorted and unsorted populations to generate a heat map displaying the
activity of each missense codon for a desired polymerase function.
We evaluated our method by profiling the finger subdomain of a model DNA
polymerase for mutations that would promote the synthesis of α-l-threose nucleic acid
(TNA, Figure 5.1a).24 TNA synthesis provides a rigorous test of polymerase engineering, as
TNA has a backbone repeat unit that is one atom (or bond) shorter than that of DNA and
RNA, and consists of 2′,3′-phosphodiester linkages rather than the more normal 3′,5′phosphodiester linkages.24 Our analysis provided an unbiased view of the ability of each
single-point mutation to promote TNA synthesis, which reduced the pool to a small number
of enriched sites. Subsequent characterization of individual mutations uncovered two cases
of positive epistasis where the combined value of two beneficial mutations is more than the
sum of their individual values. One mutant polymerase, known as Kod-RS, showed strong
TNA synthesis activity with a marked loss of DNA synthesis activity. This result suggests
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that polymerase specificity may be governed by a small number of highly specific
mutations that can be elucidated by deep mutational scanning and recombined to produce
new types of engineered polymerases that are tailor-made for non-natural substrates.

Figure 5.1 Deep mutational scanning. (a) Molecular structure of the linearized backbone of TNA and DNA. (b)
Library design. All possible single-point mutations were constructed in the o- and p-helices (residues 460–
507) of the finger subdomain of Kod DNA polymerase. (c–d) Schematic overview of droplet-based optical
polymerase sorting using either (c) double emulsion droplets with conventional FACS sorting or (d) single
emulsion droplets with FADS sorting.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1421-1429.)

5.4 Results
Library Design and Assembly
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We began by computationally designing a scanning mutagenesis library that
evaluated 48 contiguous amino acid positions spanning the o- and p-helices of the finger
subdomain of a model DNA polymerase isolated from the archaeal species Thermococcus
Kodakarensis (Kod) (SI Figure 5.1). This region of the polymerase contains a large number
of highly conserved residues that are thought to play a critical role in DNA synthesis.12 This
consideration, along with the propensity for archaeal DNA polymerases to accept limited
numbers of sugar-modified nucleotides,25,26 provided an ideal starting point for evaluating
substrate specificity. The starting polymerase contained the 3′,5′-exonuclease silencing
(exo-) mutations D141A and E143A to prevent unwanted editing but was otherwise the
natural sequence found in the GenBank database.
Using DNA microarray synthesis, a custom single-stranded DNA library was
constructed that individually changed each position in a 48 amino acid coding region
(residues 460–507) to one of the other 19 amino acids (Figure 5.1b). The library was
amplified by PCR, and a portion of the double-stranded DNA was integrated into the wildtype polymerase gene using whole plasmid linear amplification. This strategy uses the
mutagenic strands as primers to produce a library of nicked plasmids. The wild-type
plasmid was removed by DpnI digestion, which cuts methylated and hemimethylated DNA.
The plasmid library was then transformed into E. coli for nick repair and plasmid
replication, with individual clones isolated and sequence verified. Comparative sequence
analysis (n = 3) performed as a quality control measure for proper library assembly
revealed a random distribution of one missense codon per sequence with no other
mutations observed in the protein coding region (SI Figure 5.2).
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High-Throughput Functional Screening
We used DrOPS to partition functional polymerases away from the nonfunctional
variants. DrOPS is a highly parallel microfluidic approach developed to facilitate
polymerase screening in uniform w/o droplets (Figure 5.1c–d).22 With this technique, a
library of DNA plasmids encoding different polymerase variants is overexpressed in E. coli,
and single cells are encapsulated in microfluidic droplets containing a fluorescent substrate
that is responsive to polymerase activity. The surrounding oil acts as a barrier preventing
the contents of one droplet from mixing with the contents of another, thus allowing each
individual droplet to maintain a genotype-phenotype linkage. Cell lysis releases the
polymerase into the droplet where it is challenged to extend a primer–template complex.
Polymerases that successfully copy the template into a full-length product produce a
fluorescent signal by disrupting a donor–quencher pair located at the 5′ end of the
template. The population of droplets is then either sorted directly using a fluorescenceactivated droplet sorting (FADS) device or converted to water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w)
double emulsion droplets, which allows for droplet sorting using a conventional
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) instrument (Figure 5.1c–d).27,28
To screen for TNA synthesis activity, strains of E. coli expressing Kod polymerase
variants were encapsulated with all of the reagents required for TNA synthesis on a selfpriming DNA template. Droplets were prepared using custom PDMS microfluidic chips (SI
Figure 5.3) following a Poisson distribution (λ = 0.1) to ensure that 95% of the occupied
droplets contained only one E. coli cell per droplet.23 Once formed, the droplets were
heated to 95 °C to promote E. coli lysis and incubated for 18 h at 55 °C to facilitate TNA
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synthesis. As a comparison, the droplet population was screened using both our previous
FACS-based method and our new FADS device (SI Figures 5.3 & 5.4).22,23 In the FACS
sorting experiment, we screened 317 973 E. coli containing droplets (∼350-fold library
coverage) with 8158 droplets meeting our threshold for TNA synthesis activity. For FADS
sorting, we screened 699 146 E. coli containing droplets (∼760-fold library coverage) with
1172 droplets meeting our threshold for TNA synthesis activity. The reduced number of
positively sorted droplets in the FADS experiment reflects a higher level of stringency that
was imposed on the screen as compared to the FACS experiment.
The unsorted and sorted DNA libraries were analyzed by next-generation
sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq platform (2 × 100 bp paired-end reads). The processed
reads were used to quantify the activity of each mutation by measuring the change in
frequency of each missense codon in the starting and selected library.29 From this data, a
heat map was created showing the enrichment values for each mutation present in the
starting library (Figure 5.2). In addition, we also calculated the mutational tolerance of
each position (sometimes referred to as relative entropy sequence conservation score)30 to
determine the degree to which a given residue could tolerate an amino acid change (SI
Table 5.2). High mutational tolerance indicates that the enzyme remains functional when
any (or nearly any) mutation is present at that site, while low mutational tolerance limits
enzymatic activity to one or a small number of residues. Both analyses provide insight into
the mutational profile of the enzyme; however, the combined analysis is especially
interesting because it implies that highly enriched mutations with low mutational tolerance
are likely to be responsible for functional activity.
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Figure 5.2 Functional analysis of single mutant variants. A heat map showing the enrichment scores (log2
transformed) of each single-point mutation for TNA synthesis activity performed using (a) FACS and (b) FADS
sorting. Gray boxes denote mutations with insufficient reads (<10) for calculating enrichment values. Black
boxes denote wild-type residues. Darker colors denote stronger levels of enrichment or depletion.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1421-1429.)
The heat maps obtained from both droplet sorting experiments are highly
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congruent, demonstrating strong reproducibility between independent trials using
different separation techniques. We found that the FADS experiment provided higher levels
of enrichment than the FACS experiment, which could be due to more precise droplet
sorting or lower background due to the greater stability of single emulsion droplets than
double emulsion droplets. Nevertheless, nearly all of the same highly enriched mutations
(e.g., K465R, K465E, R476G, Y481F, Q483R, L489Q, N491S, W504R, and Y505N) were
observed in both data sets. Overall, we found that most mutations (>90%) are either
deleterious or neutral, with a small number (∼3%) showing a clear enrichment for TNA
synthesis activity (Figure 5.2). Among these was A485R, which is a known determinant of
sugar-modified nucleotides,26 and a nice example of an enriched position with low
mutational tolerance.
Using enrichment and mutational tolerance data (SI Table 5.2), we selected 13
single-point mutations (Figure 5.3a) for functional analysis in a primer-extension assay.
Each mutation was constructed by site-directed mutagenesis, overexpressed in E. coli, and
evaluated for TNA synthesis activity in a primer-extension assay using polymerase
obtained from clarified lysate (SI Figure 5.5). On the basis of these results, a select number
of mutations (A485R, L489Q, and N491S) were evaluated for synergistic effects using
engineered polymerases that contained pairwise and triple mutations. For these
constructs, the primer-extension assay was performed using purified polymerase, which
enabled accurate comparisons to be made between each enzyme variant. Remarkably, two
of the double mutant polymerases (Figure 5.3b), Kod-RS (A485R/N491S) and Kod-QS
(L489Q/N491S), provided clear examples of positive epistasis where the combined value of
the beneficial mutations is more than the sum of the individual values.32 By comparison,
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the triple mutant enzyme (Kod-RQS: A485R/L489Q/N491S) functioned with significantly
lower activity, highlighting the challenges of combining individual mutations that are
selected in isolation.

Figure 5.3 Functional analysis of enriched mutations with low mutational tolerance. (a) Enrichment and
mutational tolerance data identified 13 mutations that occur at 8 amino acid positions in the finger
subdomain (magenta) of Kod DNA polymerase (PDB: 5OMF).31(b) Polymerase activity assay. The highest
activity single-point mutations were evaluated in pairwise combinations for TNA synthesis activity using a
primer-extension assay with chemically synthesized tNTPs. Double mutant polymerases containing
A485R/N491S and L489Q/N491S exhibited positive epistatic activity, while the triple mutant
(A485R/L489Q/N491S) showed only modest activity. (c–d) Kinetic profiles showing TNA synthesis as a
function of time comparing double mutant polymerase variants and their single mutant counterparts.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1421-1429.)
We quantified the effect of positive epistasis by measuring the rates of TNA
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synthesis for each single-point mutant (A485R, L489Q, and N491S) and two double-point
mutants (A485R/N491S and L489Q/N491S) of Kod polymerase (Figure 5.3c,d).
Measurements were performed in real-time using polymerase kinetic profiling (PKPro), a
technique that monitors nucleotide synthesis using fluorescent dyes that intercalate into
the growing duplex as the primer is extended to a full-length product.33 In the case of KodRS, we found that the individual A485R and N491S mutations alone function with rates of
1.87 (± 0.52) and 0.43 (± 0.24) nt/min, respectively, while the double mutant polymerase
(A485R and N491S) functions with a rate of 6.19 (± 0.35) nt/min. Likewise, for Kod-QS, we
found that the individual L489Q and N491S function with rates of 1.22 (± 0.30) and 0.43 (±
0.24) nt/min, respectively, while the double mutant polymerase (L489Q and N491S)
functions with a rate of 4.19 (± 0.91) nt/min. These values confirm that the rate
enhancement observed for the double mutant enzymes is more than the sum of the
individual mutations. Since Kod-RS functions with a faster rate than Kod-QS (6.2 versus 4.2
nt/min, respectively), Kod-RS was chosen for further characterization.

Functional Characterization
To further explore the catalytic properties of Kod-RS, we measured the Michaelis–
Menten kinetics for TNA synthesis under increasing concentrations of TNA triphosphate.
The resulting plot indicates that Kod-RS functions with a KM of 26.95 (± 7.15) μM for the
nucleoside triphosphate and a vmax of 7.51 (± 0.71) nt/min for TNA synthesis (Figure 5.4a).
By comparison, Kod-RI (A485R/E664I), a previously engineered TNA polymerase, has
a KM value of ∼15 μM and an observed rate of 0.65 nt/min.33,34 Thus, the combined process
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of deep mutational scanning and recombination produced a new TNA polymerase variant
that functions with ∼10-fold greater activity than the best previous TNA polymerase.12

Figure 5.4 Kinetic analysis of Kod-RS. (a, b) Michaelis–Menten kinetic profile for (a) TNA and (b) DNA
synthesis using Kod-RS. (c) Substrate specificity analysis for wild-type Kod DNA polymerase and Kod-RS.

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1421-1429.)
Next, we compared the substrate specificity of Kod-RS to the wild-type Kod DNA
polymerase and Kod-RI.12 In each case, the polymerase was combined with a DNA primer–
template complex in standard buffer conditions, and the reaction was monitored over time
following the addition of either tNTP or dNTP substrates. Analysis of the resulting gel
indicates that Kod-RS generates ∼90% full-length TNA product in 30 min, while the wildtype polymerase and Kod-RI variant produce mainly truncated products after 2 h of
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incubation (SI Figure 5.6a). Surprisingly, the inverse trend is observed for DNA synthesis
with Kod-RS generating only trace amounts of full-length DNA product as compared to the
wild-type polymerase and Kod-RI variant, both of which exhibit robust DNA synthesis
activity.
Given the reduced ability for Kod-RS to synthesize DNA, we decided to measure the
Michaelis–Menten kinetics of this enzyme for DNA synthesis. Our results indicate that KodRS synthesizes DNA with a KM of ∼12 μM for the dNTP substrate and a vmax of ∼7.5 nt/min
for the rate of DNA synthesis (Figure 5.4b), which is ∼1600-fold slower than the wild-type
polymerase (∼12 000 nt/min) and equivalent to the rate of TNA synthesis
(Figure 5.4c). This result demonstrates that two carefully chosen mutations identified
from a single round of deep mutational scanning can have a dramatic impact on the
substrate specificity of a natural DNA polymerase. Previously, equivalent or better levels of
substrate specificity required iterative rounds of directed evolution.33
Encouraged by the strong specificity of Kod-RS, we measured the fidelity of TNA
synthesis using a standard assay that involves sequencing the DNA product of a complete
cycle of TNA synthesis and reverse transcription (SI Figure 5.7).17 This assay measures the
aggregate fidelity of replication (DNA → TNA → DNA), which is operationally different than
the more restricted view of fidelity as the accuracy of single-nucleotide incorporation.
Several controls were implemented to ensure that the fidelity values represented the true
fidelity of TNA synthesis, including the use of a T–T mismatch in the primer region that
results in a T → A transversion when the TNA strand is reverse transcribed back into DNA.
Alignment of the sequences (SI Figure 5.8) yielded an overall replication fidelity of 97.8%
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(error rate = 2.2 × 10–2). However, close inspection of the individual sequences revealed a
number of G → C transversions, which were likely caused by dG:tGTP mispairing in the
enzyme active site.35 To avoid this problem, tGTP was replaced with the base analogue 7deaza-tGTP, which is incapable of forming a G:G Hoogsteen base pair in the enzyme active
site. This substitution increased the fidelity of TNA synthesis to 99.3% (error rate = 6.9 ×
10–3), which exceeds the fidelity of most XNA polymerases (SI Figure 5.6b).17 However, it
should be noted that the current system uses a combination of polymerase engineering and
chemical optimization to achieve higher fidelity, while previous results were obtained
using only polymerase engineering techniques.17
Last, we evaluated the effects of template-sequence bias by challenging Kod-RS to
copy a library of random DNA templates into TNA by primer extension. The DNA library
contained a central random region of 40 nucleotides that was flanked on each side with
fixed-sequence primer-binding sites. Time course reactions were performed in the absence
and presence of 1 mM manganese, a mutagenic ion that is commonly used to improve the
activity of engineered polymerases. Analysis of the resulting primer-extension reaction (SI
Figure 5.6c) indicates that the rate of TNA library synthesis is only slightly faster (less
than 2-fold) when manganese ions are included in the reaction mixture, and both
conditions produce significant quantities of full-length product. This result is consistent
with the discovery and biophysical characterization studies described above, all of which
were performed under standard magnesium buffer conditions. In addition, the ability of
Kod-RS to synthesize combinatorial libraries of TNA sequences demonstrates that the
enzyme functions with low template-sequence bias, which is an important constraint in
polymerase engineering.
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5.5 Discussion
We are interested in elucidating the structural determinants that govern
polymerase specificity so that polymerases with tailor-made functions can be rapidly
generated by interrogating key amino acid positions with small, highly focused libraries. As
an initial step in this direction, we used deep mutational scanning to investigate 912 singlepoint mutations for the ability to promote the synthesis of a structurally diverse nucleic
acid analogue known as TNA.24 TNA has a backbone repeat unit that is one atom shorter
than that of DNA and RNA, making it a challenging target for polymerase engineering as the
enzyme must accommodate a structurally distinct (DNA/TNA) helical geometry as well as
nucleoside triphosphates that lack a 5′ carbon atom and are thus connected solely by
vicinal 2′–3′ phosphodiester linkages. By comparison, other analogues such as 2′fluoroarabino nucleic acid (FANA) are structurally very similar to DNA36 and can be
replicated with high fidelity using natural DNA polymerases.37 To our knowledge, this was
the first time that the finger subdomain of a DNA polymerase was exhaustively sampled
with single amino acid resolution. Other library techniques, such as alanine scanning and
error-prone mutagenesis, would have been either insufficient or required substantially
more time to identify critical amino acid mutations that occur at positions with low
mutational tolerance.38,39
By sampling all possible amino acid substitutions in a defined region of protein
space, we were able to identify a small set of mutations that enhanced the ability of a
natural DNA polymerase to synthesize TNA. These residues included A485R, which is a
known determinant of sugar-modified nucleotides,26 as well as other mutations that have
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not been identified by directed evolution. A major surprise came when we manually
recombined a subset of single-point mutations to produce a set of double mutant variants
where two enriched mutations were inserted into the natural polymerase scaffold. By
sampling the double mutant variants for TNA synthesis activity, we discovered two cases of
positive epistasis where the combined value of the beneficial mutations is more than the
sum of their individual values. Epistasis is an interesting phenomenon in protein evolution
where the physical effects of two mutations become coupled to the structure, function, and
mechanism of the enzyme.32 While the prevalence of epistatic mutations within a protein
remains largely unknown, such mutations have the potential to open new evolutionary
pathways that can lead to the emergence of new enzyme functions.32
Engineering polymerases to synthesize unnatural genetic polymers is a difficult
problem as natural DNA polymerases are constrained by billions of years of natural
selection.40 To date, most polymerase engineering approaches have succeeded by
converting highly efficient “specialists” into weakly active “generalists” that exhibit modest
activity for a new substrate while retaining strong activity for their natural DNA
substrates.18,19 Such cases required iterative rounds of directed evolution, which is a labor
intensive process that randomly samples different enzyme positions.18,19 The current study
offers a more efficient route to polymerase engineering that avoids the need for multiple
rounds of selection. In this case, Kod-RS, a double mutant polymerase discovered by deep
mutational scanning, has relinquished much of its natural DNA polymerase activity in favor
of a new unnatural TNA synthesis activity. This achievement represents an important
advance in the field of polymerase engineering, as it demonstrates that two single-point
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mutations identified from a single round of library screening can have a significant effect
on polymerase specificity.
To study the effects of the A485R and N491S mutations on the structure and
catalytic activity of TNA synthesis by Kod-RS, both positions were evaluated in the context
of two closed ternary structures recently obtained for the wild-type Kod DNA polymerase
and a previously engineered TNA polymerase.31,34 These structures (Figure 5.5) offer
insight into the ability of hyperthermophilic DNA polymerases to recognize sugar-modified
nucleotides, as they are the only known examples of archaeal DNA polymerases that
capture the catalytically relevant state of the enzyme. Residues 485 and 491 are located on
opposite sides of helix α15 in the finger subdomain with position 485 contacting residues
in the exonuclease domain and position 491 situated in close proximity to the incoming
triphosphate. Substitution of alanine 485 in the wild-type structure for the larger arginine
residue present in the TNA polymerase structure leads to the apparent displacement of
three bridging water molecules that form a coordination sphere between helices α6, α9,
and α15. This mutation allows Arg485 to form intermolecular contacts with Arg266, E330, and
L333 and could lead to a change in the dynamic motion of the finger subdomain. Substitution
of asparagine 491 in the wild-type structure for serine could induce a similar effect by
allowing for greater mobility of the α15 helix. It is also possible that Ser491 could establish
new contacts to the incoming triphosphate by hydrogen bonding or coordinating to
bridging water molecules or divalent metal ions, although such interactions would require
further validation through additional structural studies. Thus, we postulate that the A485R
and N491S mutations act synergistically by allowing the polymerase to adapt to the
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changes in the helical geometry of the chimeric (DNA/TNA) primer–template duplex and
incoming nucleoside triphosphate.

Figure 5.5 Crystal structures of the closed ternary complex of Kod DNA polymerase and Kod-RI TNA
polymerase. The active site of Kod DNA polymerase (left, PDB: 5OMF) and Kod-RI TNA polymerase (right,
PDB: 5VU8) depict the location and local contacts at positions 485(31) and 491(34). Residues observed in the
active site are drawn as sticks with color by atom (carbon, yellow; nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red). The color
scheme for the bound substrates are template (aqua), primer (orange), incoming nucleotide triphosphate
(red), and magnesium ions (green).

(Figure was used with permission from ACS Synth. Biol. 2019 8, 6, 1421-1429.)
Although the current study focuses on a particular type of unnatural substrate, the
process of library screening and analysis is sufficiently general that it could be easily
applied to any nucleic acid substrate of interest. In our study, we found the steps of library
construction, DNA sequencing, and downstream characterization to be more limiting than
the actual process of polymerase screening in microfluidic droplets. However, these steps
could be further streamlined since the starting library can be screened against other
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substrates, and individual runs can be barcoded and combined into one or a small number
of NGS sequencing runs. As these studies continue, it will be interesting to see how the
determinants of substrate specificity vary in response to different nucleotide chemistries.
In the event that mutational convergence is observed at a small number of specific sites
that constitute mutational hotspots for substrate specificity, then it should be possible to
engineer polymerases more efficiently by focusing combinatorial libraries on specific
amino acid positions that have a higher likelihood of producing variants with a desired
phenotype.

5.6 Conclusion
In summary, we describe a powerful approach for elucidating the structural
determinants that govern polymerase specificity. From an unbiased screen of all possible
single-point mutations, we discovered two cases of positive epistasis and demonstrate the
first example where an engineered DNA polymerase has begun to give up its natural DNA
synthesis activity. On the basis of these results, we suggest that polymerase specificity may
be governed by a small number of highly specific mutations that can be elucidated by deep
mutational scanning. Further elucidation of these sites will help advance the design of
engineered polymerases with tailor-made properties.

5.7 Experimental Details
Materials and Reagents
DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (SI Table
5.1) (Coralville, Iowa). TNA triphosphates were obtained by chemical synthesis as
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described previously.17,39 Oligonucleotides were purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, electroeluted, ethanol precipitated, and quantified by UV absorbance.
Thermopol buffer and the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit were purchased from New
England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA). Chemical reagents including dNTPs, and ammonium
persulfate

(APS)

were

purchased

from

Sigma

Aldrich

(St.

Louis,

Missouri).

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), urea, acrylamide, and bis- acrylamide were
purchased from Thermofisher Scientific (Waltham, Massachusetts). Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and Mini-PROTEAN precast gels were purchased from Bio-Rad
(Hercules, California). High Resolution Melting (HRM) dyes were obtained from the
following vendors: SYTO 9 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts) and Eva
Green (Biotium, Fremont, California). CleanAmp dNTP mix was purchased from TriLink
Biotechnologies (San Diego, California). PCR plates and optical film were purchased from
Applied Biosystems (Foster City, California). Heparin affinity columns were purchased
from GE Healthcare (Little Chalfont, United Kingdom). The scanning mutagenesis library
was purchased from Agilent Technologies. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) base and curing
agent were purchased from Dow Corning (Midland, MI). SU-8 2025 photoresist was
purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH). Fluorinated oil HFE-7500 was purchased
from 3M Novec (St Paul, MN), and Pico-SurfTM 1 surfactant, Pico-GlideTM 1, and PicoBreakTM 1 were all purchased from Dolomite Microfluidics (UK).

Design and Construction of Scanning Mutagenesis Library (SML)
A custom scanning mutagenesis library (SML) was designed using the eArray
software package (Agilent) to span the amino acid region (460-507) in KOD DNA
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polymerase (GenBank: AP006878.1). The final library design was aligned to the Blast ID
48KZ_A (KOD polymerase in binary complex with dsDNA) and found to have a perfect
alignment score (48/48 identities matched) with the query sequence. Using the
QuikScan19 mutational setting, 31 replicates of 855 oligos were ordered for printing on a
custom DNA microarray. The SML was inserted into a custom pGDR11 polymerase
expression plasmid12 harboring the KOD exo- polymerase gene using the Agilent
QuikChange technology developed for the QuikChange HT Protein Engineering System.
Briefly, custom amplification primers (SI Table 5.1, Lib-Fwd and Lib-Rvs) were used to
PCR amplify the SML (Initial denaturation: 95°C-30 sec followed by 30 cycles: 95°C-30 sec,
56°C-45 sec, 72°C 1 min followed by polishing step of 72°C-2 min.) The amplicon was then
purified using the supplied microspin cups and receptacle tubes. The purified amplicon
was then used as a mega-primer for the linear amplification of the parent pGDR11-KOD
exo- plasmid to incorporate the SML (Initial denaturation: 95°C-2 min followed by 18
cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 60°C-45 sec, 68°C 4 min followed by polishing step of 68°C-5 min.)
Subsequently, DpnI digestion (10 min at 37°C) with the supplied enzyme was performed to
remove non-mutated dsDNA supplied as template in the amplification reaction. This
mixture (1 μL) was then transformed into SoloPack Gold Supercompetent cells and
recovered for 1 h in 250 uL of NZY+ media with shaking at 225 RPM, plated onto LBampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plates and grown overnight at 37°C. 5 mL of LB-ampicillin
(100 μg/mL) was then added to the entire plate and a single, sterile L-shaped spreader
(Fisher Scientific) was used to gently scrape off the transformed colonies which were
collected and pipetted to homogeneity in the provided liquid. This colony mixture was spun
for 10 min at 4,000 RPM and 4°C with the supernatant discarded. The ensuing cell pellet
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was then purified using the Express Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Biomiga) following the
manufacturer’s recommended instructions. This purified plasmid DNA was archived and
stored for future transformations into XL1-blue E. coli for polymerase expression and
DrOPS sorting. Individual DNA constructs isolated from this library were sequence verified
(Retrogen, San Diego, CA) and analyzed using the CLC Main Workbench (Qiagen) software
before any deep sequencing analysis was performed.

Photolithography and Microfluidic Device Fabrication
All devices were fabricated in PDMS (Sylgard 184) using standard soft lithography
techniques.41 Briefly, channel geometries were designed in AutoCAD (Autodesk), colored in
Adobe Illustrator (Adobe), and printed at 20,000 dpi onto a transparency mask by CAD/Art
Services (Bandon, OR). In a class 1000 cleanroom, a 3-inch silicon wafer was spin-coated
with a 20 μm thick layer of SU-8 (2025, MicroChem) photoresist, and patterned with the
photomask through exposure to UV light. After post-exposure baking, the silicon wafer was
submerged in SU-8 developer to remove the unexposed photoresist. The remaining SU-8
formed the positive channel features on the silicon wafer. Wafers were then hard-baked at
150°C for 5 min to harden, smooth, and improve SU-8 adhesion to the wafer.
Silicon

wafers

were

then

treated

with

(tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-

tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane (SIT8174.0, Gelest, Inc.) in a vacuum chamber for 1 h to
reduce adhesion of PDMS to the wafer. PDMS was mixed at a ratio of 10:1 (w/w) prepolymer base to curing agent, degassed for 30 min, and then poured onto the patterned
silicon wafer. The polymer mixture was cured at 65°C overnight. After curing, devices were
cut out and inlet/outlet tubing holes were punctured into the device using disposable
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biopsy punches (1.5 mm, IntegraTM Miltex®). PDMS chips were then cleaned and treated
with pure air plasma (Harrick Scientific, NY) for 45 sec at 300 mTorr to allow for
irreversible bonding to a pre-cleaned glass slide (Corning).
Following plasma treatment, all water-in-oil (w/o) single emulsion chips were
surface treated to contain fluorophilic channel walls. Briefly, channels were filled with PicoGlide (Dolomite Microfluidics, UK) and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Following
incubation, channels were washed with Fluorinert FC-40 (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by a
stream of nitrogen gas to dry the channels. Chips were then incubated overnight at 120°C.
Chips designed for water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w) double emulsion production were used
directly after plasma treatment (following a 1 min incubation at 120°C to strengthen
bonding) to maintain hydrophilicity of the channel walls.

Preparing E. coli for Encapsulation in Droplets
Cell populations were grown to express polymerase variants from the SML by first
transforming plasmid DNA into XL1-blue cells following the manufacturer’s recommended
instructions. Recovered cells were then used to inoculate 50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100
μg/mL) liquid medium in a 250 mL baffled flask. The starter culture was grown to
confluency overnight at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. The starter culture (1:100 v/v) was
used to inoculate 50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in a 250 mL baffled
flask and grown at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. At OD600 = 0.60, the expression culture
was removed and cooled to 15°C. The culture was then induced with IPTG at a final
concentration of 1 mM and incubated overnight at 15°C with shaking at 225 rpm. After
expression, 1 mL of cell culture was collected and centrifuged for 5 min at 3,220 r.c.f., and
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the supernatant discarded. The cells were washed three times with 1x ThermoPol buffer
(20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 10 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1% TritonX-100, pH 8.8)
with the supernatant removed each time by centrifugation. The rinsed bacterial pellet was
re-suspended in 2 mL of 1x ThermoPol buffer and the absorbance was measured at 600
nm. Cells were diluted to an O.D. of 0.05 to enable encapsulation at occupancies of 0.1 cells
per droplet according to a Poisson distribution.22 Just prior to emulsification, the cells were
mixed with the reagents for the fluorescence polymerase activity assay (PAA) as described
previously.22 The PAA consists of a 1 μM of a self-priming hairpin template labeled with
Cy3 at the 5’ end (ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3, SI Table 5.1), 2 μM of a 3’ end labeled Iowa Black
quencher sequence (QP08.Iowa, SI Table 5.1), and 100 μM of TNA triphosphates (tNTPs)
in 1x Thermopol buffer.

Single Droplet Formation, Polymerase Activity Assay, and Double
Emulsion Droplet Formation
All aqueous and oil solutions were sealed in 1.5 mL plastic micro-centrifuge tubes
(Sigma-Aldrich) and controlled via pressure driven flow with custom LabVIEW software
(National Instruments). Two lengths of Tygon tubing (EW-06419-01, Cole-Parmer) were
inserted through holes drilled into the caps of the micro- centrifuge tubes and glued into
place to create an airtight seal. One length of tubing remained in the pressure headspace
above the reagent and was connected at the other end to a SMC ITV0011-2UMS digital
pressure regulator (Automation Distribution). Another length of tubing was submerged in
the reagent solution with the other end connected to the appropriate inlet of the
microfluidic device.43 By manually applying a positive pressure head to the reagent vial via
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the SMC digital regulator, fluid was driven through the channels of the microfluidic device.
A length of Tygon tubing was also inserted in the outlet and placed in a micro-centrifuge
tube for droplet collection.
All emulsions were produced using custom PDMS chips. Single emulsions were
formed utilizing a flow focusing geometry inspired by designs from Abraham Lee’s lab at
UCI.44 The aqueous phase containing the PAA and E. coli cells was sheared by a continuous
phase consisting of a low-viscosity fluorinated oil (HFE-7500, 3M Novec) containing 1%
(w/w) Pico-Surf surfactant (Dolomite Microfluidics, UK). Pressures were maintained to
achieve droplet diameters of 20 μm and production rates of 30-35 kHz, allowing 110-125 x
106 droplets to be produced every h. Single emulsions were collected under a layer of
mineral oil in 1.5 mL plastic micro- centrifuge tubes and incubated for 5 min at 95°C to lyse
the cells, followed by incubation at 55°C for 1-18 h depending on the specific experiment
(libraries were incubated for 18 h).
Double emulsion droplets were formed by encapsulating single emulsions droplets
post-incubation in a separate chip that contained a T-junction droplet formation geometry
and were produced at 5 kHz. The aqueous continuous phase consisted of 25mM NaCl and
1% Tween-80. Droplet production was monitored using an inverted Nikon microscope (TiS) and a high-speed camera (VEO-410S Phantom, Vision Research). Image J (NIH) was used
for analyzing video and image data.

Flow Cytometry Analysis and FACS Sorting of Double Emulsion Droplets
Double emulsion droplets were diluted into a solution of 1x Thermopol Buffer
immediately prior to FACS analysis to maintain osmotic pressure and ensure proper salt
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balance in the interior aqueous solution. Double emulsion droplets were analyzed and
sorted using a BD FACSAriaTM Fusion Sorter (BD Biosciences) available in the University of
California, Irvine Flow Cytometry Core Facility. A set-up with a 70 μm nozzle was chosen to
reduce the incidence of clogging, and the average event rate was maintained at 500-1500
Hz. Double emulsions were analyzed under excitation with a 561 nm laser and the emission
was detected using a 585 ± 40 nm band-pass filter. Double emulsion populations were
gated based on the population distribution on the SSC-A vs. PE-A scatter plot readout. We
screened ~3.3 x 106 double emulsion droplets, which given an average occupancy level of
10%, translates into ~3.2 x 105 E. coli containing droplets.

Flow Cytometry Analysis and FADS Sorting of Single Emulsion Droplets
Following incubation, droplets were injected into a second chip for sorting. Incident
light from a 552 nm laser (Coherent OBIS LS, Santa Clara, CA) was focused through a 20x
plan apochromatic objective (Motic, Hong Kong) where droplets passed single file. Emitted
light was led through a 405/488/543/635 nm Quad Band Dichroic into an optical train
through a series of long-pass dichroics to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The sample was
illuminated with blue light to not overlap with the spectral properties of Cy3 (or AlexaFlour
660) and was imaged with a high-speed camera at 35,000 frames per second (fps). The
digital signals generated by the PMT were analyzed by a field-gated programmable array
(FPGA, USB-7856R, National Instruments) controlled with custom LabView software.
Droplets falling within a user-defined threshold triggered the FPGA to send a square-wave
pulse (50 kHz, 50% duty cycle, 60 μs), amplified to 600 V by a high-voltage amplifier (2210,
Trek, Lockport New York), to the salt-water electrode (4 M NaCl) of the sorting chip. The
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resulting non- uniform electric field generated a dielectrophoretic (DEP) force that
polarized and deflected the droplet into a collection channel. We screened ~7.4 x 106
double emulsion droplets, which given an average occupancy level of 10%, translates into
~7.0 x 105 E. coli containing droplets

Recovery of Sorted DNA
Plasmid DNA was recovered from sorted droplets by extraction with Pico-Break
(Dolomite Microfluidics, UK) following the vendor protocol. Briefly, DNA samples were
recovered from sorted emulsions by extraction with 2 volumes of Pico-Break 1 (Dolomite),
which contains 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctanol (PFO), following the manufacture’s
recommended protocol. After addition of Pico-Break 1, the samples were vortexed,
followed by centrifugation (15 sec, 2,000 xg.) to attain phase separation. The top, aqueous
layer containing the plasmid DNA was recovered. The bottom layer was extracted a second
time with 1 volume of molecular grade water to improve recovery yields. The combined
aqueous layers containing the plasmid DNA were concentrated using a spin column (DNA
Clean & Concentrator-5, Zymo Research) and eluted with molecular biology grade water
(10 μl). Custom DNA primers (SI Table 5.1, see Lib-Fwd and Lib-Rvs) were used to PCR
amplify the library from the plasmid DNA (Initial denaturation: 95°C-30 sec followed by 30
cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 56°C-45 sec, 72°C 1 min followed by polishing step of 72°C-2 min.) The
amplicon was then purified using another spin column (DNA Clean & Concentrator-5, Zymo
Research) and size-validated by 2% agarose gel prior to sending out for deep sequencing.

Next Generation Sequencing Analysis
DNA from the sorted and unsorted libraries was sequenced at the UCI Genomics
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High-Throughput Facility using an Illumina HiSeq 4000 instrument. After trimming,
974,411 and 5,703,487 reads were obtained for naïve populations of the FACS and FADS
data sets, respectively, and 1,473,821 and 6,757,957 reads were obtained for the sorted
populations of the FACS and FADS data sets, respectively, that were mapped to amino acids
460-507 of the KOD polymerase gene. The frequency of each mutation at each position was
calculated by dividing the number of times the mutation was observed by the total number
of mutations observations at that position (these calculations exclude wild-type residues).
Several residues at positions 460-462 contained less than 10 total observations and were
excluded from the analysis (denoted as grey boxes in Figure 1e). An enrichment score E
was assigned to all remaining amino acid substitutions according to the following
equation21,44-46:

𝐸=

𝑓!"#$,!
𝑓!"#$%&,!

where fsort,a and funsort,a are the frequencies of amino acid a in the sorted and unsorted
libraries, respectively. Furthermore, a site-specific mutational tolerance score MT (also
known as a relative entropy sequence conservation score) was assigned to each position
according to the equation47:
!!

𝑀! =

𝑓!"#$,! log ! 𝐸
!

which sums the amino acids at each position (excluding the wild-type residue).

Construction of Kod Polymerase Variants with Single, Double, and Triple
Point Mutations
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Polymerase mutants were constructed using the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit
(New England Biolabs). Briefly, oligos containing the desired mutations were designed
using the NEBaseChanger software package (New England Biolabs) to ensure effective
annealing during PCR amplification. Mutagenic oligos (SI Table 5.1) were first used to
conduct whole-plasmid amplification of the custom pGDR11 polymerase expression
plasmid harboring the KOD exo- polymerase gene (Initial denaturation: 95°C-2 min
followed by 25 cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 60°C-45 sec, 72°C 8 min followed by polishing step of
72°C-5 min.) This was followed by a kinase-ligase-DpnI (KLD) treatment (20 min at room
temperature) to phosphorylate and ligate the blunt-ended linear PCR product. DpnI was
used to digest the parent template background. This mixture (1 μL) was then transformed
into DH5- alpha supercompetent cells (New England Biolabs), recovered for 1 hr in 250 uL
of SOC media with shaking at 225 RPM, plated onto LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plates
and grown overnight at 37°C. Single colonies were picked and used to inoculate separate 4
mL aliquots of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in 14 mL round-bottom Falcontubes (Thermofisher Scientific) with shaking at 225 RPM and 37°C overnight. Overnight
cultures were spun for 10 min at 4,000 RPM and 4°C with the supernatant discarded. Cell
pellets were purified using the Express Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Biomiga) following the
manufacturer’s recommended instructions. DNA constructs were sequence validated
(Retrogen, San Diego, CA) and analyzed using the CLC Main Workbench (Qiagen) software
package.

Polymerase Activity Assay
Sequence-validated plasmids were transformed into XL1-blue competent cells
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following

the

manufacturer’s

recommended

instructions.

Single

colonies

from

transformation were used to inoculate a 4 mL overnight culture for 16 to 18 h in LBampicillin (100 μg/mL). 40 μL of the overnight was diluted into 4 mL (1:100) of LBampicillin (100 μg/mL) grown to reach OD600 0.60 to 0.80 and induced with 1 mM IPTG
and grown for an additional 18 to 22 h at 15 °C with shaking at 225 rpm. Cells were spun
down and suspended in 200 μL of lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM KCl, and 10%
glycerol). The suspended cells were placed into an oven at 80°C for 1 h and placed in 4°C on
ice for 1 h. The lysis mixture was spun down at 13,200 rpm for 30 min and supernatant was
used for primer extension. Primer extension assays were performed in a 20 μL reaction
volume containing a final concentration of 500 nM primer-template complex (SI Table 5.1,
see 30mer template and PBS8-short). The primer−template complex was annealed in 1x
ThermoPol buffer by heating for 5 min at 95°C and cooling for 10 min at 4°C. Polymerase
(for crude lysates: we used 2 μL, 10% rxn volume; for purified enzyme: we used 0.5 μM
enzyme) were then added to the reaction mixture. The reactions were initiated with the
addition of tNTPs (100 μM) and the solutions were incubated at 55°C for 2 h. A 2 μL aliquot
was transferred to 38 μL of Stop Buffer [1x Tris-boric acid buffer, 25 mM EDTA, 50%
formamide, pH 8.0] for a 20-fold dilution to prepare the sample for gel loading. An aliquot
(10 μL) of each reaction was analyzed by denaturing PAGE and visualized using a LI-COR
Oddyssey CLx imager.

Purification of KOD-wt, KOD-RI, KOD-RS, Kod-R, Kod-Q, Kod-S, Kod-QS,
and Kod-RQS
KOD wild-type and engineered polymerases were expressed and purified as
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Previously described.48 Briefly, XL1-blue E. coli cells carrying custom pGDR11 polymerase
expression plasmids were streaked onto LB- ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plates and grown
overnight at 37°C. Single isolates were used to inoculate 50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100
μg/mL) liquid medium in a 250 mL baffled flask. The starter cultures were grown to
confluency overnight at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. The starter cultures (1:100 v/v)
were used to inoculate individual 1 L of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in a
2000 mL baffled flask and grown at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. At OD600 = 0.60, the
expression cultures were removed and cooled to 15°C. The cultures were then induced
with IPTG at a final concentration of 1 mM and incubated overnight at 15°C with shaking at
225 rpm. Cells (KOD-wt, KOD-RI, KOD-RS) were harvested by centrifugation for 10 min at
4,000 rpm and 4°C. The cell pellets were resuspended in 40 mL buffer [10 mM Tris pH 8.0,
500 mM KCl, 10% glycerol] and lysed by sonication on ice following a 2 sec on and 2 sec off
protocol for 2 min and repeated once after the lysate cooled for 5 min. Native E. coli
proteins were denatured by heating the samples for 60 min at 80°C and then immediately
cooling the lysates for 30 min on ice at 4°C. Lysates were clarified by centrifugation for 10
min at 20,000 rpm and 4°C. Nucleic acids were precipitated by adding 10% (v/v)
polyethyleneimine (PEI) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) to a final concentration of
0.5%, mixing by inversion, incubating for 30 min on ice at 4°C, and centrifuging for 30 min
at 20,000 rpm and 4°C. The supernatants were transferred to fresh centrifuge tubes and
PEI was removed and the target polymerase precipitated by adding 60% (w/v) ammonium
sulfate, mixing by inversion, incubating for 30 min at 4°C, and then centrifuging for 30 min
at 20,000 rpm and 4°C. Protein pellets were suspended in 4°C buffer [10 mM Tris pH 8.0,
50 mM KCl, 10% glycerol]. Particulate was removed by centrifuging for 10 min at 20,000
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rpm and 4°C. Recombinant polymerases were purified by heparin affinity chromatography
with step elutions of 100, 250, 500, and 1000 mM KCl. Fractions corresponding to protein
of the correct size were verified by SDS PAGE, combined, quantified by UV absorbance at
280 nm, and stored at 4°C. Purified proteins were verified by SDS PAGE.

Substrate Specificity of KOD-wt, KOD-RI, and KOD-RS
Primer extension assays were performed in a 40 μL reaction volume containing a
final concentration of 500 nM primer-template complex (SI Table 5.1, 3.17 template and
PBS2 primer). The primer−template complex was annealed in 1x ThermoPol buffer by
heating for 5 min at 95°C and cooling for 10 min at 4°C. Purified polymerases (500 nM)
were then added to the reaction mixture. The reactions were initiated with the addition of
tNTPs (100 μM) or dNTPs (100 μM), and the solutions were incubated at 55°C for 2 h
(TNA) or 10 min (DNA). A 2 μL aliquot was transferred to 38 μL of Stop Buffer [1x Trisboric acid buffer, 25 mM EDTA, 50% formamide, pH 8.0] for a 20-fold dilution every 30 min
for 2 h (TNA) or 1, 2, 5, 10 min time points (DNA). An aliquot (10 μL) of each reaction was
analyzed by denaturing PAGE and visualized using a LI-COR Oddyssey CLx imager.

TNA Synthesis on DNA libraries
Primer extension assays were performed in a 40 μL reaction volume containing a
final concentration of 500 nM primer-template complex (SI Table 5.1, L21 library and
PBS8 primer). The primer−template complex was annealed in 1x ThermoPol buffer by
heating for 5 min at 95°C and cooling for 10 min at 4°C. Polymerases (500 nM) for the (+)
Mn2+ reactions were pretreated with 1 mM MnCl2 and added to the reaction mixture. The
reactions were initiated with the addition of tNTPs (100 μM), and the solutions were
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incubated at 55°C for 1 h. A 2 μL aliquot was transferred to 38 μL of Stop Buffer [1x Trisboric acid buffer, 25 mM EDTA, 50% formamide, pH 8.0] for a 20-fold dilution every 15 min
for 1 h. An aliquot (10 μL) of each reaction was analyzed by denaturing PAGE and
visualized using a LI-COR Oddyssey CLx imager.

Measurement of catalytic rates of Kod single and double mutants.
Kinetic measurements were performed in 96-well format as previously described.28
Each measurement (10 μL) contained a final concentration of 1 μM of the self-priming
hairpin template (SI Table 5.1, 30mer HP), 1x Thermopol buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM
(NH4)2SO4 , 10 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO4 , and 0.1% Triton X-100, pH 8.8], 4x Eva Green
fluorescent dye, 100 μM tNTPs, and 1 μM of each polymerase variant. Reactions were
denatured for 2 min at 95 °C and extended for 10 min at 55 °C with fluorescence intensity
recorded at 6-sec intervals. Fluorescence data collected from the first 18 sec were excluded
to eliminate possible artifacts caused by temperature equilibration. Fluorescence data for
each reaction were normalized by subtracting baseline fluorescence and dividing by the
difference between minimum and maximum fluorescence values taken from the min. and
max. standards. In this study, the min. standard was the 30mer HP template and the max
standard was an oligonucleotide produced by solid-phase synthesis that mimics the fulllength product of a polymerase extension assay. Fluorescence was converted to nucleotides
per polymerase before using the conversion factor Fmax (Fmax= Cn x n x Cp−1, where Fmax is
the maximum fluorescence for the max. standard, Cn is the concentration of the hairpin
template, n is the number of incorporated nucleotides, and Cp is the concentration of
polymerase). Kinetic values were determined by performing a linear regression of
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nucleotides per polymerase over reaction time. The reported values were derived from a
representative plot taken from at least three independent replicates with error bars
denoting the standard deviation.

Michaelis-Menten Kinetic Measurements
Kinetic analysis was performed using a real-time XNA kinetics assay as previously
described.33 Briefly, kinetic measurements were performed in 96-well format. Each
measurement (10 μL) contained a final concentration of 1 μM of the self-priming hairpin
template (SI Table 5.1, see 30mer HP), 1x Thermopol buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM
(NH4)2SO4 , 10 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO4 , and 0.1% Triton X-100, pH 8.8], 4x Eva Green
fluorescent dye (TNA) or 5 μM SYTO 9 (DNA), 1 μM KOD-RS polymerase, and a titrated
concentration of tNTPs or dNTPs (CleanAmp) [2.5 - 100 μM]. Reactions were initiated by
denaturing for 2 min at 95°C, and extended for 10 min at 55°C with fluorescence intensity
measurements collected at 6 sec intervals. The first 18 sec of data were excluded to
eliminate possible artifacts caused by temperature equilibration. The data were fit using a
nonlinear regression in R using the equation Y = Vmax * X / (Km + X) where Vmax is the
maximum velocity. The reported values derive from the average of three independent
replicates with error bars defining the standard deviation.

Fidelity of TNA Transcription and Reverse Transcription
The fidelity assay was performed as previously described.35 Briefly, 1 μM primer
Extra.PBS8 contains two nucleotide mismatch was annealed with 1 μM of the 4NT9G
template. The primer-extension reaction was performed for 2 h at 55°C in 1x Thermopol
buffer and 100 μM of each tNTP. The KOD-RS polymerase was used at equimolar
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concentration to the primer-template duplex. The extension product was purified by
denaturing urea PAGE and reverse transcribed into cDNA. The reverse transcription
reaction was performed by incubating the TNA template with PBS7 primer (1 μM) with Bst
DNA polymerase (3 μM) for 3 h at 50°C in a reaction mixture (20 μl) that contained 500 μM
each dNTPs, 3 mM MgCl2 and 1x Thermopol buffer. The cDNA product was PCR amplified
with the PBS9/PBS7 primer pair, ligated into a TOPO vector (Thermo Fisher, Waltham,
MA), and cloned into DH5-alpha competent E. coli (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA).
Individual colonies were grown in liquid media and sequenced (Retrogen, San Diego, CA).
DNA sequences were aligned with the 4NT9G template and analyzed using Molecular
Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 7 and CLC Main (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands).
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Programmed Allelic Mutagenesis of a DNA Polymerase with
Single Amino Acid Resolution
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6.2 Abstract of the Chapter
Most DNA polymerase libraries sample unknown portions of mutational space and
are constrained by the limitations of random mutagenesis. Here we describe a
programmed allelic mutagenesis (PAM) strategy to comprehensively evaluate all possible
single-point mutations in the entire catalytic domain of a replicative DNA polymerase. By
applying the PAM strategy with ultrafast high-throughput screening, we show how DNA
polymerases can be mapped for allelic mutations that exhibit enhanced activity for
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unnatural nucleic acid substrates. We suggest that comprehensive missense mutational
scans may aid the discovery of specificity determining residues that are necessary for
reprogramming the biological functions of natural DNA polymerases.

6.3 Introduction
DNA polymerases play a critical role in biology by replicating and repairing the
genome of their organism.1 In each reaction cycle, a DNA primer is extended with a
complementary nucleotide following the classic Watson-Crick rules of A-T and G-C base
pairing. This reaction has been extensively studied using kinetic,2 biochemical,3-5
computational,6,7 and structural methods.8-13 Crystal structures reveal that polymerases
have a catalytic domain that resembles a right hand.14 The catalytic domain is further
divided into three subdomains that are referred to as the palm, fingers, and thumb.14 The
palm is composed of a b-sheet that forms the base of a cleft that contains the catalytic
aspartate residues responsible for promoting chemical bond formation. The fingers form
an a-helical structure lining one side of the cleft, while the thumb adopts a second a-helical
structure lining the opposite wall of the cleft. The fingers are responsible for recognizing
the incoming nucleoside triphosphate while the thumb controls DNA positioning and
translocation. The dynamic interplay of these motifs leads to an ensemble of hundreds of
transient intermolecular interactions that enable natural DNA polymerases to achieve high
catalytic efficiency and fidelity.
Reprogramming DNA polymerases to function in nonstandard environments or
recognize unnatural substrates greatly increases their utility in synthetic biology
applications.15 However, substrate recognition and elongation, two enzymatic activities
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that are critical for efficient DNA synthesis, are regulated by a series of tightly coupled
checkpoints that pose a significant barrier to polymerase redesign.16,17 Apart from a few
well-documented examples,4,18 the amino acid substitutions needed to mediate novel
polymerase activities remain mostly unknown, and are likely distributed throughout the
entire protein scaffold. Discovering the identity of these mutations and how they vary in
response to different substrate chemistries is a combinatorial problem of massive
proportion that will require comprehensive high throughput strategies to elucidate critical
sequence-function relationships that remain hidden in the protein scaffold.
Previous studies have shown that error-prone PCR can aid the discovery of mutant
polymerases that promote the recognition of unnatural substrates or allow DNA synthesis
to proceed in nonstandard environments.19-22 However, this method samples unknown
regions of sequence space and suffers from strong sequence bias effects that can alter
evolutionary trajectories.23 Other techniques, including site-directed mutagenesis or
domain swapping, have provided valuable information about how an individual sequence
relates to its biochemical function, but these approaches are limited to specific regions of a
protein.24-26 By contrast, deep mutational scanning, a technique that combines selection
with next-generation sequencing (NGS), makes it possible to quantify the activity of all
possible single-point mutations by measuring the change in frequency of missense codons
between the starting library and enriched population of sequences.27,28 Deep mutational
scanning has provided valuable insight into a broad range of protein design problems from
the engineering of allosteric transcription factors to accelerating protein structure
predictions.29-31
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Here we describe programmed allelic mutagenesis (PAM) as a comprehensive
strategy to evaluate all possible single-point mutations in the entire catalytic domain of a
replicative DNA polymerase. By combining PAM with droplet microfluidics, we show how
DNA polymerases can be quickly mapped for allelic mutations with enhanced activity for
unnatural nucleic acid substrates. We also show how combinations of beneficial mutations
can be validated by long-read NGS analysis of custom mutagenesis libraries. Finally, we
suggest that comprehensive missense mutational scans provide a powerful new tool in the
polymerase engineering arsenal for discovering those mutations that are necessary for
reprogramming the biological functions of natural DNA polymerases.

6.4 Results
Library Design and Assembly
We computationally designed a programmed allelic mutagenesis library that spans
the entire coding sequence for the catalytic domain of a model replicative DNA polymerase
isolated from the hyperthermophilic archaeal species Thermococcus kodakarensis (Kod).
This region of the polymerase (residues 372-774) contains the finger, thumb, and palm
subdomains (Figure 6.1A) responsible for catalyzing the nucleotide transfer reaction
necessary for DNA replication.32 The starting sequence was identical to the natural
sequence found in the NCBI GenBank database with the exception of the D141A and E143A
exonuclease silencing (exo-) mutations, which are necessary to avoid editing functions that
would otherwise remove unnatural nucleotides after their incorporation into the growing
primer.15
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Figure 6.1 Massively parallel programmed allelic mutagenesis. A) Crystal structure of wild-type Kod DNA
polymerase (PDB: 5OMF). Exonuclease domain (grey), palm (teal), finger (magenta), and thumb (red). B)
Library design for deep mutational scanning. The entire catalytic domain (residues 372-774) was divided into
9 sublibraries consisting of ~50 amino acids segments containing all possible single-point mutations. Colors
match the crystal structure in panel A. C-D) Conceptual illustration of droplet-based optical polymerase
sorting using microfluidic devices to generate and sort individual library members encapsulated in water-inoil droplets.

The computationally designed library divided the catalytic domain into nine
sublibraries (Figure 6.1B) with lengths of ~50 amino acids that correspond to nine
contiguous segments of the protein. The sublibraries comprise a comprehensive array of
mutations where each wild-type residue in the catalytic domain (403 aa) was individually
replaced with one of the other 19 amino acids.
The DNA library was synthesized by array-based ink-jet printing on DNA microchips
as single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides (~200 nts).33 Each DNA strand was designed to
contain a central mutagenic region (~150 nts) where one of the natural codons was
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converted to a missense codon. The mutagenic portion of the oligonucleotide is flanked by
fixed-sequence primer binding sites (~25 nt each) that are specific to one of the nine
sublibraries. After amplification using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and cloning, a
collection of nine separate sublibraries was generated at the plasmid level where each gene
carries one programmed allelic mutation in an otherwise wild-type background.

Massively Parallel Screening
As a proof-of-concept for how any unnatural nucleic acid could be evaluated by
programmed allelic mutagenesis, we sought to create an activity map revealing the location
of allelic mutations in the catalytic domain of Kod DNA polymerase that exhibit gain-offunction activity for an unnatural nucleic acid system with a backbone structure that is
distinct from natural DNA and RNA. For this experiment, we chose a-L-threofuranosyl
nucleic acid (TNA), which is an artificial genetic polymer composed of repeating a-Lthreofuranosyl nucleotides.34 TNA provides a stringent test of novel polymerase activity as
it has a backbone repeat that is one atom shorter than DNA and RNA and consists of 2’,3’phosphodiester linkages rather than the more normal 3’,5’-phosphodiester linkages. TNA
also allows us to compare the current strategy to previous efforts by our lab and others to
generate TNA polymerases for synthetic biology applications.35-39
We used droplet-based optical polymerase sorting (DrOPS) to individually query the
nine sublibraries for allelic mutations that enhance the ability of Kod DNA polymerase to
promote DNA-dependent TNA synthesis.35,36 DrOPS is a single-cell directed evolution
strategy that separates polymerases with desired functions from the pool of inactive
variants. This is a two-step process (Figure 6.1C-D; SI Table 6.1) in which E. coli cells,
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each expressing a different library member, are individually encapsulated in microfluidic
water-in-oil (w/o) droplets following a Poisson distribution (λ = 0.1) to ensure that 99.5%
of droplets contain one or less E. coli. Included in the encapsulation mixture is the reaction
buffer, tNTP substrates,40,41 and a fluorescent sensor that is responsive to polymerase
activity. Cell lysis releases the polymerase and encoding plasmid into the surrounding
droplet, which acts as a miniaturized reaction vessel for the primer extension assay.
Polymerases that successfully copy the template into full-length product generate a
fluorescent signal by disrupting a donor-quencher pair located at the 5’ end of the
template.35 The population of droplets is then directly sorted using a FADS device, which
partitions individual droplets at a rate of ~1.5 kHz.42 The enriched genetic sequences are
recovered from the positively sorted droplets, PCR amplified, cloned, and analyzed by NGS.
The nine sublibraries were treated identically using reaction conditions that involve
lysing the cells by heating the droplets for 5 minutes at 95 °C followed by a polymerase
activity step of TNA synthesis for 18 hours at 55 °C. The polymerase reaction is performed
under passive conditions to overcome the large dilution effect that occurs when the
polymerase is released from the E. coli cell into the surrounding solution of the droplet. It
also allows ample time for active library members to transcribe the DNA template into
TNA. It is important to keep in mind that each library member differs from the wild-type
enzyme by only one amino acid, which means that droplet sorting must be carefully tuned
in order to capture beneficial mutations that contribute to TNA synthesis. After incubation,
the reaction is stopped by cooling to 24 °C and the droplets are sorted using a microfluidics
FADS instrument.42 For each sublibrary, ~0.4 – 1 million E. coli containing droplets (>100-
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fold library coverage) were screened with a range of ~600-6000 droplets meeting our
threshold for TNA synthesis (SI Table 6.2).

Mapping Allelic Mutations to Function
To construct a comprehensive sequence-function map, we sequenced the starting
and positively sorted droplet libraries on an Illumina NGS HiSeq platform (2 x 100 bp
paired-end reads; SI Table 6.3). Each programmed mutation was assigned a functional
value by calculating the change in frequency of the missense codon in the starting and
enriched population.28 The resulting heat map (Figure 6.2) provides the location and
identity of allelic mutations with enrichment scores (log2) higher than 6-fold (95% cut-off).
From a starting library of 7657 unique members, 284 (3.7%) allelic mutations were found
to harbor moderate to high levels of TNA synthesis activity. This level of beneficial
mutations is comparable to other directed enzyme evolution studies.27 We noticed that the
distribution of enriched mutations varies significantly between sublibraries with a large
preponderance of mutations (41%) localizing to sublibraries 6 and 8 (SI Figure 6.1) of the
thumb subdomain. Other polymerase engineering studies have reported high rates of
beneficial mutations occurring in this region of the catalytic domain, which is responsible
for orienting the DNA template for phosphodiester bond formation and promoting
translocation.19
To evaluate the functional significance of the thumb subdomain, enriched members
from sublibraries 6 and 8 were cloned into the Kod DNA polymerase (exo-) gene and
screened for activity. We devised a modified workflow (SI Figure 6.2) for secondary
screening in which individual library members were evaluated from clarified lysate after
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Figure 6.2 Deep mutational scanning of the catalytic domain. Sublibraries 1-9 were individually screened for
TNA synthesis activity. Enrichment scores are depicted as a heat map with red corresponding to higher levels
of enrichment. Grey boxes denote residues with insufficient reads required to calculate an enrichment score.
Enrichment data was derived by comparing NGS data obtained for the starting and sorted populations.

heat treating for 1 hour at 80 °C to denature endogenous E. coli proteins. This strategy
accelerates the screening process by avoiding the need to reconstruct, validate, and purify
each library member individually. It also avoids the unnecessary cost associated with sitedirected mutagenesis and sequencing, as library members are isolated by growth on solid
media and sequenced only when a desired activity level is observed in a primer-extension
assay. Functional analysis of 36 polymerase variants chosen by randomly sampling
members of sublibraries 6 and 8 before and after enrichment (9 clones from each set)
shows that the enriched population functions with much higher activity than the
unselected library (SI Figure 6.3). However, none of the allelic mutations exhibited a level
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of TNA synthesis activity that was comparable to Kod-RS, a recently discovered TNA
polymerase carrying the A485R and N491S mutations in the finger subdomain of Kod DNA
polymerase (exo-).36

Directed Evolution
In an attempt to create a superior TNA polymerase, we chose to combine the
favorable mutagenic profile of the thumb subdomain with the high catalytic activity
previously established for Kod-RS.36 Naïve sublibraries 6 and 8 were cloned into the KodRS (exo-) gene, screened for activity by DrOPS, PCR amplified, and re-cloned to generate a
new population of enriched variants containing mutations in both the finger and thumb
subdomains. Using the new secondary screening strategy described above, we identified
two polymerase variants from a small set of ~50 positively sorted clones that exhibited
stronger TNA synthesis activity than Kod-RS. Sanger sequencing identified the mutations as
R606G from sublibrary 6 and T723A from sublibrary 8. The R606G mutation faces the
primer-template duplex in the active site pocket, while the T723A mutation is located on
the protein surface ~45 Å from the active site (Figure 6.3A, 6.3F).
We evaluated the activity of Kod-RSG, Kod-RSA, and Kod-RSGA relative to Kod-RS in
a time course analysis using purified polymerase to ensure an accurate comparison of each
enzyme.43 For this assay, we monitored TNA synthesis activity on a DNA primer-template
duplex over a reaction time of 0 to 60 minutes at 55 °C. To make it easier to identify
differences between the enzymes, we chose a template sequence that is difficult for Kod-RS
to copy in a 60 minute reaction (SI Table 6.4). Consistent with our screen, both Kod-RSG
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and Kod-RSA outperformed Kod-RS in the primer-extension assay using chemically
synthesized tNTPs (SI Figure 6.4).40,41 Interestingly, the two enzyme variants exhibited

Figure 6.3 Functional analysis of high activity mutations. Secondary screening of tiles 6 and 8 in a
polymerase activity assay uncovered R606G and T723A in the thumb subdoamin as promising mutations for
TNA synthesis. A) Crystal structure of Kod DNA polymerase (PDB: 5OMF) showing the locations of positions
485, 491, 606, and 723. Exonuclease domain (grey), palm (teal), finger (magenta), and thumb (red). B-E)
Polymerase activity assay. TNA synthesis was performed at 30 (B) and 120 (C) minutes in commercial
ThermoPol buffer at 55 °C to evaluate the activity of various single and multiple point reversions between
wild-type Kod and Kod-RSGA on a moderately difficult template. TNA synthesis (D) and DNA synthesis (E)
were performed at 30 minutes and 1 minute, respectively, on a difficult template to evaluate substrate
specificity. F) Sequence alignment. Highlighted regions indicate positions 485, 491, 606, and 723 with
residues colored by domain. Green amino acids indicate differences from the wild-type Kod DNA polymerase
sequence.
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different reaction profiles, with Kod-RSG yielding larger amounts of full-length product and
Kod-RSA showing a bursting pattern with stronger primer extension efficiency over the
first 10 minutes of the reaction. Kod-RSGA, a designed variant that carries both thumb
mutations in the Kod-RS framework, was found to be the most efficient TNA polymerase,
exhibiting the combined properties
We performed a reversion analysis to better understand the functional significance
of the selected mutations. In this experiment, purified polymerases were challenged to
extend a primer-template duplex with tNTPs under standard reaction conditions poised at
55 °C. Initial TNA synthesis reactions performed for reaction times of 30 and 120 minutes
reveal that Kod-RSG and Kod-RSGA are superior TNA polymerases when compared to KodRS, as these enzymes produce the largest amount of full-length product in the 30 minute
reaction (Figure 6.3B-C). This analysis also reveals the significance of the A485R mutation,
commonly referred to as the Therminator position because of its importance in the
Therminator DNA polymerase.18 Enzymes containing the wild-type Ala residue at this
position function with markedly lower TNA synthesis activity than those carrying the Arg
mutation. The enhanced activity of Kod-RSG and Kod-RSGA is further revealed when the
assay is repeated on a more difficult template (SI Table 6.4), where only these two
enzymes are able to generate full-length product in a 30 minute reaction (Figure 6.3D).
The reversion assays also provided a glimpse into the substrate specificity of the
Kod-DNA polymerase variants. For this assay, we analyzed the ability of the polymerase set
to synthesize DNA in a reaction time of 1 minute. As expected, Kod polymerase variants
carrying the A485R and N491S mutations function with reduced DNA synthesis activity
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(Figure 6.3E).36 The strongest difference between TNA and DNA synthesis activity was
observed for Kod-RS polymerases carrying the either the R606G single mutation alone or
in combination with the R606G/T723A double mutation. This observation suggests the
R606G and T723A mutations in the Kod RS backbone is helping the enzyme transition from
a DNA polymerase to a TNA polymerase. However, this result also reveals that further
mutations are needed to complete the transition, allowing for the generation of a TNA
polymerase specialist that no longer recognizes DNA substrates.

Mutational Tolerance
Recognizing the enhanced activity of the Kod-RSGA polymerase, we wondered
whether other combinations of mutations at positions 491, 606, and 723 might lead to the
discovery of Kod polymerase variants with even stronger TNA synthesis activity. To
explore this possibility, we generated a site-saturation library containing all of the possible
mutations (8000 unique combinations) at these three positions in the Kod-R485
polymerase. The site-saturation mutagenesis library was subjected to one round of DrOPSbased sorting for TNA synthesis activity and evaluated by PacBio long-read NGS analysis.
Long-read analysis was necessary, due to the distance between residues (~700 nts) and
the need to unambiguously know the identity of the residues in each sequence. By
measuring the change in frequency of each sequence between the starting and enriched
droplets, we were able to establish a mutational tolerance profile (Figure 6.4). The most
enriched sequence contains the SGA triplet combination at positions 491, 606, and 723,
which is identical to the sequence combination identified by PAM and secondary screening.
Other highly enriched sequences contain a similar pattern of sequences, including SPT,
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PGA, AGA, and SGT. Of equal importance, we obtained information on sequences that
function with low TNA synthesis activity, which included the motifs of VRR, RRR, LLG, VLL,
and LVR.

Figure 6.4 PacBio long-read NGS validation. The mutational tolerance of positions 491 (S), 606 (G), and 723
(A) was determined by saturation mutagenesis. Enrichment scores were calculated by NGS analysis of the
starting and positively sorted droplet populations. Enriched variants appear in red and depleted variants are
shown in blue.

Given the mutational tolerance data, we decided to compare the TNA synthesis
activity of the naïve site-saturation mutagenesis library to clonal versions of Kod-RS and
Kod-RSGA in homogenous w/o droplet populations. We view this assay as a stringent test
of polymerase activity due to the large dilution effect that occurs when the polymerase
transitions from the E. coli cell to the surrounding environment of the w/o droplet. As a
benchmark

for

maximum

theoretical

polymerase

activity

inside

the

droplet

microenvironment, we included a positive control for DNA synthesis that contained wild-
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type Kod DNA polymerase with dNTP substrates.44 Each droplet population was
quantitatively evaluated by collecting fluorescent micrographs from random fields of view
and by counting fluorescent droplets in a FADS flow assay format (Figure 6.5).
Comparison of the micrographs reveals a significant increase in the number of fluorescent
droplets for Kod-RGSA (78%) as compared to the native library (0.4%) and Kod-RS (15%).
This trend was maintained in the flow data where the histogram for Kod-RSGA shows a
distinct peak at 65 au that is largely absent in histograms calculated for the naïve library
and Kod-RS. Instead, TNA synthesis by Kod-RSGA more closely approximates the data

Figure 6.5 Polymerase activity inside uniform water-in-oil microdroplets. Micrographs (A) and histograms
(B) comparing the efficiency of TNA synthesis for the saturation mutagenesis library, Kod-RS, and Kod-RSGA
polymerases after 18 hours of incubation at 55 °C. DNA synthesis by Kod wild-type DNA polymerase was used
as a control. Histograms represent the fluorescent signal observed after flowing 106 cells through the FADS
instrument.

collected for DNA synthesis by wild-type Kod DNA polymerase (93%), at least within the
context of the droplet environment.
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TNA Synthesis Fidelity
Encouraged by the enhanced catalytic activity of Kod-RSGA, we measured the
fidelity of TNA synthesis using a standard assay that involves sequencing the DNA product
of a complete cycle of TNA replication (DNA→TNA→DNA).19 This assay calculates the
aggregate fidelity of replication, which is operationally different than the more restricted
view of fidelity as the accuracy of single-nucleotide incorporation. Several controls were
implemented to ensure that the fidelity values represented the true fidelity of TNA
synthesis, including the use of a T-T mismatch in the primer region that results in a double
T→A transversion only in DNA strands that were reverse transcribed from TNA and a no
TNA template control in the RT-PCR assay. Alignment of the sequences (Figure 6.6 & SI
Figure 6.5) yielded an overall replication fidelity of 98.6% for Kod-RSGA, which compared
favorably against the fidelity of Kod-RS (97.8%). As a control for template sequence bias, a
second assay was performed on Kod-RSGA that involved measuring the fidelity of
replication from a mixture of 10 different template sequences, including some with 50% GC
content. This assay provided a fidelity of 99.1%, suggesting that Kod-RSGA replicates TNA
equally well on templates with diverse sequences (SI Figure 6.6). Nearest neighbor
analysis reveals that the most frequent error mode (G→C transversions) is linked to the
presence of pyrimidines located on the 3’ side of a templating G residue (SI Figure 6.7).
The data also suggests that templating GG dinucleotides are copied with high fidelity, which
is surprising given that this motif can be difficult for some TNA polymerases to readthrough.
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Figure 6.6 Fidelity of TNA replication. A cycle of TNA replication was performed using either Kod-RS or KodRSGA to transcribe DNA into TNA and Bst polymerase to reverse transcribe purified TNA back into DNA.
Mutational profiles observed for (A) Kod-RS and (B-C) Kod-RSGA derive from Sanger sequencing of >1000
nucleotide positions. Kod-RSGA was evaluated using a single template (B) and 10 unique templates, including
some with G repeats (C). The results from panel C indicate that TNA replication occurs with an overall error
rate of 9.5 x 10-3 (99.1% fidelity). The highest error mode is a G→C transversion caused by a G:G mismatch
during TNA synthesis.

6.5 Discussion
We used programmed allelic mutagenesis to delineate the functional consequences
of all possible single-point mutations in the catalytic domain of a replicative DNA
polymerase for activity against a model unnatural nucleic acid substrate.28 This high
throughput functional screen yielded an unbiased deep mutational scan with single amino
acid resolution. In total, we identified a list of 284 beneficial substitutions that distribute
across the entire protein coding region of the catalytic domain, with a large number of
mutations (~40%) occurring in the thumb subdomain. The rapid generation of gain-offunction mutations using programmed allelic mutagenesis overcomes the limitations of
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error-prone PCR, which samples unknown sites and introduces stop codons and frameshift mutations into a wild-type sequence. Other techniques, like alanine scanning, which
test the effects of substituting a single alanine residue at each position, would have
overlooked ~90% of the positively selected mutations as determined by the limited
number of alanine substitutions on the catalytic domain.
Through our efforts, we established a modified workflow to overcome the cost and
time burden required to individually construct, express, and purify each mutation
identified by high throughput functional mapping. Accordingly, DNA recovered from
positively sorted droplets was cloned back into the parent vector, grown on solid media,
and individual colonies were assayed from clarified lysate after a heat denaturation
treatment to remove endogenous E. coli proteins. Only those clones that exhibit the desired
activity in a functional primer-extension assay were sequenced to reveal the identity of the
beneficial mutation. This process allowed us to discover Kod-RSGA in 3-4 weeks by
screening Kod-RS against a background of highly abundant mutations in tiles 6 and 8 of the
thumb subdomain. This finding compares favorably with conventional polymerase
engineering approaches that can take months to complete and provide little or no
information about the evolutionary path taken to achieve the desired result. Although our
directed evolution study focused on the thumb subdomain, a similar effort could have been
performed on other regions of the catalytic domain.
An interesting aspect of our study involved the use of PacBio long-read DNA
sequencing to validate the results of the directed evolution experiment. This technique was
necessary to unambiguously reveal the identity of the residues at positions 491, 606, and
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723 in each read, which is not possible using existing Illumina NGS technology due to the
long sequence distance between degenerate sites. The ability to evaluate long (1 kb)
uninterrupted reads by NGS analysis further ensured that no other spurious random
mutations were contributing to the TNA synthesis activity observed for the enriched
sequences. Because long-read NGS analysis provided functional insights into nearly every
member of the starting site-saturation mutagenesis library, it was possible to establish a
structure-activity-relationship at positions 491, 606, and 723. This data suggests that
residues with smaller side chains are preferred at these positions. To our knowledge, this is
the first time that long read NGS analysis has been applied to problems in the field of
directed evolution.
The current study is the first step toward establishing sequence-function maps
against a range of synthetic congeners that are important building blocks for synthetic
polymers having physicochemical properties that are distinct from those found in nature.
Rather than querying unknown regions of sequence space by random mutagenesis and
iterative rounds of directed evolution, we chose to explore the catalytic domain of a model
replicative DNA polymerase with single amino acid resolution. Applying the process of
programmed allelic mutagenesis to a broad range of substrates or reaction conditions
should make it possible to elucidate specific sequence signatures that govern polymerase
activity. This knowledge could then be used to create smart libraries that will outperform
conventional libraries by rapidly searching combinations of beneficial mutations for
synergistic interactions that function with high activity. We postulate that such libraries
will not only uncover the determinants of substrate specificity, but also enable the
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generation of highly specialized polymerases that no longer recognize their wild-type
substrates.

6.6 Conclusion
In summary, we describe programmed allelic mutagenesis as a powerful strategy for
reprogramming the biological functions of natural DNA polymerases. We suggest that
broad application of this approach can aid the discovery of unknown structural
determinants that control the synthesis of synthetic congeners or allow polymerases to
function in unnatural environments. This, and other related efforts, will advance the
production of new polymerases with future applications in biotechnology, medicine, and
synthetic biology.

6.7 Experimental Details
Reagents and Materials
DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, Iowa). TNA triphosphates were obtained by chemical synthesis as described
previously19,45. ThermoPol buffer, Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit, Gibson assembly were
purchased from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA). DNA clean up kit was purchased from
Zymo (Irvine, CA). Chemical reagents including dNTPs, and ammonium persulfate (APS)
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri). TOPO TA cloning kit,
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), urea, acrylamide, and bis-acrylamide were
purchased from Thermofisher Scientific (Waltham, Massachusetts). Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, California). CleanAmp
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dNTP mix was purchased from TriLink Biotechnologies (San Diego, California). Heparin
affinity columns were purchased from GE Healthcare (Little Chalfont, United Kingdom).
The

scanning

mutagenesis

library

was

purchased

from

Agilent

Technologies.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) base and curing agent were purchased from Dow Corning
(Midland, MI). SU-8 2025 photoresist was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH).
Fluorinated oil HFE-7500 was purchased from 3M Novec (St Paul, MN), and Pico-SurfTM 1
surfactant, Pico-GlideTM 1, and Pico-BreakTM 1 were all purchased from Dolomite
Microfluidics (UK).

Design and Construction of Scanning Mutagenesis Library (SML)
A custom scanning mutagenesis library (SML) was designed using the eArray
software package (Agilent) to span the amino acid region (372-774) in Kod DNA
polymerase (GenBank: AP006878.1). The library design was aligned to the Blast ID 48KZ_A
(Kod polymerase in binary complex with dsDNA) and found to have a perfect alignment
score (403/403 identities matched) with the query sequence. Using the QuikScan19
mutational setting, 31 replicates of 855 oligos were ordered for tiles 1-8 and tile 9 31
replicates of 798 oligos for printing on a custom DNA microarray. The SML was inserted
into a custom pGDR11 polymerase expression plasmid26 harboring the Kod exopolymerase gene using the Agilent QuikChange technology developed for the QuikChange
HT Protein Engineering System. Briefly, custom amplification primers (SI Table 6.1) were
used to PCR amplify the SML (Initial denaturation: 95°C-30 sec followed by 30 cycles: 95°C30 sec, 56°C-45 sec, 72°C 1 min followed by polishing step of 72°C-2 min) in nine separate
PCR reactions. Amplicons were purified using the supplied microspin cups and receptacle
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tubes. The purified amplicons were used as mega-primers for the linear amplification of the
parent pGDR11-Kod exo- plasmid to incorporate the mutagenic cassettes for each
individual sublibrary (Initial denaturation: 95°C-2 min followed by 18 cycles: 95°C-30 se,
60°C-45 sec, 68°C 4 min followed by polishing step of 68°C-5 min). Subsequently, DpnI
digestion (10 min at 37°C) with the supplied enzyme was performed to remove methylated
and hemi-methylated plasmid DNA from the pGDR11-Kod exo- parent. This mixture (1 μL)
was then transformed into SoloPack Gold Supercompetent cells and recovered for 1 h in
250 uL of NZY+ media with shaking at 225 RPM, plated onto LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL)
agar plates and grown overnight at 37°C. 5 mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) was then
added to the entire plate and a single, sterile L-shaped spreader (Fisher Scientific) was
used to gently scrape off the transformed colonies which were collected and pipetted to
homogeneity in the provided liquid. This colony mixture was spun for 10 min at 4,000 RPM
and 4°C with the supernatant discarded. The ensuing cell pellet was then purified using the
Express Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Biomiga) following the manufacturer’s recommended
instructions. Plasmid DNA was stored for future transformations into XL1-blue E. coli for
polymerase expression and DrOPS sorting.

Preparing E. coli for Encapsulation in Droplets
A detailed description of photolithography and microfluidic device fabrication for
DrOPS sorting has been previously described42. Cells expressing the Kod DNA polymerase
library were prepared by transforming 250 ng of the plasmid library into XL1-blue cells
following the manufacturer’s recommended instructions. Recovered cells were then used
to inoculate 50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid medium in a 250 mL baffled flask.
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The liquid culture was grown to confluency overnight at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. The
culture (1:100 v/v) was used to inoculate 50 mL of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid
medium in a 250 mL baffled flask and grown at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. At an OD600
of ~0.6 au, the culture was cooled to 25°C, induced with IPTG at a final concentration of 1
mM, and incubated overnight at 25°C with shaking at 225 rpm. After expression, 1 mL of
cell culture was collected and centrifuged for 5 min at 3,220 rcf, and the supernatant
discarded. The cells were washed three times with commercial 1x ThermoPol buffer (20
mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 10 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1% TritonX-100, pH 8.8). The
bacterial pellet was re-suspended in 2 mL of 1x ThermoPol buffer and the absorbance was
measured at 600 nm. Cells were diluted to an OD of 0.05 to enable encapsulation at
occupancies of 0.1 cells per droplet according to a Poisson distribution35. Just prior to
emulsification, the cells were mixed with the reagents for the polymerase activity assay
(PAA) as described previously35. The PAA consists of 1 μM of a self-priming hairpin
template labeled with Cy3 at the 5’ end (ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3 Illumina experiments or
30merHP.V2 PacBio experiments, SI Table 6.1), 2 μM of a 3’ end labeled Iowa Black
quencher sequence (QP08.Iowa, SI Table 6.1), and 100 μM of TNA triphosphates (tNTPs)
in 1x Thermopol buffer.
All aqueous and oil solutions were sealed in 1.5 mL plastic micro-centrifuge tubes
(Sigma-Aldrich) and controlled via pressure driven flow with custom LabVIEW software
(National Instruments)42. Two lengths of Tygon tubing (EW-06419-01, Cole-Parmer) were
inserted through holes drilled into the caps of the micro-centrifuge tubes and glued into
place to create an airtight seal. One length of tubing remained in the pressure headspace
above the reagent and was connected at the other end to a SMC ITV0011-2UMS digital
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pressure regulator (Automation Distribution). Another length of tubing was submerged in
the reagent solution with the other end connected to the appropriate inlet of the
microfluidic device47. By manually applying a positive pressure head to the reagent vial via
the SMC digital regulator, fluid was driven through the channels of the microfluidic device.
A length of Tygon tubing was also inserted in the outlet and placed in a micro-centrifuge
tube for droplet collection.
All emulsions were produced using custom PDMS chips6. Single emulsions were
formed utilizing a flow focusing geometry48. The aqueous phase containing the PAA and E.
coli cells was sheared by a continuous phase consisting of a low-viscosity ﬂuorinated oil
(HFE-7500, 3M Novec) containing 1% (w/w) Pico-Surf surfactant (Dolomite Microfluidics,
UK). Pressures were maintained to achieve droplet diameters of 20 μm and production
rates of 30-35 kHz, allowing 110-125 x 106 droplets to be produced every h. Single
emulsions were collected under a layer of mineral oil in 1.5 mL plastic micro-centrifuge
tubes and incubated for 5 mins at 95°C to lyse the cells, followed by incubation at 55°C for
18 h.

FADS Sorting of Single Emulsion Droplets
Following incubation, droplets were injected into a FADS device capable of droplet
sorting. Incident light from a 552 nm laser (Coherent OBIS LS, Santa Clara, CA) was focused
through a 20x plan apochromatic objective (Motic, Hong Kong) where droplets pass in
single file. Emitted light was led through a 405/488/543/635 nm Quad Band Dichroic into
an optical train through a series of long-pass dichroics to a photomultiplier tube (PMT).
The samplewas illuminated with blue light to not overlap with the spectral properties of
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Cy3 (or AlexaFlour 660) and was imaged with a high-speed camera at 35,000 frames per
second (fps). The digital signals generated by the PMT were analyzed by a field-gated
programmable array (FPGA, USB-7856R, National Instruments) controlled with custom
LabView software. Droplets falling within a user-defined threshold triggered the FPGA to
send a square-wave pulse (50 kHz, 50% duty cycle, 60 μs), amplified to 600 V by a highvoltage amplifier (2210, Trek, Lockport New York), to the salt-water electrode (4 M NaCl)
of the sorting chip. The resulting nonuniform electric field generated a dielectrophoretic
(DEP) force that polarized and deflected the droplet into a collection channel. A complete
summary of all droplet-sorting experiments can be found in SI Table 6.2.

Recovery of Sorted DNA for Next Generation Sequencing or Gibson
Assembly (Colony Screening)
Plasmid DNA was recovered from the population of positively sorted droplets
present in the collection tube by extraction with Pico-Break (Dolomite Microfluidics, UK)
following the manufacturers recommended protocol. Briefly, DNA samples were recovered
from sorted emulsions by extraction with 2 volumes of Pico-Break 1 (Dolomite), which
contains 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctanol (PFO). After addition of Pico-Break 1, the samples
were vortexed and centrifuged (15 sec, 2,000 xg) to attain phase separation. The aqueous
layer (top) containing the plasmid DNA was recovered. The bottom layer was extracted a
second time with 1 volume of molecular grade water to improve recovery yields. The
combined aqueous layers containing the plasmid DNA were concentrated using a spin
column (DNA Clean & Concentrator-5, Zymo Research) and eluted with molecular biology
grade water (10 μl). Tile specific DNA primers (see SI Table 6.1) were used to PCR amplify
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the appropriate mutagenic region from the plasmid DNA (Initial denaturation: 95°C-30 sec
followed by 30 cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 56°C-45 sec, 72°C 1 min followed by polishing step of
72°C-2 min.) The amplicon was then purified using a second spin column (DNA Clean &
Concentrator-5, Zymo Research) and size-validated by 2% agarose gel prior to NGS
analysis or plasmid reconstruction for colony picking with Gibson assembly.

Illumina Next Generation Sequencing Analysis
DNA from the sorted and unsorted libraries were sequenced at the UCI Genomics
High-Throughput Facility. DNA collected from tiles 1-9 were sequenced with an Illumina
HiSeq 4000 instrument. After trimming, we obtained a total of 38,934,889 reads for the
starting libraries and 58,655,607 reads for the sorted populations that were mapped to
amino acids 372-774 of the KOD polymerase gene. An individualized summary of each tile
can be found in (SI Table 6.3). The frequency of each mutation at each position was
calculated by dividing the number of times the mutation was observed by the total number
of mutations observations at that position (these calculations exclude wild-type
residues)49. Several residues within tiles 1-9 contained less than 10 total observations and
were excluded from the analysis (denoted as grey boxes in Figure 2. An enrichment score E
was assigned to all remaining amino acid substitutions a according to the following
equation:
𝐸=

𝑓!"#$,!
𝑓!"#$%&,!

where fsort,a and funsort,a are the frequencies of amino acid a in the sorted and unsorted
libraries, respectively.
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Enriched DrOPS Library Reconstruction, Colony Picking, Polymerase
Activity Assay
Plasmids recovered from positively sorted droplets from libraries Kod-wt-Tile 6,
Kod-wt-Tile 8, Kod-RS-Tile 6, and Kod-RS Tile 8 were amplified by PCR (SI Table 6.1, Tile
6-Fwd/Rvs, Tile 8-Fwd/Rvs), purified, and quantified on a Nanodrop instrument. The
pGDR11 polymerase expression vector was reconstructed by Gibson assembly using the
purified amplicons from tiles 6 or 8 and the corresponding linearized PCR vector product
(Kod-wt or Kod-RS) (SI Table 6.1, Vector tile-6-Fwd/Rvs, Vector tile-8-Fwd/Rvs) in
equimass quantities each (100 ng) following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol.
Gibson assembly mixes were transformed back into DH5Alpha cells and plated onto
LB/ampicillin plates (100 μg /μl) at a dilution of 1:200. Single colonies were picked and
grown overnight in 4 ml of LB media at 37°C with shaking (225 rpm). Confluent cultures
were diluted 1:100 into fresh LB media (4 mL) and grown at 37°C with shaking (225 rpm)
until the cultures reached an OD600 of 0.6-0.8 au. Cells were induced with 1 mM IPTG and
grown overnight at 25°C with shaking at 225 rpm for an additional 18-24 h. Cells were
harvest at 3202 rcf, 4°C, 10 min. Pelleted cells were suspended in 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500
mM NaCl, 10% glycerol and subjected to a heat treatment for 1 h at 80°C followed by
cooling on ice for 1 h. The lysis mixture was centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 30 min and the
supernatant was used for the polymerase activity assay. Polymerase assays were
performed in a 20 μL reaction volume containing a final concentration of 500 nM primertemplate complex (SI Table 6.1, see 30mer template and short PBS8 or 50/50 template
and long PBS8). The primer−template complex was annealed in 1x ThermoPol buffer by
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heating for 5 min at 95°C and cooling for 10 min at 4°C. Polymerase (2 μL of crude lysate or
0.5 μM purified enzyme) was added to the reaction mixture. The reactions were initiated
with the addition of tNTPs (100 mM) and the solutions were incubated for 2 h at 55°C. A 2
μL aliquot was transferred to 38 μL of stop buffer [1x Tris-boric acid buffer, 25 mM EDTA,
50% formamide, pH 8.0] and an aliquot (10 μL) of each reaction was analyzed by
denaturing PAGE and visualized using a LI-COR Oddyssey CLx imager.
Polymerase mutants were constructed using the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit
(New England Biolabs). Briefly, primers containing the desired mutations were designed
using the NEBaseChanger software package (New England Biolabs) to ensure effective
annealing during PCR amplification. Mutagenic oligos (SI Table 6.1) were first used to
conduct whole-plasmid amplification of various permutations of the Kod exo- polymerase
gene in the pGDR11 expression vector depending on the particular set of mutations desired
(Initial denaturation: 95°C-2 min followed by 25 cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 60°C-45 sec, 72°C 8
min followed by polishing step of 72°C-5 min.) This was followed by a kinase-ligase-DpnI
(KLD) treatment (20 min at room temperature) to phosphorylate and ligate the bluntended linear PCR product. DpnI was used to digest the parent template background. This
mixture (1 μL) was then transformed into DH5-alpha supercompetent cells (New England
Biolabs), recovered for 1 h in 250 uL of SOC media with shaking at 225 RPM, plated onto
LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plates and grown overnight at 37°C. Single colonies were
picked and used to inoculate separate 4 mL aliquots of LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) liquid
medium in 14 mL round-bottom culture tubes (Thermofisher Scientific) with shaking at
225 RPM and 37°C overnight. Overnight cultures were spun for 10 min at 4,000 RPM and
4°C with the supernatant discarded. Cell pellets were purified using the Express Plasmid
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Miniprep Kit (Biomiga) following the manufacturer’s recommended instructions. DNA
constructs were sequence validated (Genewiz, San Diego, CA) and analyzed using the CLC
Main Workbench (Qiagen) software package. A detailed description of polymerase
expression and purification has been previously described10 and was the basis for all
enzymatic characterization experiments performed in this study. Polymerase activity
assays from purified enzymes were performed as described in the previous section with
the exception of a short 2 min incubation at 95°C prior to extension at 55°C for dNTP (100
μM) activity assays utilizing CleanAmp dNTP to prevent premature extension. For timecourse assays, a 2 μL aliquot from each reaction was transferred to 38 μL of stop buffer [1x
Tris-boric acid buffer, 25 mM EDTA, 50% formamide, pH 8.0] to quench the reaction at a
particular incubation time point.

Construction

of

the

Kod-A485R-N491/R606/T723

Site-Saturation

Mutagenesis Library
The Kod-A485R-N491/R606/T723 site-saturation library was designed using CLC
Main Workbench. Primers (SI Table 6.1, see) were designed to produce mutagenic
cassettes of varying size 491 (365 bp), 606 (371 bp), 723 (205 bp) and a longer vector PCR
product (6,220 bp) for sealing together the 3 mutagenic cassettes from a pGDR11 KodA485R exo- polymerase backbone. NNK degeneracy was used to ensure that all 20 amino
acid combinations were present with a limited number of stop codons. PCR conditions for
the mutagenic cassettes are as follows (Initial denaturation: 95°C-30 sec followed by 30
cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 60°C-45 sec, 72°C 1 min followed by polishing step of 72°C-2 min) in
three separate PCR reactions. PCR conditions for the linearized vector are as follows (Initial
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denaturation: 95°C-30 sec followed by 30 cycles: 95°C-30 sec, 60°C-45 sec, 72°C 6 min
followed by polishing step of 72°C-4 min). The amplicons were purified by silica column
and quantified on a NanoDrop spectrophotometer. 100 ng of each cassette and vector (400
ng total) were added to a Gibson assembly Mastermix, incubated at 50°C for 1 hour and
transformed into DH5-alpha super competent cells following the manufacturer’s
recommended instructions and plated on LB-ampicillin (100 μg/mL) agar plates and
grown overnight at 37°C. Recovery and purification of the library was identical to the
procedure in the “Design and Construction of Scanning Mutagenesis Library (SML)” section.

DrOPS-based Screening of the Site-Saturation Mutagenesis Library
The Kod-A485R-N491/R606/T723 site-saturation mutagenesis library (250 ng)
was transformed into XL1 Blue E. coli and grown in 50 ml of LB media with 100 μg/μl
ampicillin for 16 h at 37°C. An aliquot (500 μL) of the confluent overnight culture was used
to inoculate a new 50 mL culture of LB media containing 100 μg/μl ampicillin. Cells were
grown at 37°C and 225 rpm until an OD600 of ~ 0.6 au. Cells were induced by adding IPTG
to a final concentration of 1mM. Cells were allowed to express recombinant polymerase for
18 h at 25°C. Encapsulation of E. coli was performed as described in the “Preparing E. coli
for Encapsulation in Droplets” section. The PAA was incubated at 55°C for 18 h with the
30merHP.V2 template, which represented a higher stringency from the Illumina sorting
experiments. Droplets were sorted as described in the “FADS Sorting of Single Emulsion
Droplets” section. We detected 13,840,744 droplets and sorted 5,874 droplets using a 60
RFU gate. The DNA from the sorted droplets was recovered as described in the “Recovery
of Sorted DNA for Next Generation Sequencing or Gibson assembly (Colony Screening)”
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section. PCR amplification was performed (Tile 1-Fwd/Tile 9-Rvs primers, SI Table 6.1) to
amplify the polymerase domain (1260 bp) for PacBio library construction with the
SMRTbell template prep kit (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA). The amplicons were
purified using ampure PB beads followed by ligation of the hairpin loop adapters. Failed
ligation products were removed by exonuclease treatment and the SMRTbell templates
were purified three times using ampure PB beads. Sequencing was performed on the
PacBio Sequel 1M v3 SMRTcell LR using diffusion loading and Sequencing kit 3.0. The
loading concentration was 8 pM with an immobilization time of 120 min, pre-extension of
240 min and movie time of 20 h. DNA internal control complex V3 was included in runs for
monitoring sequencing quality. Experiments were performed at the UCI Genomics High
Throughput Facility (Irvine, CA).
The Kod-A485R-N491/R606/T723 site-saturation library was sequenced on a
PacBio Sequel instrument. The raw reads prior to processing for the naïve library was
28,918,205 reads. After trimming and processing, we obtained 60,466 reads from 6,853 of
the 491/606/723 combinations (85.7% of the 8,000 total combination). We further filtered
the data set by setting the minimum number of reads to 10, which reduced to 40,302 reads
and 1,943 combinations (24.3% of the 8,000 total combination). The raw reads prior to
processing for the sorted population was 28,699,846 reads. After trimming and processing,
we obtained 32,176 reads from 5,418 of the combinations (67.7% of the 8,000 total
combination). When filtered with 10 minimum reads, the data was reduced to 12,675 reads
from 578 combinations (7.2% of the 8,000-total combination). Enrichments scores were
calculated with the filtered data set of 10 reads or more as follows: 1) each individual
combination read count was divided by the total read count from that set to determine the
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frequency, 2) frequency of the selected output was divided by the frequency observed in
the naïve pool for the specified combination. Enrichment score was transformed by natural
log (ln). Upon further analysis only 546 combinations overlapped between the naïve and
enriched pool.
Fidelity of TNA Transcription and Reverse Transcription
The fidelity assay was performed as previously described26. Briefly, 1 μM primer
Extra.PBS8 containing a two-nucleotide mismatch was annealed with 1 μM of the 4NT9G
template. For Kod-RSGA, a second fidelity assay was performed using 10 unique 83mer
sequences having a G:C content of ~50% in the region of interest. In all cases, the primerextension reaction was performed for 2 h at 55°C in 1x Thermopol buffer and 100 μM of
each tNTP. The Kod-RS and Kod-RSGA polymerases were used at equimolar concentration
to the primer-template duplex. The extension product was purified by denaturing urea
PAGE and reverse transcribed into cDNA. The reverse transcription reaction was
performed by incubating the TNA template with PBS7 primer (1 μM) with Bst DNA
polymerase (3 μM) for 3 h at 50°C in a reaction mixture (20 μl) that contained 500 μM
dNTPs, 3 mM MgCl2 and 1x Thermopol buffer. The cDNA product was PCR amplified with
Taq polymerase (PCR cycle conditions should be listed here) and the PBS9/PBS7 primer
pair, ligated into a TOPO vector and cloned into DH5-alpha competent E. coli. Individual
colonies were grown in liquid media and sequenced (Genewiz, San Diego, CA). DNA
sequences were aligned with the 4NT9G template and analyzed using Molecular
Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 7 and CLC Main (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands).
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SI Table 3.1 Oligonucleotide sequences. Modifications are written following IDT nomenclature. N represents
a degenerate position with variable proportions of A, T, G, and C nucleobases. Underlined lower case
sequences on the max standard were constructed of DNA, RNA, TNA, and FANA to produce four separate
version of the max standard.
Name
Min standard
(30mer HP)
Max standard
L11 library
PBS8 20mer

DNA sequence (5’ -> 3’)
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACC
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACCtatacgactcactatagaga
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC
N=A:T:C:G=1:1:0.3:0.3
GTCCCCTTGGGGATACCACC
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SI Table 3.2 Dye screening and optimization for DNA:DNA and DNA:TNA duplexes. Dyes were chosen by
selecting for the highest linear-fit (R2) upon reaching a cut-off of a 32-fold linear range (LR) and a signal-tonoise (SNR) greater than 15-fold. Optimal dye concentrations are highlighted in green.
Duplex

Dye
Eva Green

LC Green Plus

DNA:DNA

SYBR Green I

BOXTO

SYTO 9

Eva Green

LC Green Plus

DNA:TNA

SYBR Green I

BOXTO

SYTO 9

Concentration
2x
1x
0.5x
0.25x
2x
1x
0.5x
0.25x
2x
1x
0.5x
0.25x
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM
1.25 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM
1.25 μM
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
20 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM
20 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM

Linear Range
16
16
4
32
32
32
32
32
16
8
32
16
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
8
16
32
4
8
8
8
32
32
32
32
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Signal-to-Noise
19.11
10.26
4.12
32.86
45.67
16.03
13.13
114.58
36.46
5.65
33.97
13.65
31.92
40.99
17.96
13.54
32.52
24.64
17.24
9
23.88
27.04
17.28
16.37
11.74
4.54
5.2
6.31
2.74
5.1
2.63
2.48
8.53
5.68
4.27
4.29

R2
0.9804
0.9412
0.9772
0.9903
0.9853
0.9169
0.9310
0.9841
0.9758
0.9999
0.9743
0.9749
0.9923
0.9970
0.9770
0.9689
0.9921
0.9918
0.9437
0.9463
0.9795
0.9945
0.9793
0.9990
0.9721
0.9869
0.9407
0.9203
0.8168
0.8920
0.9098
0.9771
0.9793
0.9517
0.9228
0.9497

SI Table 3.3 Dye screening and optimization for DNA:RNA and DNA:FANA duplexes. Dyes were chosen by
selecting for the highest linear-fit (R2) upon reaching a cut-off of a 32-fold linear range (LR) and a signal-tonoise (SNR) greater than 15-fold. Optimal dye concentrations are highlighted in green.
Duplex

Dye
Eva Green

LC Green Plus

DNA:RNA

SYBR Green I

BOXTO

SYTO 9

Eva Green

LC Green Plus

DNA:FANA

SYBR Green I

BOXTO

SYTO 9

Concentration
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
2x
1x
0.5x
0.25x
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
20 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM
20 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
2x
1x
0.5x
0.25x
4x
2x
1x
0.5x
20 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM
20 μM
10 μM
5 μM
2.5 μM

Linear Range
8
8
4
4
32
32
32
32
8
4
4
2
16
32
32
8
32
32
32
32
8
4
4
2
32
32
32
32
4
2
2
2
32
32
32
2
32
32
32
32
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Signal-to-Noise
5.65
5.57
3
2.68
20.86
17.89
17.98
18.85
6.17
3.35
2.69
1.37
3.16
7.03
8.72
4.9
16.15
15.06
12.55
15.29
6.45
3.84
2.83
1.62
18.34
14.4
13.12
11.15
3.2
1.7
1.16
1.19
14.18
2.25
3.05
1.22
15.99
14.16
14
12.87

R2
0.9880
0.9868
0.9854
0.9620
0.9975
0.9778
0.9882
0.9803
0.9840
0.9941
0.9766
0.9350
0.9051
0.8256
0.8683
0.9530
0.9983
0.9946
0.9864
0.9900
0.9922
0.9973
0.9811
0.9821
0.9920
0.9720
0.9508
0.9454
0.9939
0.9899
0.8495
0.8653
0.9433
0.8456
0.7939
0.8820
0.9881
0.9780
0.9782
0.9739

SI Table 4.1 DNA primer, template, and sensor sequences. Oligos are grouped according to assay/workflow.
Modifications are written using IDT nomenclature.
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SI Table 5.1 | Oligonucleotide sequences. Modifications are written following IDT nomenclature. “N”
represents a degenerate position with variable proportions of A, T, G, and C nucleobases. Underlined lower
case sequences on the max standard were constructed of TNA and DNA to produce two separate versions of
the max standard.
Name
ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3
QP08.Iowa
K465R-Fwd
K465-Rvs
R476G-Fwd
R476W-Fwd
R476-Rvs
Q483R-Fwd
Q483-Rvs
L489Q-Fwd
L489-Rvs
N491I-Fwd
N491S-Fwd
N491T-Fwd
N491Y-Fwd
N491-Rvs
W504R-Fwd
W504-Rvs
Y505N-Fwd
Y505F-Fwd
Y505-Rvs
L489Q-N491S-Fwd
A485R-Rvs
30mer
PBS8 short
L21 Library

PBS8
3.17
PBS2
30mer HP
Max Standard
Lib-Fwd
Lib-Rvs
4NT9G
Extra.PBS8
PBS7

DNA sequence (5’ -> 3’)
/5Cy3/ACAACCATACTCTTCCACATCTGCATACGCGAAAGCGTATGCAG
ATGGTTGT/3IABkFQ/
CAGAAGATAAAGCGAAAGATGAAGGCCA
CCTCTCCTCTAGGAGGTCTCCAA
CCGATCGAGGGTAAGCTCCTC
CCGATCGAGTGGAAGCTCCTC
GTCAATCGTGGCCTTCATCTTCTTC
TCCTCGATTACAGGAGAAGGGCCATCAA
GCTTCCTCTCGATCGGGTCAATCGT
CATCAAGATCCAGGCAAACAGCTACTAC
GCCCTCTGCCTGTAATCGAGGA
CAAGATCCTGGCAATCAGCTACTACGGTT
CAAGATCCTGGCAAGCAGCTACTACGGTT
CAAGATCCTGGCAACGAGCTACTACGGTT
CAAGATCCTGGCATACAGCTACTACGGTT
ATGGCCCTCTGCCTGTAATCGAGGA
AAGGGCGCGCAGATACTGCAAG
GCATAGCCGTAGTAACCGTAGTAGCTGTT
GCGCTGGAACTGCAAGGAGTGT
GCGCTGGTTCTGCAAGGAGTGT
GCCCTTGCATAGCCGTAGTAACCGTAGTA
CAAGATCCAGGCAAGCAGCTACTACGGTT
ATACGCCTCTGCCTGTAATCGAGGA
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCC
/ 5IRD680 / GGATACCACC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGATATAATNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC
N=A:T:C:G with 40% GC CONTENT
/ 5IRD680 / GTCCCCTTGGGGATACCACC
ACAACCATTTATGTAGCATTTATGAAATTTTTAAATCAATTTACTATTGGCTACTGCATA
CGAGTGTC
/ 5IRD800 / GACACTCGTATGCAGTAGCC
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGT GGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACC
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGT GGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACC tatacgactcactatagaga
CCTGCTTGGAGACCTCCTAGAGGAGAG
CCGTTACGCTCTCTGCACACTC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGATTAAGACTCGCCATGTTACGATCT
GCCAAGTACAGCCTTGAATCGTCACTGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGA/3ddC/
/5’ 6-FAM/ CTTTTAAGAACCGGACGAACGTCCCCAAGGGGATACCACC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGA
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SI Table 5.2 Enrichment and mutational tolerance scores. Enrichment values >1 indicate that the mutation
was enriched relative to the unsorted library. Mutational tolerance is a composite score for each position with
lower values indicating convergence on one or a few amino acid mutations in the sorted pool that enhances
activity at a given amino acid position. Lower values signify higher mutational tolerance.

Mutation
K465R
R476G
R476W
Q483R
A485R
L489Q
N491I
N491S
N491T
N491Y
W504R
T505F
Y505N

FADS Sorting
Mutational
Enrichment
Tolerance
10.98
0.65
11.33
0.66
2.78
0.66
13.70
0.79
11.96
0.33
10.65
0.31
0.10
0.43
5.49
0.43
0.04
0.43
0.04
0.43
10.04
0.49
3.32
0.78
8.26
0.78
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FADS Sorting
Mutational
Enrichment
Tolerance
5.46
1.84
6.43
1.33
3.38
1.33
10.73
1.16
10.85
0.93
8.45
0.85
2.98
1.33
2.10
1.33
3.04
1.33
2.84
1.33
7.00
1.04
4.05
1.59
6.82
1.59

SI Table 6.1 Oligonucleotides used in this study. Sequences are given in IDT nomenclature. “N” represents a
degenerate position with variable proportions of A, T, G, and C. “K” represents a degenerate position with
variable proportions of G and T. Underlined and lowercase base are TNA fragments.

Name
Tile 1-Fwd
Tile 1-Rvs
Tile 2-Fwd
Tile 2-Rvs
Tile 3-Fwd
Tile 3-Rvs
Tile 4-Fwd
Tile 4-Rvs
Tile 5-Fwd
Tile 5-Rvs
Tile 6-Fwd
Tile 6-Rvs
Vector Tile 6Fwd
Vector Tile 6-Rvs
Tile 7-Fwd
Tile 7-Rvs
Tile 8-Fwd
Tile 8-Rvs
Vector Tile 8Fwd
Vector Tile 8-Rvs
Tile 9-Fwd
Tile 9-Rvs
ST.1G.HP.44.Cy3
Template
30mer.HP.V2.Cy3
Template
QP08.Iowa
Site-saturationN491-KOD-RxxxFwd
Site-saturationN491-KOD-RxxxRvs
Site-saturationR606-KOD-RxxxFwd
Site-saturationR606-KOD-RxxxRvs

DNA Sequence (5’->3’)
GAATGAGCTGGCCCCGAACAAG
CTTCTCTGTTGAGCGTATCCGGCG
CCCCTCAATCATCATCACCCACAAC
GTCAATCGTGGCCTTCATCTTCTTC
CCTGCTTGGAGACCTCCTAGAGGAGAG
CCGTTACGCTCTCTGCACACTC
GTTACTACGGCTATGCAAGGGCG
CATAGCCTTCTTTTTGACGGTTTCAGC
CGGATTTTTTGCCACAATACCTGGAG
CGTTGTTATCTTGCCTTCCTCGTC
CGTCACGAAGAAGAAGTATGCGG
GCTCAGCTTTTCGGTAACTTCTTTGAC
GTCAAAGAAGTTACCGAAAAGCTGAGC
CCGCATACTTCTTCTTCGTGACG
CTAAAGGACGGTGACGTCGAGAAG
GGCGTATTTTGACTCCTCTCGC
GTTGCCGTTGCCAAGAGGTTG
GAATTCTCTCAACGGCTGGGAGAACCTG
CAGGTTCTCCCAGCCGTTGAGAGAATTC
CAACCTCTTGGCAACGGCAAC
GCACAAGTACGACGCCGAGTAC
CTAATTAAGCTTGGCTGCAGGTCGACTC
/5Cy3/ACAACCATACTCTTCCACATCTGCATACGCGAAAGCGTATGCAG
/5Cy3/ACAACCATTATCTAGAGCGATTCGTATAGGTGGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACC
ATGGTTGT/3IABkFQ/
GGCGTATCAAGATCCTGGCANNKAGCTACTACGGTTACTACGG
CGTTGTTATCTTGCCTTCCTCGTCTATCACCGCATACTTCTTCTTCG
AGGAAGGCAAGATAACAACGNNKGGACTTGAGATTGTGAGGCG
CGGGTCGAACTCGTCGAACGGTATCGCCCTG
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Site-saturationT723-KOD-RxxxFwd
Site-saturationT723-KOD-RxxxRvs
Site-saturationKOD-RxxxVector-Fwd
Site-saturationKOD-RxxxVector-Rvs
R606G-KOD-Fwd
R606-KOD-Rvs
T723A-KOD-Fwd
T723-KOD-Rvs
R485A-KODRSGA-Fwd
R485-KODRSGA-Rvs
S491N-KODRSGA-Fwd
S491A-KODRSGA-Fwd
S491P-KODRSGA-Fwd
N491-KODRSGA-Rvs
R606P-KOD-RSFwd
R606-KOD-RSRvs
30mer HP
Max Standard

CGTTCGACGAGTTCGACCCGNNKAAGCACAAGTA
CTAATTAAGCTTGGCTGCAGGTCGACTCAAGTTCCCTTCGGCT
CTGCAGCCAAGCTTAATTAGCTGAGCTT
TGCCAGGATCTTGATACGCCTCTGC
GGCAAGATAACAACGGGTGGACTTGAGATT
TTCCTCGTCTATCACCGCATACTTCTTCTTCG
GACCCGGCGAAGCACAAGTAC
GAACTCGTCGAACGGTATCGCC
CGATTACAGGCAGAGGGCTATCAAGATCC
AGGAGCTTCCTCTCGATCGGGTCAAT
CAAGATCCTGGCAAACAGCTACTACG
CAAGATCCTGGCAGCCAGCTACTACG
CAAGATCCTGGCACCAAGCTACTACG
ATACGCCTCTGCCTGTAATCGAGG
GATAACAACGCCTGGACTTGAGATTGTG
TTGCCTTCCTCGTCTATCACCG
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACC
TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCCGAAAGGATACCACC tatacgactcactatagaga

30mer Template
Short PBS8
50/50 Template
Long PBS8

TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCC
/ 5IRD680 / GGATACCACC
ATTGAACAACGCAAGGATCGGCGATATAAAGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC
/ 5IRD680 / GTCCCCTTGGGGATACCACC

4NT9G template

GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGATTAAGACTCGCCATGTTACGATCT
GCCAAGTACAGCCTTGAATCGTCACTGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGA/3 ddC/
/5’ 6-FAM/ CTTTTAAGAACCGGACGAACGTCCCCAAGGGGATACCACC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGA
CTTTTAAGAACCGGACGAAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGAAACACAACCACACCCACAAGGTCGGGTTCGTTCGGTATTT
GGTGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGACTCAACCCACACAAACAAACCTCAAACCGGTCCCGCTGTC
GCGGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC

Extra.PBS8
PBS7
PSB9
Seq1
Seq2
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Seq3
Seq4
Seq5
Seq6
Seq7
Seq8
Seq9
Seq10

GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGATTCCCAAACCCACCCACCACTGCGACTCTGACCGTCTTAT
CGTGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGACAGACAAACCCACCCACAAACGACCAAATTAAATCCTGGC
CGCGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGACGTAACCAAACAACCCACCCAGAACCCAGTCATGACTGAG
GTTGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGATGGCCCAAACACACAACAAATTGGCCAAAGCAAACATGCG
ATAGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGAGCAGAACAAACACACAACAAGGTCCGGACGAACACCTTAT
TTGGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGAAGCTACCCAAACACAACACCTGTCGTCATGCCTAGCGGTC
ATAGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGAGTATCCAAACAAACCAAACCCTCACCCAATTAAAGCATGC
CTTGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
GGATCGTCAGTGCATTGAGACTTTACAAACCCACCACCAAGGACGCAATGATGGTCTGCA
GGGGGTGGTATCCCCTTGGGGAC
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SI Table 6.2 Drops observed and drops detected from different experimental libraries.

Library
Tile 1
Tile 2
Tile 3
Tile 4
Tile 5
Tile 6
Tile 7
Tile 8
Tile 9
Kod-RS Tile 6
Kod-RS Tile 8
Site-Saturation

Drops Screened
10,338,751
4,558,463
7,359,428
7,368,352
9,403,975
6,064,739
4,005,398
8,338,072
3,922,286
12,430,111
17,568,008
13,840,744

Drops Sorted
4,252
847
1,172
1,619
3,820
6,435
604
5,259
585
31,583
80,703
5,874
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SI Table 6.3 Number of reads observed for the naïve and sorted pools for tiles 1-9.

Library

Reads from naïve population

Tile 1
Tile 2
Tile 3
Tile 4
Tile 5
Tile 6
Tile 7
Tile 8
Tile 9

4,988,446
4,026,836
5,703,487
2,432,895
3,501,208
4,664,216
4,566,908
4,161,780
4,889,113
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Reads from sorted
population
8,990,573
7,941,868
6,757,957
5,212,864
4,944,663
6,945,614
5,793,554
6,934,208
5,134,306

SI Table 6.4 Assessment of different DNA templates for primer extension with varying composition of AT:GC
content. Extension difficulty was evaluated at 30 minutes in 1x ThermoPol, 500 nM primer/template duplex,
100 nM tNTPs and 500 nM of purified Kod-RSGA ran on denaturing PAGE.

Sequence
Name
50/50
Template 1
(AT:GC)
30mer
50/50
Template 2
(AT:GC)
60/40
Template 1
(AT:GC)
60:40
Template 2
(AT:GC)

Difficulty
Ranking
ATTGAACAACGCAAGGATCGGCGATATAAAGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC
1
Nucleotide Sequence (5’ → 3’)

TCTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATAGGTGGTATCC
CCGCAAGTTCTAGTGCAATGGCGGTATAGTGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC

2
3

ATATTTCAGGCGGTACGTCTGCTATCGAGTGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC

4

GAGAAATTACATTCAAGTCTGATTAACCATGGTGGTATCCCCAAGGGGAC

5
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
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SI Figure 3.1 Validation of purity and concentration of purified polymerases. Polymerases were expressed in
XL1-blue E. coli cells and purified by heparin affinity chromatography. The concentration of each polymerase
was normalized by UV280 absorbance. Polymerase concentration and purity was further analyzed by SDSPAGE.
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SI Figure 4.1 Fabrication Process for a PDMS Microfluidic Device. (a) Production of the SU-8 master mold
that will form the channel reliefs in PDMS. Multiple layers can be added sequentially to create channel
geometries with different heights. (b). Production of a PDMS chip from an SU-8 master mold. Channels are
enclosed by plasma bonding to a glass slide (bottom).
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SI Figure 4.2 Droplet generation devices. Microscopic images of w/o droplet generation. Droplets can be
generated from a single aqueous stream (top), which is suitable for heat lysis, or from co-flowing two
different aqueous streams (bottom) prior to droplet production to co-encapsulate cells and lysis agents for
enzymatic or chemical lysis following droplet production. Scale bars are 75 μm.
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SI Figure 4.3 Theoretical Model and Empirical Validation of E. coli Occupancy. (a) Poisson probability
distributions calculated for different E. coli occupancy levels in uniform droplets. A Poisson distribution was
used to model the proportion of droplets p(λ,k) containing a given number of cells (k) at four different
occupancy levels (λ), a parameter describing the average number of cells per droplet. The OD600 of the preencapsulated E. coli solution can be used to predict the value of λ (and vice-versa), which is critical for
experiments that target a specific occupancy level. An OD600 of 0.05 and 0.5 were calculated to result in
values of λ of 0.1, and 1.0, respectively, and were validated experimentally. (b) Predicting occupancy level
from OD600. Fluorescent images showing the difference in cellular droplet occupancy of GFP expressing E. coli
at OD600 = 0.05 and OD600 = 0.5. Scale bars are 50 μm.
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SI Figure 4.4 Time and Temperature Dependence of Chemical and Enzymatic Lysis. Fluorescent images of
GFP expressing E. coli encapsulated in droplet microcompartments at different time points at 37 °C (top
rows) and 55 °C (bottom rows) for (a) 1x Thermopol, (b) 1x Bug Buster, and (c) 1x Lysozyme. Scale bars are
50 μm.
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SI Figure 4.5 Optical Sensors for Detected Enzymatic Activity in Droplet Microcompartments. Recombinant
enzymes were co-encapsulated in droplets with fluorescent sensors for detecting (a) polymerase extension,
(b) strand displacement, (c) restriction digestion, and (d) DNA ligation along with the appropriate substrates.
Bar charts summarize the average peak droplet fluorescence for each population (right). Error bars represent
the distribution of peak fluorescence values within the population. Fluorescent microscopic images of each
droplet population are shown to the left. Scale bars are 50 μm.
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SI Figure 4.6 Validation of Optical Sensors in Bulk Solution. (a) Polymerase extension assay. Primer
extension analysis on the polymerase extension sensor using Q5 (1 hour), Taq (1 hour), and Bst (5 mins)
polymerases in the presence and absence of dNTP substrates at 55 °C. (b) Strand displacement assay. Time
course at 37 °C on the strand displacement sensor with Q5 and Bst polymerases in the presence and absence
of a 33nt blocking oligo. (c) Restriction digestion assay. Pst 1 restriction site sensor incubated at 37 °C for 18
hours with Pst 1, and a non-specific restriction enzyme, Not 1. (d) DNA ligation assay. Ligation of two 6nt
oligos in the presence of the complementary molecular beacon sensor at three temperatures for 1 hour.
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SI Figure 4.7 Identifying Optimal Substrate Lengths for the DNA Ligase Sensor. The SNR of the ligase sensor
was evaluated for different donor and acceptor oligonucleotide lengths by fluorescence microscopy.
Fluorescent images of the beacon only (top row), the beacon with different length donor/acceptor strands
(middle row), and the beacon with chemically synthesized full-length product (bottom row). Donor and
acceptor lengths of 6nts allow the molecular beacon to function with optimal fluorescence activity. Longer
substrate lengths lead to unwanted fluorescence of the unligated complex.
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SI Figure 4.8 Raw Data from Polymerase Sensor Mock Enrichment. Images and peak fluorescence
distributions for naïve (round 1, left) and enriched (round 2, right) droplet encapsulated populations of KODwt expressing E. coli spiked into populations of E. coli expressing KOD-D542G null mutant at ratios of 1:1000
(top) and 1:10000 (bottom). Scale bars are 75 μm.
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SI Figure 4.9 Theoretical Model for Enrichment. a) Plot of absolute maximum enrichment (ηabs) and
theoretical maximum enrichment (ηmax, λ=0.1) over a range of ε0. Enrichment values measured with the FADs
system are plotted for ε0 = 1/1000, and 1/10000. Inset plots the ratio of the ηmax to ηabs vs. ε0 for λ=0.1, 0.5, 1,
and 2, which can also be interpreted as the maximum ε1 that can be achieved with a given ε0. As ε0
approaches 1, ηmax approaches ηabs, and as ε0 becomes increasingly small, ηmax approaches a finite value that
decreases with increasing λ, meaning the maximum degree to which a population can be enriched decreases
for a given ε0 as λ increases. b) Contingency table used to derive equations to calculate true hit and true nonhit values from measured hit and measured non-hit values given known TPR, FPR, FNR, and TNR.
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SI Figure 5.1 Sequence map of Kod DNA polymerase. Sequence alignment and secondary structure of wildtype Kod DNA polymerase and exonuclease deficient Kod DNA polymerase (Kod exo-). Exonuclease silencing
mutations are highlighted in red. The amino acid region used for the scanning mutagenesis library is
highlighted in yellow.
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SI Figure 5.2 Quality control (QC) of Scanning Mutagenesis Library. Sequence confirmation for 3 random
clones in the naïve transformed scanning mutagenesis library. Sanger sequencing confirms the presence of a
single point mutation in the cassette region.
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SI Figure 5.3 Overview of Droplet-Based Optical Polymerase Sorting. a) Illustration of optical sensor used to
screen for polymerase activity. The sensor is composed of a 5’ Cy3 labeled self-priming hairpin template and
a 3’ Iowa Black labeled 8mer quencher probe that anneals to the 5’ end of the template. During polymerase
extension at elevated temperatures, the quencher probe dissociates from the template, allowing the
polymerase to extend the primer. Once cooled to room temperature, complete primer extension prevents the
quencher probe from re-annealing, producing a fluorescent signal. b) Overview of polymerase screening
strategy utilizing droplet microfluidics. In contrast to the original DrOPS protocol, which used silicon chips
from Dolomite, the current protocol used PDMS chips based on known microfluidic designs. Single E. coli
expressing a polymerase variant are encapsulated in single emulsions (left), lysed and incubated to allow for
primer extension (middle), and then converted into double emulsions (right) for high-throughput sorting via
FACS. Microscope images of single emulsion (left) and double emulsion (right) production are shown below.
Scale bars are 75 µm and 50 µm respectively.
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SI Figure 5.4 Overview of FADS Sorting. Overview of polymerase screening strategy utilizing droplet
microfluidics and FADS. Single E. coli expressing a polymerase variant are encapsulated in single emulsions
(left), lysed and incubated to allow for primer extension (middle), and are then introduced into a second
microfluidic chip for high-throughput sorting via FADS.
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SI Figure 5.5 TNA polymerase activity screen. a) Denaturing SDS-PAGE analysis of single point mutants of
Kod DNA polymerase expressed from E. coli and isolated from clarified lysate after heat treatment and
centrifugation. b) Polymerase activity assay. Single point mutants of Kod DNA polymerase were evaluated for
TNA synthesis activity in a standard primer-extension assay that involved extending a DNA primer-template
complex with TNA triphosphates.
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SI Figure 5.6 Functional characterization of Kod-RS. a) Substrate specificity assay. Time course experiments
were performed to evaluate the efficiency of TNA and DNA synthesis by natural and engineered forms of Kod
DNA polymerase. b) Fidelity profile observed for an aggregate cycle of TNA replication using Kod-RS and Bst
DNA polymerase for TNA synthesis and reverse transcription, respectively. The mutational profile reveals a
mutation rate of 6.9 x 10-3 and an overall fidelity of 99.3% when 7-deaza-tGTP was used in place of tGTP. c)
Template sequence bias. Kod-RS was challenged to copy a DNA library into TNA in the absence and presence
of MnCl2.
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SI Figure 5.7 Replication scheme used to measure TNA polymerase fidelity. Schematic representation of the
transcription and reverse transcription process used to measure the fidelity of TNA replication.
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SI Figure 5.8 Sequence alignment of the fidelity results obtained for an aggregate cycle of TNA synthesis and
reverse transcription. a) Sequencing results obtained for the TNA synthesis reaction performed with TNA
triphosphates containing natural bases (tATP, tCTP, tTTP, and tGTP). b) Sequencing results obtained for the
TNA synthesis reaction performed with the 7-deazaG TNA triphosphate in place of tGTP to prevent G-G
mispairing during TNA transcription.
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SI Figure 6.1 Summary of the enriched mutations identified by deep mutational scanning. A summation of
the number of enriched mutations (scores > 6) per tile. Tiles 1, 2, 4, 5 correspond to the palm (teal), tile 3 is
the finger (purple), and tiles 6-8 correspond to the thumb (red).
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SI Figure 6.2 General strategies for polymerase evolution. Conventional approaches to polymerase
engineering involve screening individual library members for activity using enzyme obtained from crude
lysate (left). DrOPS provides an ultrahigh throughput assay for screening programmed allelic libraries with
high redundancy. Positively sorted variants can be evaluated by NGS analysis, reconstructed, and
characterized (center) or the pool could be cloned back into E. coli and assayed for activity in a secondary
screen (right). Screening the output of a DrOPS selection increases the probability of identifying high activity
variants and avoids the need to resynthesize variants before testing. Only variants with high activity in the
secondary screen are sequenced, expressed, purified, and validated.
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SI Figure 6.3 Polymerase activity assay comparing randomly sampled clones before and after a highthroughput screening using DrOPS. Eighteen randomly chosen members were sampled from tiles 6 and 8 by
picking E. coli colonies from the A) naïve and B) enriched pools. The polymerase activity assay (1x
ThermoPol, 500 nM primer/template duplex, and 100 nM tNTPs) was performed in a 20 μL reaction volume
using 10% (v/v) clarified lysate after thermal denaturation to remove endogenous E. coli proteins and
incubated at 55°C for 30 min. Reaction was quenched with 1xTBE, 50% Formamide and 25 mM EDTA.
Symbols: P, primer; RS, Kod-RS TNA polymerase, C, colony number.
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SI Figure 6.4 Primer-extension assay evaluating Kod TNA polymerase variants for TNA synthesis activity on
a DNA primer-template duplex. Mutations R606G and T723A were identified from a secondary screen of tiles
6 and 8, respectively. Primer extension was performed with the following conditions: 1x ThermoPol, 500 nM
primer/template duplex, 100 nM tNTPs, 500 nM purified enzyme at 55°C and reaction was quenched (1xTBE,
50% Formamide and 25 mM EDTA) at designated time point.
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SI Figure 6.5 Sanger sequencing results obtained for TNA replication experiments performed on the 4NT9G
template for Kod-RS (A) and Kod-RSGA (B). Correct bases are denoted as (.) and incorrect bases are denoted
by observed base in the specified position. The result signifies that Kod-RSGA is less prone to G→C
transversion than Kod-RS.
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SI Figure 6.6 Sanger sequencing results obtained for TNA replication using 10 different templates and KodRSGA to mediate TNA synthesis. A-J. The results for templates 1-10 (Seq1-10 from SI Table 6.1) Correct
bases are denoted as (.) and incorrect bases are denoted by observed base in the specified position. Blue
boxes represent deletions. Yellow boxes represent insertions.
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SI Figure 6.7 Nearest neighbor analysis. Templating nucleotides on the 5’ and 3’ side of G residues were
analyzed for their contribution to the formation of G:G mismatches during TNA synthesis. (A) Direct
comparison of Kod RS and Kod RSGA on the single template sequence used for the fidelity analysis. (B)
Analysis of adjacent residues in the 10 unique templates used for fidelity analysis. The results suggest that
pyrimidine residues (C’s and T’s) on the 3’ side of templating G residues lead to a higher frequency of G:G
mismatches.
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